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ABSTRACT
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While the fantasy genre is one of the most widely read modes of writing, literary
criticism and academic discussion of the genre takes place at a much lower level. This
imbalance has developed in part because of a misconception that fantasy genre writings
cannot accomplish significant, literary purposes.
This thesis first offers an argument for why the fantasy genre should receive more
attention in scholarly circles, then presents an excerpt of a fantasy novel. The argument
draws from the limited amount of existing criticism to highlight the strengths of the
fantasy genre, building a case that, in most respects, works of heroic fantasy deserve
thoughtful critical attention, and concluding with a proposal that further attention will
elevate the acknowledged weaknesses. The excerpt from the novel is not intended as an
exemplary model of what fantasy can accomplish; it is merely a first step on the long
journey to those goals.
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Criticism, Eloquence, and Fantasy
It is only for a waking man to tell his dreams. - Seneca

Only Blanche was to be pitied in all ways. Her stepmother had an incredible aversion toward her and felt
great despair when she saw that Blanche 's beauty made the deformity of her daughter appear even worse
and caused her to be scorned by eve1yone .... To make matters worse, Alix hated Blanche a hundred times
more than her mother did. Therefore, she employed all the means imaginable to cause her grief (Lheritier,
p. 551)

You already know where it's going, don't you. Even before international publishing houses, even
before Disney, even when Marie-Jeanne Lheritier first recorded the tale in 1696, readers recognized the
story from the first few paragraphs. The path is laid open like a map, leaving us to now simply follow
Blanche as she traverses the terrain. And because we can see that map, it makes it easy to either cheer
Blanche onward or, like her stepsister, to despise her. Some do despise her, of course-especially readers
of a certain critical sophistication. Knowing about the map seems to ruin the journey for some; or as Ursula
K. Le Guin might have said, after reading the recipe, they can't enjoy the cake, as if they could see through
the style of the telling and were left only with a plot synopsis (p. 94).
Yet, underneath the telling, all texts are merely plot summaries, a fact which doesn't prevent these
sophisticated readers from enjoying certain texts, spending hours savoring and analyzing and mapping out
virtues, faults, comparisons, contrasts, influences, and relationships between the texts favored in their
literary cartography. Fervently they track the slight alterations in the existing order ofliterature as new
works are completed and submitted for inspection (Eliot, p. 215). This labor is done mainly in the academy,
and it benefits authors by encouraging them in success, identifying short-comings in the text, and
reinvigorating the field by teaching other writers about such strengths and weaknesses.
Blanche, however, is rarely considered in this discussion, and Ms. Lheritier, as well as others
interested in the same mode of writing, are rarely aided by this support and criticism and training. Le Guin,
who has been writing and reading in this form for over 40 years, explains that the situation leaves most
geme writers disconnected or unaccountable for their work. The responses they receive are usually praise
from voracious readers, and this lack of critical attention permits a writer to "go on and on imitating
himself' (p. 29).
Literary critics rarely take the time to justify this polite segregation, but the apparent argument is
that fairy tales and fantasy stories simply don't belong in the same category as literature. In the present era
of tolerance and multi-culturalism, that division is being relaxed, as evidenced by W.W. Norton &
Company, the household name for literary collections, publishing a collection of fairy tales in 2001.
However, the collection is held separate from 'standard' literature, bound apart in its own 'critical edition.'

Literary writing is still carefully distanced from that other species-fantasy-and thoughtful criticism is
still usually reserved for serious, realistic fiction.
I argue that fantasy fiction can do everything realistic fiction does. There are general traits, some
more impmiant than others, that characterize high-quality realistic fiction, and these traits create a
prototype of the writing that deserves serious attention. Fantasy fiction offers texts that match this
prototypical set of criteria, and therefore, this mode of writing should be taken seriously. That is to say, it
should be criticized thoughtfully, and taught in courses of proportional frequency and quality as mimetic
fiction.

Her stepmother, who observed her eve1y move, became suspicious when she saw [Blanche} go off by
herself into her room, and she wanted to know what held such a powerful attraction for her there. So she
surprised her one day as she was reading one of the most beautiful passages of a novel that was very well
written and highly imaginative. (p. 553)

If novels include a set of traits that would be the model for quality literature, where would that set

be identified? As noted earlier, the anthologies published by Norton are among the most widely-known
collections ofliterature. First published in the 1950's, these anthologies have sold more than 20 million
copies, establishing Norton as a resource for identifying the literary 'canon' (W.W. Norton). Their
resources allow them to select among experts in each field; their authority status and competitors prompt
them to maintain reliable samplings and descriptions of the literary terrain. In their 2002 edition, they
reasserted their commitment to gathering (and in effect, defining) the noteworthy examples ofliterary texts.
The preface offers this concise description:

In altering the current title to The Norton Anthology of World Literature, we do not
abandon the anthology's focus on major works of literature or a belief that these
works especially repay close study. It is their consummate artistry, their ability to
express complex signifying structures, that gives access to multiple dimensions of
meaning, meanings that are always rooted in a specific setting and cultural tradition
but that further constitute, upon comparison, a thought-provoking set of
perspectives on the varieties of human experience. (Lawall, p. xxiii)

This summary notes five characteristics that the editors at Norton apparently accept as a reliable portrait of
a novel. The language used is elegant, though perhaps not scientifically rigorous or technically clear, so it
may be helpful to detail what these criteria are actual saying.
First, "consummate artistry," which may be elaborated to mean 'altogether intent on executing the
work with sensitivity and excellence.' Second is the "ability to express complex signifying structures,"
which is straightforward until the phrase "signifying structures," a term that generally refers to the
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situations and issues involved in a story. Thus, the second trait is the 'ability to portray complex situations
and issues.' The third point of giving "access to multiple dimensions of meaning" can be translated as,
'opening a way for readers to consider several significant issues.' Fourth, being "rooted in a specific setting
and cultural tradition" is more plainly rendered as 'presenting a specific setting within the text and taking
part in a specific cultural framework outside the text.' And finally, constituting a "thought-provoking set of
perspectives on the varieties of human experience," which may be interpreted as, 'providing a framework
of ideas that prompts the reader to reconsider values, situations, and relationships.'
The phrases from the Norton preface could be revised into any number of different statements, but I
believe most 'translations' would include the ideas highlighted above. And now that we have Norton's
presence as a reliable foundation for a set of specific 'literary' criteria, all we need now are the fantasy texts
to match.
Unfortunately, this part of the task includes its own difficulties. The main obstacle is that the term
"fantasy text" reaches such a vast array of stories. On one hand, we find material that has been labeled
more specifically as "magical realism," the works of Marquez and Kafka and Borges that are universally
accepted into the literary society. But at the same time, "fantasy text" also ropes in titles such as Conan,

Scourge of the Bloody Coast. These texts, at the far end of the spectrum, have been accurately defined in
Fantasy Literature: A Core Collection and Reference Guide as "sword and sorcery" fantasy. The essential
features are 1) a barbarian superhero presented with minimal characterization, motivation, or psychological
probing; 2) simple, linear, repetitive episodes of physical action; 3) absence of thematic substance; 4) rough
or bland prose style; and 5) emphasis on gratuitous or sensational violence (Tymn, p. 23) . These are texts
that would be universally rejected as 'literary,' even by the authors themselves, who often equate 'literary'
with simpering, weak-willed, angst-filled wimps.
Obviously, it complicates things if some fantasy texts are literary shoo-ins, and others violently resist
any movement towards literariness. Between these extremes, the continuum is filled with a wide range of
stories and novels, some of which match the literary criteria more closely than others. And in fact, there is a
similar range ofrealistic stories and novels that sometimes harmonize with the criteria for literary writing,
and sometimes diverge sharply from those standards. This leads to the implication that literary value may
not be very closely tied to the content of 'signifying structures' in the narrative. Similarly, W.R. Irwin
noted the danger of trying to categorize fantasy texts based simply on content during his discussion about
the rhetorical strategies of fantasy texts (p. 8). The logical conclusion of these distinctions-that a mimetic
novel can be very un-literary, and a magical realism text can be extremely literary- is that 'literary' must
be an evaluation of quality, rather than a description of content. In other words, a novel about Victorian
England can be executed barbarously, and a novel about barbarian tribes could be handled with literary
quality.

Since the young prince was ve1y much occupied by the adventure that he had just had, he no sooner
rejoined his attendants than he sent one of his most clever stewards to the village to inquire about
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Blanche's background. The steward was quick to cany out his task, and when he returned to the prince, he
gave his lord an exact account of Blanches' birth, her inclinations, and the troubles of this young beauty.
(p. 558)

Sorting through the variety of works assembled under the umbrella-term of"fantasy" prompts the
question of how to precisely define this mode of writing. As early as 1939, when modem fantasy was
beginning to separate itself from the genre of fairy-stories, J. R. R. Tolkien was also wrestling with this
problem of definitions. In the opening of a lecture titled "On Fairy-Stories," he noted that term 'fairy-story'
wasn ' t even included in that grimoire of definitions, the Oxford English Dictionary (p. 113). That
oversight, since then, has been corrected; however, this doesn't shed much light on the broader genre of
fantasy writing. Tolkien himself treated "fantasy" more as a frame of mind than a category of fiction.
Beginning with the larger force, he described "Enchantment" as an ideal form of art, an craft of elvish
subtlety that produces a Secondary World that people can somehow enter; and "Fantasy," he explained,
aspires to Enchantment, but is limited to possibly sharing enrichment through creative works (p. 143).
Later critics gave more attention to outlining the boundaries of a separate genre. In 1976, W.R.
Irwin used the ideas that became the general standard, writing that " ... a narrative is a fantasy if it presents
the persuasive establishment and development of an impossibility, an arbitrary construct of the mind with
all under the control of logic and rhetoric" (p. 9). Although his definition is based partly on content, that
aspect is left so broad as to avoid inadvertently screening out certain texts. Of greater importance is the
attention Irwin drew to the way fantasy writing handles impossible material-with logical control and
deliberate rhetorical strategies.
Later in that decade, Diana Waggoner published her book, The Hills of Faraway, which refined the
categories used to discuss fantasy narratives. Waggoner renamed the overarching genre as "speculative
fiction" in order to give her several sub-genres more distinction. She summarized speculative fiction as a
class of modem literature that uses the low mimetic mode and that treats supernatural phenomena as a
special class of objectively real things or events (p. 9). Despite the revamped terminology, the main
contribution of Waggoner 's overarching definition is in noting that the genre is a contemporary creation.
Her work in delineating sub-genres is much more useful, and we'll come back to that in a moment.
After a few other writers had accepted and reinforced these general concepts of impossible content and
realistic treatment, Brian Attebery, in 1980, almost casually accepts those elements of the definition, but
added an extra insight about the purpose for doing these things . In his survey of fantasy writings, The

Fantasy Tradition in America: From Irving to Le Guin, he describes fantasy as a prose narrative that uses
the consistent treatment of the impossible as if it were possible in order to evoke wonder. This addition
refers back to Tolkien's lectures on fantasy, where he argued that the vital purpose of"Faerie" and magic
and fantasy is to this "independent realization of imagined wonder" (p. 116). Including these terms in the
genre definition complicates the matter by mixing authorial intent the boundaries. Yet in a genre as far-
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flung as this, more subtle details, even if they are debatable, help to delimit the entire field into more
manageable divisions.
In 1997, Jolm Clute helped publish The Encyclopedia of Fantasy and approached the task of defining
his topic by using the idea of a fuzzy set. In the preface, he asserts that the genre couldn't be known by
outlining its boundaries, but by plotting how multiple examples differ or harmonize, a distinct grouping
will appear. At the center of that grouping, he argues, is a definition for fantasy, which he words as "a selfcoherent narrative which, when set in our reality, tells a story which is impossible in the world as we
perceive it; when set in an other world or secondary world, that otherworld will be impossible, but stories
set there will be possible in the otherworld's terms" (p. viii). The significant insight that Clute adds is the
attention to "self-coherence," meaning that the story will establish a logical system of rules and will abide
by those rules throughout.
This refinement was necessary after magical realism received widespread attention, changing the way
readers had to account for fantasy texts. In magical realism, any of the impossible effects of a fairy story or
fantasy novel could be included; however, that magical influence would have a distinctly different impact
on the story. In magical realism, the relationship between the characters and the supernatural power is
much different. Whereas in a fantasy novel characters are able to "use" the supernatural power, directing it
with more or less certainty about the effects, in a magical realism story, the magic "happens" to the
characters. It is almost always outside their control, often outside their understanding, and sometimes even
outside their awareness-they might not even comprehend that something supernatural has disrupted the
coherent flow of the storyline. When the author organizes a story this way, the supernatural power is
elevated above the characters, similar to the way many things in real life are beyond individual control.
This enables the author to comment on these 'powers' in real life without having to develop an extended
system to account for the magical influence. In contrast, a fantasy story requires a consistent system, a
"self-coherent narrative," for purposes that we'll address later.
While noting the point of self-coherence helps us discern between magical realism and other
flavors of fantasy, it doesn't clarify any boundaries for the rest of the fuzzy set. Waggoner's work becomes
important here, where an organization for sub-genres of fantasy is useful. Some of the categories she noted
in 1978 were allegory, dystopia and utopia, Kuntsmarch en or artistic folk-tale , voyage stories, ironic/comic
fantasy, and mythopoeic fantasy. Perhaps her most important distinction is in drawing a line between
fantasy that can be considered as a candidate for literary attention and fantasy that can't. This division is
significant because it focuses attention on some of the factors that fantasy writers need to address in order
to move beyond the accusation of being mere escapist entertainment.
Waggoner labeled these two modes "heroic" and "adventure" fantasy. The heart of this distinction is
the separation of significant action from exciting action: "Heroic behavior ...means that physical courage
and exciting events are not enough; every action must have a serious purpose. Adventure fantasy is an
unambitious form of heroic fantasy, with the heroism left out" (p. 36). The catalyst that Waggoner claims is
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essential for transforming the episodic dangers of barbaric sword-and-sorcery into noteworthy fantasy is
"heroism," or the sense of serious purpose to every action in the tale.
This isn't a matter of eliminating dangers from the story, which would be impossible, even according
to a renowned mainstream writer such as David Huddle, who has noted that danger is the basic ingredient
of all stories-it holds the plot and the reader under a pressure that sharpens and enlivens the events,
characters, and language (p. 129). Without this tension, most readers lose interest. The story doesn't get
read; the author's work gathers dust instead of communicating and having an impact. The importance of
this tension has also been noted by the fantasy and science fiction author David Wolverton. Based on his
experience as a pre-med student and an English major, he asserts that danger and pain in a narrative provide
readers with an emotional exercise that helps them cope with stress (p. 5). This explanation echoes the
words of C. S. Lewis, who described fairy stories, the forerunner to modem fantasy, as an "askesis," or
exercise, of the spirit (p. 38).
From these sources, it is apparent that danger or tension or exciting events cannot simply be banished
from a narrative. So Waggoner's "heroism" is obviously an issue of quality, not quantity. Simply doing
more-threatening more lives in the story, wreaking havoc in larger amounts, magically transforming
molehills into mountains-cannot add "more" meaning or significance to a text. In fact, W.R. Irwin noted
that exaggerating the "surface excitement" in the story may actually overwhelm any deeper enrichment that
readers might discover, despite the fact that the surface excitement is what keeps readers moving steadily
closer to that discovery (1976, p. 50).
The "serious purpose" that Waggoner claims every action in a fantasy story must have is something
we'll explore in more depth later, but for now it provides a final element for describing the fantasy work
that will be the focus of discussion from this point on: heroic fantasy - a self-coherent narrative that
employs impossible material with serious purpose, applying logical control and deliberate rhetorical
strategies in order to evoke wonder. This name and short description screens out fantasy works from both
the magical realism and the barbarian ends of the spectrum. This flavor of writing deserves thoughtful
attention from critics and instructors because writers who set up camp here are already displaying an
interest in progressing. They are hopeful of not only reaching a wide audience, but also of doing
significant, 'literary' work. And in order to build a staircase up to such distant castles in the sky, they need
the benefit of critical accountability and concentrated training.

Afterward, they engaged in a conversation, and [on e of the prince's fai1y godmothersJ continued to admire
Blanche's sweetness and oth er lovely qualities that complemented her beauty, and this admiration
produced a good result. The fai1y held a cane which she seemingly used to support herself, but it was a
magic wand which she used to bring about all the miracles of her art. She touched Blanche with this wand
as if by a chance, and she gave her the gift of always being more intelligent than she was before, and more
sweet, amiable, and beneficent, and she also gave her the most beautiful voice in the world. (p . 559)
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The difficulty of reaching this goal is reduced a little by acknowledging that doing significant literary
work doesn't entail doing everything that characterizes mainstream literature. An exact replica of
conventional literary standards would simply be another conventional literary work. While this caveat
might seem like shirking from the task, we can also note that there is no ideal mainstream novel that
perfectly executes all the conventions of the mainstream genre . As Zipes has noted, there is no such thing
as 'the' fairy tale (p. xv), and likewise, it is a fantasy to believe in 'the ' archetypal work of mimetic fiction.
This point raises the question of just how closely a fantasy text needs to match the conventions used in
mainstream novels, or in other words, which elements from the Norton editors' list are most essential in
doing 'literary' work. By reviewing some of the ways that fantasy stories differ from mimetic realism, we
can get a sense of which literary features are most vital. Of these differences, the purposes of each mode
offer some of the most important distinctions, while the methods fantasy uses to accomplish its purposes
provide some of the most dramatic distinctions.
In his review of American fantasy, Attebery noted that both mainstream and fantasy authors share an
attitude of disaffection to the American Dream, but fantasy, in contrast to the mainstream, brings in the
optimism of fairy tales and responds to the situation hopefully (1980, p. 186). In a later work, Attebery
offered some ideas about the source of this difference. One striking point he noted was realism's trouble
with endings. Because of its premises, mimetic fiction must necessarily reject any closure other than death
(1992, p. 65). In our daily lives, we're kept aware, constantly, (by the news media, if not by direct
involvement) of the fact that troubles never cease, that "happily ever after," in the world as we know it,
really is a fiction. However, fantasy, by admitting pointblank that the text isn't limited to the world as we
know it, can provide at least a provisional closure as part of its form (Attebery, 1992, p. 65). Another
explanation of this essential difference between realism and fantasy is found in E. F . Bleiler' s 1985 profile
of fantasy and horror writers. In the introduction, he contrasts realism's "finality in death," "helplessness
before larger forces," and "isolation" against the qualities found in supernatural fiction-continuing
experience after death, magical influence able to effect change in the universe, and the ability to connect
with an almost endless variety of intelligent life (p. xiii). In these comparisons, the essential quality is a
function of mimetic fiction itself: you can only 'mimic' what you can see, and so realism is constricted to
material visible in the external world. (Although to be precise, it doesn't actually do that consistently either.
The notions of a limited-omniscient narrator, or a person actually sitting and talking for hundreds of pages
are patently impossible. Thus, a more accurate name for this mode of writing might be 'positivistic
fantasy.')
On the other hand, fantasy immediately confesses that the story will deal with things beyond the
currently-known world. Attebery concludes that when realistic fiction strives to achieve recognition of
things as they are, fantasy to see things "as they might be or ought to be" ( 1992, p. 128). This purpose
though is only an intermediary step for fantasy . As C. S. Lewis explained it, the real intention of a fairy
story is to "arouse longing for something beyond the 'real' world (p. 38). And according to his companion
Inkling, J. R. R. Tolkien, "the primal desire at the heart of Faerie is the independent realization of imagined
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wonder (p. 116). We'll return later to the role of"wonder" in the fantasy narrative, but for now it stands as
one of the major characteristics that separate literary writing (i.e. realism) from the fantasy genre.
Although their underlying purposes may be different, mimetic and fantastic fiction also share several
common projects. In general, both modes of writing exercise readers in similar ways. In a text describing
the philosophical considerations of fiction, E. M. Dadlez explained that when we empathize with someone
else, whether that other person actually lives or is only a fictional character, we are exercising our
imaginative faculties (p. 7). In this sense, characters wearing blue jeans in New York City, as well as
characters wearing hooded cloaks in Hobbiton, can afford a reader the same practice in empathetic
understanding.
Similarly, Dadlez points out that "fictions can rehearse our moral judgments and make us aware of
them again, as newly challenged or as substantiated (p. 5). By rendering ideas and values in a medium
separate from our own thoughts, works of realistic and fantasy fiction can help us identify our own attitudes
more clearly. This purpose been claimed for mainstream texts for many years, although fantasy settings can
provide the same benefit. In fact, the substance from which fantasy stories came into being, the 'original'
material of fairy tales were often developed as commentaries on the social mores and customs of the time
(Zipes, p. xxi). From that heritage, W. R. Irwin asserts that contemporary fantasies are a premier form for
challenging the assumptions, preconceptions, and unconsidered questions and answers of contemporary
society (p. 61).
In a longer explanation of this ability, Irwin brings up another project that realism and fantasy share.
Literature has long been valued for its ability to change our understanding of the real world. Irwin explains
that after reading a fantasy text, a reader will usually return to daily life with an altered perspective on the
issues challenged in the fantasy text (1976, p. 27). In fact, he later asserts that until the reader uses the
fantasy story as a critique of the real world, the experience isn't really complete (p. 76). Waggoner also
emphasizes this capability that extends between mimetic fiction and speculative writings, explaining that
"Fantasy awakens within us a new vision, not of strange or exotic dreams, but of ordinary reality .... " (p.
27). Giving this ability a post-modem twist, Attebery elaborates on how fantasy narratives can accomplish
the purposes of challenging assumptions about narrative itself. He portrays the conventions used in fantasy
as a way of questioning the assumption that language is a completely trustworthy tool, and of pointing out
the fact that ' character' is always a creation of observer (even as our own consciousness is a form of selfnarration), and that a formed plot is a message that every orderly chronology is a matter of purposeful
selection and organization (1992, p. 54).
While these purposes provide a number of common values between realistic/literary fiction and genre
fantasy, the methods for accomplishing these purposes vary widely. The methods used today have been
around since fairy stories and folk tales and mythologies were first told. As with other genres, certain
methods are now recognized by the writers and publishers and readers as conventions that help define the
genre (Zipes, p. xxvii) . Sometimes literary scholars discuss the matter of accepted story-telling methods, or
conventions, as if it were a weakness only found in less-significant writings. But as Orson Scott Card has
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pointed out, a candid review ofliterature shows that even the genre of 'literary' writing follows
conventions. Current writers acknowledge that previous writers were doing something effective, and so
they try to employ the same "tricks," as Card labels it, hoping to be accepted into the circle of those past,
successful writers. Card posits that some of the conventions of critically acclaimed texts include using
concrete detail, being boring and obscure, and passing ironic judgments on other things (p. 437) .
From this perspective, we see that a text shouldn't be condemned simply for including things that other
texts have used, but the evaluation should be based on how well the text employs those strategies. Attebery,
among others, has noted how genre conventions are similar to grammatical rules, which proscribe formulas
for constructing meaning at a sentence-level, but using grammatical formulas doesn't necessarily lead to
mindless, banal sentences. And likewise, using conventional elements in a story doesn't lead inexorably to
mindless stories (1992, p. 10). FromAttebery's analysis, the judgments condemning fantasy stories are
based on a narrow-minded view of what a quality text can be. Literary critics, he asserts, have held tightly
to the traditional values received from mimetic realism, and then tried to force fantasy writings into that
mold. Thus, they favor a self-conscious style of language, characters in real-life situations, and incidents
unconnected with the plot to represent the varied experience of real-life. And since most fantasy stories
don't hold to these traditions, scholars have often concluded that "'making stories ' is not the same as
'making literature' (p. 19). He explains that this projection of values is inappropriate because fantasy texts
often have a different intent, as we reviewed earlier, and to that end, while realistic fiction tries to submerge
conventions beneath a surface of reported reality, fantasy explicit presents conventions of story-form and
character-function (i.e. there is a distinct climax and an heroic protagonist) (p. 87).
This understanding about the purposes of fantasy conventions enables scholars to better appreciate the
various conventions or grammars used in fantasy. These conventions can be divided into many subtle
categories (and those separate groups might still have notable overlaps), but the common ways that fantasy
differs from and matches with accepted literary values can be seen clearly in the areas of setting (which
includes magic), realistic treatment, characters, story-form (or plot), and reader participation.
The setting usually provides the 'impossible' material that makes a story a fantasy. Placing the
characters and action within another world is a purposeful move towards evoking wonder. In a review of
fantasy literature, Tymn locates the source of this essential element in tension between two opposing
concepts: the recognition of elements in the fantasy world that are similar to our daily world, and an
arresting strangeness from the otherness of that fantasy world (p. 37) . As the text moves a reader back and
forth between these opposites, a sense of renewed curiosity can be generated, similar to an electromagnetic
current. Tolkien may have been the greatest proponent for this sense of wonder, and he also identified the
mix of known and new as a key strategy. He went so far as to assert that the ability to transfer the traits of
one object to another object (i.e. flight and lizards) is the "power" of fantasy, and that "Faerie begins here
and a man becomes a sub-creator (p. 122). Alongside this sense of wonder, Attebery identifies two other
benefits that a fantasy writer gains from establishing the impossible setting. Separating the story setting
from "consensus reality" removes nearly all connections for practical applicability from the story, and
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thereby prompts the reader to look for connections in psychological and metaphysical principles (1992, p.
110). Also, as noted before, drawing attention to the fact that the text setting is a constructed reality "echoes
into real-world constructions ofreality through our own imaginations and narratives" (p. 67).
Choosing to stage the story in such an alien environment entails certain requirements for the author.
Authors that don't respect this creative power by considering the creation in its full dignity usually produce
sub-standard fantasy, and rarely achieve any sense of wonder. Although for some barbarian or comedy
writers, this isn't acknowledged as a problem. In sincere fantasy narratives, W.R. Irwin has noted that the
rhetorical drive of the text is to assert and then maintain reader belief in an impossible fact (1976, p. 60).
His analysis of this project reveals that the most widely used techniques a sober, realistic style of presenting
images, descriptions, events, and characterization (p. 70), and that "the logic of fantasy denies any privilege
of ambiguity .... " (p. 72). Irwin's theoretical explanations are often born out by the testimony of successful
fantasy authors, such as Steven Brnst, who argues that precise details are what make a fantasy story work.
This is because readers who feel and trust what is happening won't be jolted out of the story by concerns
over how it's actually happening (p. 73). Another scholar, Waggoner, extends this requirement beyond
realistic prose style and realistic details to include believable history, motivations, and characterizations for
all characters and forces in the story (p. 11 ). However, the writer's responsibility doesn't end there, as
mainstream writer William Gass emphasizes. The necessary realistic handling also requires an adequate
philosophical structure within the text, showing enough to answer questions raised by the assumptions in
the story, and being consistent in showing that the conclusions raised by those assumptions are actually
born out (p. 9). Although Gass's remarks may be directed at authors of mimetic fiction, the principle holds
for fantasy writers as well. If the story doesn't establish this complete credibility with the reader, Waggoner
states, then the fantasy fails drastically, if not completely (p. 10).
As Waggoner also noted, the characters are also part of the setting, and require significant attention,
but characters in fantasy are much different from those in literary realism. Tolkien has noted that fantasy's
emphasis on story-making may not satisfy the reader's whose literary tastes have developed from a
theatrical source. The stage-emphasis on characters and personality distract attention away from the
character's role as a thing (p. 142). In a sense, it is disingenuous to address textual characters as real
personalities, because they are merely fantasy creations of an author's mind, sketched in with various
textual fragments. With more candor, the geme of fantasy admits that characters also exist to fulfill a role
in the story. C. S. Lewis noted this, referring to Jung's theory of archetypes, and suggesting that fantasy
characters can be "a sort of hieroglyphic for psychological issues (p. 36). Later writers, including Attebery,
have also asserted this importance for characters, and Attebery has noted additional roles for the characters.
He argues that some of the pleasure found in all successful literature comes from watching "believable
characters acting out the roles and patterns of fairy tale and myth" (p. 86). This enjoyment may stem from a
reader's recognition that the character's circumstances (an individual within a community or larger system)
are similar to the reader's own situation (an individual within communities and larger systems). This
identification is close related to another role that Attebery identifies: that the main character is an entry
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point for the reader-a limited personality entering an unlimited realm ( 1980, p. 13). And for the author,
the protagonist often represents the author's response to the issues and problems addressed in the text. In
this sense, "the hero's character is the test of the meaning and order proposed within the story" (p. 180).
An obvious objection to this convention of fantasy might be that in a setting where magical powers are
available, it is too easy for the author 'make' the story end in the 'right' way, or to manipulate the plot. This
amounts to the author saying, 'My answer to this issue is a good answer. .. because I say so." It is an
argument that no one in real life accepts in good faith, and no one reading literature accepts either. The
possibility of a 'forced ending ' is always there, though, for mimetic realism as well as fantasy . This
possibility is one of the reasons that the realistic treatment in a fantasy story be so thorough, so consistent.
The accusation of deus ex machina is so close to the surface that the author will absolutely be called a
cheater unless he or she maintains this complete credibility. In a successful fantasy, Waggoner has noted,
"Protagonists are not given magical aid as an end in itself, but, again, as a means to their proving or
breaking" (p. 12). The magical system is, then, an additional set of proofs that the author has available for
authenticating the conclusions of the argument. "The existence of a supernatural moral order does not
guarantee success to the hero and defeat to the villain; it shows why moral standards are necessary"
(Waggoner, p. 13). Along the same lines, in discussing the plot conventions of fantasy, Tolkien claimed
that fantasy does not deny sorrow and failure, since these are requisite for the possibility of eucatastrophe,
or deliverance, but it does deny the possibility of absolute, final defeat (p. 153). Attebery has also addressed
the issue of story-form in fantasy by directly asserting that stories are a tool for constructing meaning, and
the story's shape or plot is its chief meaning (p. 130). Thus, as characters have a purposeful role in the
larger system of the story, so do stories have a purpose in the larger community. They suggest and defend
values, primarily through the story-form: they introduce a value as a possibility, then test that value's
relative worth by testing it against other values in difficult encounters and conflicts, then affirm its overall
importance through a successful resolution or eucatastrophic climax.
The danger, as mentioned previously, is that the story will be merely a statement of"I say so," and one
of the keys to overcoming this problem with the plot is explained by Irwin, that these values must be
embedded in the narrative action so thoroughly that no one in the text needs to speak the value" (p. 65). By
doing this careful work, the writer can benefit from the effects of restraint that have been delineated by the
mainstream author, David Huddle. He explains that the most extreme aspects of any passage of prose are
the ones imagined by the reader based on the details provided by the writer. This is because in a story with
restraint, the reader becomes an engaged participant, imagining or recreating the experience (p. 132). This
applies not only to elements of violence, passion, mystery, and wonder, but also to ethical evaluation.
William Gass, also a non-fantasy writer, has described the importance of this kind of reader participation as
well, claiming that literary art can only succeed when the reader cooperates with the writer, adding
intelligence and imagination, helping round out the world drafted by the writer (p. 23). Many fantasy
writers and critics have given special attention to this fact, including Card, who extends the basic idea that
texts require reader participation to insist that fantasy texts are fitted only for a sincerely believing
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participant (p. 433). Tolkien has also supported this idea by contrasting the traditional idea of suspending
disbelief against the more accurate explanation of a storyteller creating a secondary world for the mind to
enter. He proposes that it is only when the author's creation is unsuccessful that a reader is left trying to
suspend disbelief, or intellectually locate some other virtue in the failed work of art (p. 132). Similarly, in
analyzing fantasy, Waggoner concludes that readers don't choose this genre for any single symbol or
element, but because they want to participate in that world, "to experience it as a consistent reality as well
as a vision" (p. 25). And once again, to establish that reality, Irwin emphasizes the necessity of securing the
reader's consent and participation, which in tum enables an emotional, attitude-changing response, all
accomplished through skillful rhetoric (p. 86). And that rhetoric is the careful construction of fantasy's
language of conventions, a rhetoric that deserves thoughtful attention and diligent study in order to prepare
writers for this challenging task.

So then, Eloquentia Nativa was deeply impressed by Blanche's eloquence and obliging manners, and she
decided to reward her magnificently for the little favor that this beautiful girl had done for her with such a
good heart and such graciousness. The wise fairy put her hand on Blanche 's head and gave her a present:
from now on, each time that Blanche finished speaking, pearls, diamonds, rubies, and emeralds were to
come out of her mouth. Then thefairy said good-bye to the amiable damsel, who returned calmly to her
house canying the jug full of water. (p. 561)

From this discussion of the ways fantasy's purposes and methods compare to traditional realistic
literature, an unspoken point has been demonstrated----even though fantasy doesn't do each thing that
mimetic realism does, it nonetheless is already doing some of the things accepted as literary work. After
acknowledging that, the question about fantasy receiving considered attention from critics and scholars can
be phrased as "What types of ' literary work' must a fantasy text do in order to be accepted as a literary
genre?"
The critical evaluations and descriptions reviewed previously touch upon most of the criteria extracted
from the Norton anthology preface. Thought-provoking perspectives are addressed in the way that Tymn
describes fantasy's consideration of the absolutes which function as reference points about human attitudes
(p. x) . Le Guin explains this effect of fantasy by saying "When the genuine myth rises into consciousness,
that is always its message . You must change your life" (p . 78). While Attebery draws a parallel between the
traditional idea of 'defamiliari zation,' a commonly cited purpose of literature, and Tolkien ' s efforts to
oppose the familiar illusions of "ennui, habit, false sophistication, and lack of faith" (p. 16). Through these
and other related goals, fantasy texts prompt readers into reconsideration of their real life experiences.
Fantasy ' s roots of specific setting and cultural tradition have been noted by Waggoner, who argues that
fantasy blends the best aspects of the fairy-tale tradition with the realistic techniques that establish unique,
credible settings (p. 27). The ability to give access to multiple dimensions of meaning may actually be one
of fantasy ' s strengths as Le Guin describes fantasy ' s facility in recounting "the spiritual journey and the
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struggle of good and evil in the soul" (p . 68). Likewise, Tolkien frames elves as a 'true' creation of men's
minds, "and thus a reflection of one of man's perspectives on Truth" (p. 113 ). Through such symbols and
archetypes, fantasy can provide an especially open forum for constructing meaning, asking complex
questions, and allowing many layers of interpretation. The ability to express complex signifying structures,
or to portray complex situations and issues, can be seen in the strict consistency required for establishing
the fantasy setting. Waggoner's insistence on credibility, the credibility necessary to convince a reader to
accept extreme assumptions, compels the writer to strictly adhere to reason, logic, and order in that creation
(p . 3).
Then this only leaves the criterion of "consummate artistry." Are fantasy texts perhaps not altogether
intent on an artistic vision? Fantasy authors can't afford to ignore this charge, mainly because leaving it
unconsidered is akin to agreeing that their work should not be taken seriously. Also, their continuing
success is one of the implied stakes in this question. Tolkien admitted frankly that "belief in a story
depends on the quality of the tale and the quality of the telling" (p. 134). The level of artistry in the text
affects how and when and why readers do or do not invest belief into a story. So writers need to account for
"the telling."
Tolkien's phrasing introduces a question that is easily overlooked in the Norton anthology quote. What
is "the telling," or "consummate artistry"? The most apparent meaning is that of prose styling. Textual
artistry is most obviously a matter oflanguage choices. And this is one of fantasy's greatest weaknesses.
Aside from a limited number of exceptions such as Gene Wolfe and Neil Gaiman, the fantasy geme is often
guilty ofun-artistic prose. To be fair, the purposes that fantasy espouses mitigate this offense. As Irwin has
described, experiments and language-distortion do not contribute to the rhetorical purposes of a fantasy
writer (p. 79). When introducing people and places and things that a reader has never heard of, selfconscious prose stylization complicates the communication process without necessarily providing a
compensating benefit. Attebery has also addressed this problem, contrasting plain fantasy with styled
poetry. He sees both modes of writing as a method for finding and sharing truths that lay beneath the
confusions of life, but fantasy delivers the meaning step by step, while poetry "presents only a tight knot of
significance that baffles many readers" ( 1980, 182). The one is accessible, while the other, in harmony with
its own purposes, resists interpretation. However, is this feature the essential measure of literary worth? Is

Finnegan's Wake the supreme work of literature? Or should the most wide-reaching and accessible works
be celebrated as successful literature instead? Perhaps the most reliable system would be a blend of both
popular acceptance and aesthetic challenge. Whatever the final answer to those questions, a fantasy author
needs to account for effect of prose style in the text. David Huddle has outlined a straightforward
explanation of four "levels" of stylistic complexity ranging from formidable Mega-Prose to college-level
Basic Prose, and he recommends that an author develop the ability to between these levels (p. 147-152).
Fantasy texts may be ranked at the low end of Basic Prose too often, and it would benefit both individual
writers and the geme as a whole to improve in this area.
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Just because prose style is the most apparent meaning of "consummate artistry" doesn't imply that it is
the only meaning. Although the English language is the most obvious component in a fantasy story, there
are also other languages, and hence, other venues of artistry. For instance, Attebery has considered how the
magical system in a text works as a language, making comments about the nature of real-life character and
narrative. "Magic is indeed not merely codified: it is itself a code as old as language, or older. It is as rulebound as language and, like language, extends its realm through metonymy and metaphor, also known as
contagion and similarity" (1992, p. 55). As an element of setting in fantasy texts, this insight leads to
questions about evaluating a text based on artistry in the setting. In mimetic narratives, this is of little use
because the setting assumed to be a historically accurate place and the novel is not a travel-guide for that
location. The descriptions of the place are generally seen as an aspect of language style or tone, rather than
a feature of the setting. However, in fantasy, the possible variations for setting and magical systems become
open-ended to a degree that including one thing or excluding another may be held as a significant statement
in the setting-language.
Where fantasy also values the role functions of characters, there may also be a characterizationlanguage which can be developed with artistry. But the admitted strength of the fantasy genre, and one of
the aspects most derided by literary critics is the role of plot. In contrast, fantasy authors often insist that
plotting, or story-telling, is an artistic skill. Card has maintained that stories fit events together, just like
grammar fits word together; they both organize parts, deliver them to an audience, and are interpreted for
causal relationships, meanings, and truths (p. 434). In investigations of oral storytelling and folktales, the
skills and strategies of plotting, such as sequencing, diversions, digressions, and meta-discourse are valued
as significant tools. But in textual stories, plot and all its ilk are held in low esteem. As Attebery has
described, in the current critical atmosphere, poetic style is valued, dramatic characters are valued, but
skillful story-telling has rarely been appreciated (1992, p. 53).
From these considerations, it becomes clear that fantasy texts are doing some of the things that merit
literary praise, but not enough of them, or not the right ones. Looking forward, the questions arise as to
whether this situation will always be the case, and whether it is a 'good' situation to permit. It is stating the
obvious to say that the situation will not change sooner ifthe academic establishment continues to
marginalize the genre. Without a thoughtful, insightful reflection of their work, fantasy authors can only
learn through slow trial-and-error methods. And whether the situation is 'good' can only be answered in
context of a community and its values. For mainstream writers, it may be good to keep all the attention for
themselves , but this may eventually be a path to sterile exercises in mimesis. For critics it may be easier to
continue upholding the existing quarantine, but in the symbiotic relationship of author and critic, the
possible sterility will also be an unpleasant situation to confront. And for the reading public, it may be
comfortable to keep these distinct boundaries in place, identifying who is in and out of the group. But
segregation has never been an effective, long-term policy, and there's little evidence to suggest it may be a
good thing here.
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To the great dismay of the crowd who stood around Blanche, Eloquentia had her get into a carriage and

took her to court. It was there that the prince demonstrated his tender feelings for her, and Blanche was not
insensitive. Since her marvelous gift had made this beautiful person more rich than all the best princesses
of the universe, the prince married her with the applause of the duke his father and all the people of his
realm. (p. 563).

Since fantasy stories are able to do this literary work, there is little reason to withhold critical attention or
extended time in the classroom for training writers in this geme. Arguments against this expansion will not
usually arise from stable evaluations of the geme, but from insistence on status quo priorities. Perhaps in
the historical perspective, these priorities are understandable as a retreat from the excesses of romantic
fictions, but in the current era of diversity and multiculturalism, benefit and value are being found outside
the canonical texts . Then the criteria for acceptance must come from an individual evaluation of specific
fantasy texts. And while it's true that the weaknesses of the texts currently available may be enough to
disqualify each candidate, it seems like this arrangement is ironically similar to some of the prophecies
found in fairy tales and fantasy stories: fantasy will never merit critical attention because it isn't good
enough, and it will never be good enough without the benefit of critical attention. It is a self-fulfilling
prophecy, in a sense saying that even though we won't seriously consider a story that includes prophecies,
we'll continue acting them out in real life.
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Prologue
Rains, flow down from Kanshitou,
Lay healing hands on these seeds;
Bless them with compassionate days
That they take root and grow strong.
- Daiippo Island planting song

Shina opened her eyes, looking for what had called her from sleep. The room was dark, lit only
with faint light from the moon and stars in the window. She saw the silhouettes of handmade furniture-a
small table, some shelves. And on them she could make out the half-hidden shapes of her combs and
necklaces, the low stacks of folded clothing. A few hours earlier she had put out the lamp, and nothing in
the room had changed since then. However, her strange dreams of whispering voices and ceremonial music
had been interrupted by something nearby, something calling to her.
At her side, Yasuo lay, breathing slow and deep. Waking him would be little help though-he
would go immediately to check his drums. But Shina knew the thing she was looking for was not inside
their house. She felt it somewhere outside. Closing her eyes again, she let the feeling grow in her mind,
branching and curling like the creeping strand vines that grew up along the house posts. She outlined the
impression with a soft touch, traced the stems back to the root .. .
She was expected at the lagoon.
Her nightgown whispered as she slid from under the thin blanket, crossed the room, and drew a
heavier robe over her shoulders, quickly fitting a few shell-buttons through their loops and tying the sash at
her waist. She slid the bedroom door open and stepped into the front room. Crossing to the window, she
twisted the slats open and a breeze gusted into the room. It was a strange breeze that wasn't right for this
time of year, but all down the path that led to the main road, it tossed the bushes and h·ees. On the other
side of the road as well, the foliage stirred restlessly, and farther, out in the lagoon, she could see the high
tide tossed in whitecaps. She stepped outside and slipped her sandals on. Distant waves murmured like
dream-voices. Shina glanced up through the palm fronds to find the thin crescent moon still high
overhead-morning was still hours away. She couldn't remember another time when the wind had blown
across the island like this.
The feeling of being expected, being late for a gathering, returned to her mind. To keep her hair
from flying in her eyes, she wrapped it in a black coil around her hand and held it at her shoulder, then,
clenching the lower edges of her robe together, she started down the path towards the shore. Crossing the
dirt road that ran through the village, Shina followed a trail through the undergrowth that gradually gave
way to sand and salt water. The splashing of breakers grew louder, more insistent. The wind and waves
were all wrong for this time of year. She wished for quiet so she could focus on the impressions guiding
her, but the unsettled weather distracted her. However, when she finally came through the palm trees and
the nettleleafbushes, stepping out onto the shoreline, her eyes were immediately drawn to the small boat
beached on the sand.
For a moment she stood and stared at the awkward shape. Moonlight gleamed on the wet wood
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and on the strands of seaweed draped across the exposed rudder. The aft section bobbed a little in the
waves that rushed up the long, sandy slope, to split and race around the wooden form. There was no
outrigger to balance the clumsy little ship, and the thick mast, angled up and away from her, held a broad,
square sail. Piloting the thing would be a difficult chore, if not impossible. How could such a poor piece of
work make its way on the ocean?
Out on the reef, a larger wave boomed, startling Shina from her questions. She glanced up and
down the deserted shoreline. Then she started towards the boat, stepping lightly across the sand still wet
from high tide. At the top of the mast, a long banner waved and fell in the gusting breeze. Closer, she could
see a worn carving on the ship's bow, the shape of a crown still visible above a series of lines angling to
each side. Lifting the hem of her robe, she stepped into the small waves. The cold water splashed on her
ankles and she caught her breath. She slowly came round the stern and looked inside the boat. Slumped
down among sagging water flasks and a small pile of waterlogged clothing, sat a person-a heavyset
woman who clutched a bundle of cloth at her stomach. Her stretched, gray blouse hung loosely from her
neck, across sun burned chest and shoulders. She seemed dead. Her head tilted back into the comer where
the seat fastened to the hull, strands of gray hair plastered across her brow, her mouth hanging open.
Shina splashed through the water and leaned closer to hear the woman's raspy breath. The musty
odor of the stranger's body mixed with the scouring salty air and with another bitter scent that, after a
moment, Shina recognized as dried vomit. She reached out to smooth the stranger's hair from her eyes and
was startled at the temperature of the old woman's burning skin. The feverish woman turned her head to
follow the cool touch of Shina's fingers, her lips moving, but only releasing a hoarse whisper that burst into
a racking cough, shaking her body. Her arms clenched tight around the bundle she held, and from the
wrapped cloth came the startled cries of a small child.

*

*

*

Yasuo walked through the darkness, his arms stiff, his hands behind his back grinding the knuckle
of one thumb into the flesh of the other. He thought of the old woman and her child in his home, and he
thought of running errands back and forth across the village square at midnight, and he thought of the rough
voices from inside Nami's house, demanding his name and what the matter was. It was unheard of to be
rnnning about in the dark this way, hoisting delirious strangers from wretched little boats, stumbling
through the strand and the nettleleafto bring them to his house, disturbing the village elders. It was unheard
of-and irritating. He wished Nami would hurry her steps, but the gray-haired woman kept her own pace. It
had been rnde of him in the first place to disturb her family's sleep, so, wary of adding more to the insult,
Yasuo quietly walked alongside the healer.
"You are sure she's of the mainland?" Nami asked.
"Her skin is pale," Yasuo said. "And the boat was shaped in the style of the mainland."
"Again, what has she said?"
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"First, she asked for water. But she drank so quickly she could not keep it down. She keeps talking
about defending a lord, I think, but her voice is like the coral scratching on the northern beach at high tide.
And she speaks the words in an odd way. I'm not sure we understood her."
"I'm sure you understood clearly, Yasuo. They speak to a music different from ours, but their
language is sister to our own."
"Yes, Narni."
"The last time we say a ship from Hindo, I was just a child. And I only remember it from hearing
my parents talk of it. It is a strange night."
"In truth, Narni."
They crossed the village square and soon they were at Yasuo's doorstep. He slid the door open,
letting Narni enter first. Oil lamps on the walls filled the room with warm light. The old woman was
propped up against the outer wall, her hands hanging limp on the floor and her salt-crusted dress in
disarray. Shina was kneeling to the side, one hand pressing a wet cloth to the old woman's forehead, and
her other arm holding the small boy asleep on her shoulder. She glanced up as the door opened, and Yasuo
noticed a change in her eyes, an odd expression, like the awkward look she brought home after helping
other women in the village care for their children.
"Again, Narni, forgive us for-" Yasuo began, but Narni moved quickly across the room and knelt
on the other side of the stranger.
She took the cloth from Shina and continued to dab water on the woman's brow and cheeks and
neck. The woman rolled her head back and forth against the wooden wall, her face tightened into a
grimace, as she groaned and muttered.
"Ah, child," the stranger said, "Ahh, ah ... mustn't cry, no. For dom nehanuhv ... there's ... No need
to cry ... Dornneh ... no need ... " Her voice rasped, trailing off into a whisper. Then she wheezed and was
seized by a fit of coughing that lifted her body away from the wall. Narni held her by the shoulders until the
coughing spasms ended. The old woman gasped for breath.
"How is the child?" Narni asked, helping the woman lean back against the wall.
"He is sleeping well," Shina answered. Then she added with a small smile, "His grip on my hair is
strong."
Narni nodded.
"Is there anything we can do?" Yasuo asked.
"Perhaps. Come, Yasuo, help me lay her down on the mat."
Together they moved the woman so that she was lying on her side, her back to the wall, with her
head resting in Narni's lap. Coughing shook her frame again, and as it ended she muttered, "Lord, oh ... keep
him safe, lord ... Keep him dom... nehanophn . .. "
Yasuo stepped back as Narni prepared herself. She gathered her white hair back over her
shoulders, closed her eyes, then slowly raised her right hand and touched her fingers to her lips. She placed
her hands on either side of the woman's feverish head and began to chant. Yasuo wanted to hold the healer's
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words in his mind. But even as he focused on a short phrase, trying to catch the patterns of sound the same
way he would memorize a new drum rhythm, he could sense the words changing or the inflections shifting
or perhaps his memory of the sound altering under his own efforts of concentration until all that remained
was gibberish. Her murmuring words slipped through the air, like a reef eel slipping between his fingers.
Nami rocked back and forth in time to the rhythms of her liquid language, not a steady motion, but
wavering like long strands of freshweed that grew in the streams running down from the mountains. Out of
the comer of his eye, Yasuo noticed Shina too, swaying from side to side in her own rhythm.
With a start, Yasuo realized that Nami had stopped chanting; a dry quiet filled the front room
again, like the stillness that settles around an old palm frond after it drops from a tree and rattles to a stop in
the dirt.
Nami brought her left hand to her lips. Then she looked up at Shina and Yasuo, who watched her
expectantly.
"I have soothed her so she may sleep, but more than that is beyond my gift to help. And by the
time another healer could come from Koukimazu, it will be too late."
"What should we do?" Shina asked.
"There is little that can be done. There is hardly any water for me to work with. The sun has
withered her like a blossom cut from the vine. Her body is dry and weak, and soon her spirit will leave it
behind." Nami looked back towards the woman. "This is a strange night, and a strange gift that has come to
the two of you."
Still near the outer door, Yasuo stood with his arms folded. He opened his mouth, but had no name
for the feeling rising inside. He ran his fingers across the edge of the nearby wall-hanging. The lamp light
gathered in pools of brightness surrounded by shadows, some darker, some faint.
Finally Nami said, "I will return home now."

*

*

*

"Shina, you cannot expect to keep the child," Yasuo said, staring at the haggard, sun burnt woman
sleeping on his floor. He felt his wife tense.
"He has come to us across the seas," she replied from across the room, "We cannot tum him
away."
Yasuo looked up to see his wife watching him, the small child still nestled into her shoulder. She
swayed gently from side to side like a tree in a soft wind, but her eyes were fixed on him.
"He did not 'come to us,"' Yasuo said, walking closer to the stranger. "The boy had no hand in it.
And I'm sure this old woman knew nothing about sailing that stew-pot of a boat." He whisked up the cup
and towels, and headed past Shina towards the cookroom, his footsteps echoing in the quiet. He called over
his shoulder, "To say 'he came to us' is to say 'the rain clouds chose to visit us."'
"Exactly."
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"We should deliver him over to the elders," Yasuo continued, stepping down to the floor of bare
earth without stopping to slide on a pair of sandals. He dumped the items into the washbasin, then picked
up the wooden bucket to fetch water, but, remembering what time it was, he dropped the bucket back to the
floor with a clunk. He stepped back into the living room without wiping his feet on the wooden steps, then
stood with arms folded across his chest.
"It is blind fortune," he said. "At a different season, the winds would have blown them out across

the ocean until they were both dead. At a different moon, it would have been low tide and they would have
crashed on the reef and drowned. On a different night, Widow Kameko would have gone outside instead of
you."
Shina, still swaying, slowly turned around, shifting one foot and then the other as she rocked from
side to side. Then she stood facing him.
"All that is true, but it's not what you really-"
"This isn't our child."
Shina closed her eyes, letting the light and shapes blend into darkness, feeling the weight of the
small body pressing against her arms and breast and shoulder.
"Shina," Yasuo said, spreading his arms wide, "All this is mine and yours. When I asked you to
make a home with me, I planned for you and me to fill it ourselves. Our own dishes and washcloths, our
own music. Our own children ... "
"Exactly," Shina said, shivering as she drew in a deep breath then opened her eyes to look again at
the man across the room. "We can build more rooms, and buy more plates and cups, and make drums until
they're stacked to the ceiling, and play them from dawn until the stars shine again, but our youth will not
come back to us, Yasuo. And I want a child."
"We know nothing about him. He could be diseased, or his family could be criminals. He might
be-"
"Yasuo, stop. Before the canoe is in the lagoon, only a fool tries to paddle; right now there is a
needy child in my arms. And even though it's true that the wind and the waves and the reef should have
killed the boy, instead they carried him-"
Shina stopped as the child gave out a muffled grunt and squirmed uncomfortably. Without
opening his eyes, he lifted his head and settled back into Shina's other shoulder, relaxing with a sigh. She
smiled down at the tousled, pale-yellow hair.
"Yasuo, it's not enough for me to just watch our neighbor's children grow."
Yasuo pressed his lips together. Then he turned and went down the hall to the drumming room. He
brushed his feet clean before shoving the door to the side and walking in. Shina walked closer and looked
down the short hallway. She watched the indistinct outlines as Yasuo took a large drum and hefted it onto
his shoulder.
"So be it," he said. "Tomorrow I'll tell the elders what has happened and have Kiyoshi recognize
him in the village records. What shall his name be?"
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"Haven't we already talked about the name of our-"
Booming against the floor where he dropped it, the drum's voice cut across her words, and the
child kicked in Shina's arms, startled by the noise. The sound slowly faded into brittle silence. Shina
waited. When he finally spoke, his voice was a raspy. He cleared his throat and started again, "He is not our
first born, and so we will ... we will not call him our first born."
Shina closed her eyes, but didn't stop rocking from side to side. The hem of her gown whispered
across the tatami mats. When she slowly opened her eyes again, the dim light of near-morning had begun to
filter in through the window slats, showing her husband's silhouette gazing off into the drumming room.
"Since he comes to us as a gift, we should call him 'Takara,'" she said.
"Since he comes to us already named, we should call him by his name."
"What name?"
"The one that old woman has been muttering all through the night."
"Dom-"
"Yes." He caught up the drum again and balanced it on his shoulder. The huge shape
overshadowed his shoulders and head. Turning half-way to the outer door, he paused. He waited.
"Very well," she said.
He acknowledged her words with a grunt, snatched up a pair of drumming batons with his free
hand, then went to the outside door. Sliding it open with his foot, he tromped across the wide, wooden deck
that still held the odor of preserving oils, then started up a path that trailed on into the mountains.
Shina walked down the hallway and closed the door to the drumming room. "You mustn't mind
him, Dom," she said, straightening the strands of nearly white hair on his head. "He's crabby when he
doesn't get enough sleep."
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Consequences
The sound of the guards' stomp as they came to attention was muffled by the thick, wooden door,
but the meaning was clear. He was coming. And he loved for others to know it, so he insisted his men snap
into a stiff posture whenever he approached, drawing everyone's attention to his presence. She turned her
gaze back to the narrow window, and stood contemplating the distant mountaintops, her back to the door.
It swung open, and his boots clapped sharply on the bare floorboards. The peaks were gray and

hazy, with windswept clouds drawn across them. That far off, sunlit stone was a distinct contrast to the dark
rock that framed the window and formed the walls around her.
"Yes, there she is, my dear," he said, his overloud voice ringing off the harsh walls. "A frozen
woman staring out at the frozen mountains."
She tensed, forcing herself to continue looking away from him. She studied the rough-hewn
granite at the window sill. The midday light reflected dully from various cuts and strokes in the rock.
"Why don't you greet her," he said. His voice was softer now-a conversational tone meant to be
overheard.
She almost turned when the other voice spoke, soft and rich, but with an accent she had never
heard before. It was a foreign voice, however the arrogant tone was so like his own that it could have been
family. "Hello, my lady."
'"My lady?' Well, Brenna, she does you undeserved honor, I think."
The stone just above the sill, on the right, had a deep scratch cut into it. To think of an arrow
actually making into this room during some past seige was startling.
"You would do well to repay the honor," he said. His voice was changed again to a lower volume
and a coarse tone. "My lady."
Brenna unclasped her hands and let them fall still to her side before turning her stance part way
into the room, and then, finally, turning her gaze towards her visitors. She swallowed a gasp, and kept her
expression impassive. He was the same, his hair brighter and his skin darker from the recent years he'd
spent afield, but still tall and imposing, with the same glare on his brows that years ago she had mistaken
for stem judgment. He was still handsome. The woman at his side was stunning, although perhaps more
from her dusky skin than her features or figure, which her deer-skin clothes were cut to reveal. A thin, gold
band gleamed bright against her black hair.
"Tiernan," Brenna said, nodding to him. Then, to the woman, "You must be freezing, you poor
thing."
The stranger squinted her eyes slightly at this remark, but Tieman spoke first, loudly again. "Not
at all. She is quite ... hot, I promise you."
The woman lifted her chin and stared down at Brenna.
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"Which is fitting," he continued, "for a princess of the Fire clans. This is Jewels-in-Evening-Sky,
daughter of Circle-of-the-Plain, High Brolord of the Fire clans. He insisted that she return with me as
my ... advisor."
"Euphemisms cannot redeem the honor of a demi-monde," Brenna said.
The princess glanced back and forth between them, an uncertain look on her face. Tiernan
unhooked his arm from hers and stepped a little farther into the room, scanning across the bundles and
crates piled together in the room. Picking up a miniature model of a frigate by the tip of the mainmast, he
said, "If you insult her again, I will have one ofDuilleain's acolytes remove your tongue." He looked the
ship over and then blew a layer of dust from the tiny sails. "They've had quite a bit of practice lately, so
they're getting very good at it."
He set the model back among the odds and ends laying on the end of a table that stuck out from
under a low hill of boxes, piled books, and rolled tapestries that slumped against each other for support.
Turning to the princess, he dismissed her with a toss of his chin.
"But when are we going riding?" she demanded.
"Later," he said, stepping farther into the room. He bent down to examine the textures cloth
heaped in barrel. She spun on her heel, and stalked out of the room. He lifted his gaze to watch how the
high slits of her skirt flash from side to side.
"I trust you're satisfied with your new accommodations," he said, rummaging through the stacks
and piles again.
Without a word, Brenna turned her head away from him.
"Tut-tut. Such bitterness in the face of compassion? Betraying the High King is punishable by
death, but I have spared your life."
She focused on the jewelry stand sitting on a dresser that was crowded into a corner of the room.
Half-covered by silver necklaces, a brooch of her family's crest peeked out-white sail on dark blue.
"Where has Aislinne taken the boy?" he asked.
Dark blue, like the ocean just as the sun dropped behind the mountains. And in the sky, behind the
Seven Gulls, the Evening Angel's fingertip would point inland to the docks and her home. The streets
would hush under the steady splash of waves on both sides of the peninsula. Music would slip out of the
doors of inns and hostels .
With a smack, Tieman clapped a book closed, then tossed it aside. "If you're tongue is so useless,
maybe I should have Duillean attend to it after all."
Brenna snapped her head around to glare at him. "If your warlock lays a finger on me, my family
will-"
"Will do what?" He glanced over his shoulder at her, then turned to face her, folding his arms
across his chest. "Sail to your rescue? Call in all the dock workers to come storm Caradoc? Corl I hope
they do. I've only been back tlu-ee days and I'm already sick with boredom. Sadly, I don't think the rabble
from Gwenllian would put up nearly as much fight as the barbarian clans."
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Drawing herself up to her full height, she said, "We have no need to fight when the laws condemn
you."
He stood watching her. He waited for a few moments, then gestured for her to continue. "Is that
all? Nothing more? It seemed you had something substantial to say, but apparently in the past three years
your wit has faded alongside your intellect and your beauty. So let me clarify for you that all the 'law' in the
world means nothing without a fist and without a blade to force it into effect. And right outside your door
are two men who will stick you like a pig whenever I say the word. That is the law you need to concern
yourself with. I am the law you should worry on, my lady."
He dabbed his gloved hand at a drop of spittle on his lip.
"You will regret such words at the Final Measure," Brenna said in a slow, soft voice.
"Cor."
Tieman turned and walked to the door. Grabbing the handle, he said, "I have to admit, one of my
biggest regrets is that I didn't kill Amharon sooner-before you could learn to parrot his delusions ."
Then he stepped out and slammed the door closed, shaking dust down from the window sills to
drift silently.
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Games
At Dom's feet, Etsu crashed and shouted, splaying sand into the air. But Dom ignored his cries and
leapt over his body-launching forward, lash stretched taut between his hands. Leiko was already starting
back across the beach, and if he got back to his own endline, it would be over.
Instead of digging in with each stride, Dom ran lightly, tearing over the sand on just his toes.
Breakers trickling up the shoreline helped a little, soaking and packing the sand, providing more stable
footing. So he sprinted along the line where each new wave turned back. With a sideways glance, he saw
Tori scrambling through the thicker sand farther inland. Her hair trailed out behind her, but she was falling
behind. Then Dom focused on Leiko, and he ran. He lost track of the faint cries of the terns flying
overhead, and the cheering voices from the sidelines faded out too. Even the deep-water swells crashing on
the reef like a drum melted to silence. Dom tilted his body forward a little more and ran. He was gaining.
In tight fists he gripped the strands of his lash-two lines gathered in his left and the throwing line
in his right. The throwing weight, a small, sand-filled sachel of smooth, new leather was nestled against his
fingers and the meat of his thumb. He clenched his hand around it and smiled.
Closer, coming up on Leiko's right side, Dom ran a little wide to get a better angle at the legs. But
Leiko was closing in on his endline. There was no time. Dom broke his stride to skip higher into the air. At
the same time, he whirled the lash overhead in a tight circle. Landing, he whipped his body forward,
funneling momentum into the throw. He sent the ropes spinning. Then he watched and watched as the ropes
flew through the air. He watched until he knew he'd missed. The weights were all wrong. The strands were
too long.
Then a line snagged suddenly and coiled around Leiko's shin, while the others tangled with his
legs and he slammed down flat onto the beach.
Dom let out a whoop and jumped into the air again. The voices of friends on the sideline reached
his ears, cheering and shouting, "Mezzan!" He turned around to see Etsu still sitting in the sand with cords
wrapped around his ankles, but his hands were high in the air and a big grin spread across his face.
In a rush, Tori flung herself at him, nearly knocking him flat too . "Nice toss, Measure!" she
shouted in her raspy voice. Then she spun her own lash in the air, and danced in a twirl. Dom's smile grew.
He and Tori started back towards Etsu, but Dom noticed another game starting and he slowed his
steps to watch. It was a group of younger kids, in their seventh year. Their playing field was a bit smaller,
since they paced it off with smaller strides, and the two runners had just started from their endlines, each 25
paces from the center line. They sprinted forward towards the middle, where Dom knew the lash lay in the
sand, even though he couldn't see it from this distance. The girl on the right flew forward like she had
wings.
"Tori, look at that? Who is that?"
She stopped and looked at the game. She squinted towards the runners. "I think that's Kita's little
sister."
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"You mean Kita from the divers?" Dom turned to look down towards the water where the older
fishing teams were preparing their canoes and spears. He covered his eyes against the glare of morning sun.
Out in the shallows, two outriggers floated across from each other as the divers enjoyed their own sport,
standing up on the edges of the canoe and tossing a slender bamboo pole back and forth at each other,
hoping to send the other person into the water.
"Kita wasn't ever that fast, was she?" he asked.
"I don't know, but her sister's got it."
Turning back to the game, he saw Kita's sister stop to scoop up the lash. Her opponent was almost
to the middle line as well, but when he saw her grab the cords, he pulled up short and then started back
towards his endline.
"He shouldn't just stop like that," Dom said. "He should turn in a curve."
Tori murmured something in vague agreement. Kita's sister was speeding after the other boy,
trying to overcome the head start he had back towards his two teammates. She was closing the distance
fast, but didn't have much room left before the boy got back to safety.
"Come on ... Toss!" Dom said.
"She's a little kid, she can't throw that far. She's got to catch up more."
"She's going to lose it then."
"Well, even if she does, the chasers aren't going to be able to keep up-"
Kita's sister had gotten within range and she whirled the lash, then let it fly. It sailed forward and
tangled into the boy's legs. He dropped to the sand between his teammates.
"Nice toss," Tori commented.
"Yeah. I wonder how long she can run like that?"
Kita's sister turned and fled as the boy's teammates sped across the endline. But they couldn't keep
pace with her, and she steadily pulled away from them.
"Going to be a quick win," Dom sighed.
"Looks like it."
Then, in unison, the pursuing boys started to swing their lashes overhead. The girl's teammates
started waving their arms to warn her. Across the distance, Dom could hear the boys' voices counting
together, until, at the same time, they threw both their lashes. The weighted ropes spun towards Kita's
sister. One skipped off the sand, bounced up into the other, and then, tangled together, they crashed into the
back of her knee. The cords had lost their spin and didn't wrap around her legs, but the combined weight
knocked her back leg into the other as she stepped forward, and she splayed down onto the beach.
"I don't believe it," Tori said with a laugh. "Score's tied now."
"That would have been so easy to dodge."
"Yeah. But why dodge when you can run that fast."
The two boys had turned back now, struggling to reach their endline before the girl's teammates
caught up with them. But they were winded now. One of the girl's teammates shot out from the endline,
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storming towards the other boys, already swinging his lash and roaring savagely.
"What is he doing?" Dom wondered out loud. "Hey .. .isn't that Etsu's brother?"
"Look!"
Tori pointed back towards the third person on the team, a short, stocky boy who was clearly out of
his league with such quick sprinters. He wasn't trying to catch up though. He wasn't even running. A quick
step had brought him onto the playing field and he immediately started spinning his lash.
"He's not really going to try it, is he?" Dom asked, but Tori didn't answer.
They looked back and forth between Etsu's screaming brother and the other boy just standing
there. The answer came as the boy snapped his body forward, putting his whole weight into the throw,
sending the lash hissing through the air in a high, smooth arc.
"Tum and look!" Dom muttered, "Look at what's happening."
But instead the two boys fled before Etsu's brother, who was still howling like a madman. The lash
quickly overtook the runners and dropped down on one of the two. It landed in the sand next to the boy and
hopped, just close enough for the boy's foot to kick into an outreached leather strand and yank the other
cords into a jumble around his legs. With a yelp, he flopped face down in the sand.
The astonished words from Tori and Dom were lost in a sudden earsplitting whoop. Etsu cried
again, standing next to them, and then he jumped into the air with a laugh, and began to applaud.
Dom looked around at the other kids on the beach, giving them a lopsided, apologetic smile. Most
of them were walking up toward the village for the morning's work, some carrying tools-long-handled
spades, or machetes with leather wrapped around the grip-and a few with lunches bundled inside satchels
of bright cloth or small, close-mesh nets. Several kids headed farther down the beach, towards the slender
outriggers, where young men and women were getting ready to paddle out over the reeffor spear-fishing.
"Mezzan!" Etsu shouted towards the younger kids, cupping his hands around his mouth.
"Mezzan!"
Staring at him, Tori asked, "What's wrong with you?"
"It worked! Didn't you see it? They won!"
"Your brother?"
"Yeah. A few days ago he was angry because he never got to be on a team that won. So I told him
to make his own team."
"So that stuff was all your idea?" Dom asked.
"Yeah! He and I planned it all out and they've been working on it for a couple of days now."
"So why don't you think up that kind of stuff for our team?"
"Oh, I have been. I've got a great idea."
"So tell us," Tori said, holding her ropes across the back of her neck.
"Cartwheels," Etsu said pointedly. And then, as Tori and Dom broke into laughter, he continued,
"No, I'm serious. Think about it."
Leiko walked past them, holding Dom's ropes coiled up in his fist. The two other boys from his
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team, Chen and Tanaka, sauntered along behind him.
"Leiko, here's your lash," Etsu called out, holding up the weighted ropes by the center knot.
"Give them to Cap," Leiko said, not stopping.
Dom looked from Etsu to Leiko, his smile wavering.
"Grow up, Leiko," Tori said.
The three boys stopped and turned towards Dom and Tori and Etsu.
"Hey, ifhe looked like a white-cap wave, then he looked like a white-cap," Chen said in a whiney,
mocking voice.
"It's just you baby-brothers who still call him that."
"Shut up, Tori," Leiko said.
Dom took the lash from Etsu and held it out to Leiko. "I've already got a lash. You take yours."
"I want to trade you."
"I don't want to trade. Give it back."
"No. I'm keeping it because you cheated."
"We didn't cheat," Tori said, taking a step forward. "You're just mad because we beat you. Now
give it back."
Chen also moved forward, "You only beat us because Cap cheated."
Leiko repeated, "So I'm keeping it."
"I didn't cheat," Dom said.
"You did, mainlander. You put rocks in the weights. I felt them."
"I'm not a mainlander. You're lying."
Tanaka chuckled and said, "Then let's take your lash apart and-"
"No! Leave it alone. I just barely made it." Dom stepped forward, holding Leiko's lash out toward
him again. "Come on, give it back.
"Get tied. It's mine." He turned to walk up towards the village.
"Leiko!"
"What are you gonna do, mainlander?" Leiko asked, turning round again, "Are you gonna come
get it?"
They were standing a few feet apart now, and Leiko had a small, eager smile as he looked down at
Dom. He was only a year older, but he'd grown a lot in the past months and he was almost the tallest boy
who still played. Dom glanced around the beach. Several other kids had stopped walking to their morning
chores and were standing half-turned towards the argument. A few were taking slow, backward steps
towards the village.
"You going to try, Cap? Do you already know some of the Motions, mainlander? Everyone says
you're the quickest at Knots . But I bet you don't know anything about the Motions yet, even if Shina does
teach the class. I bet you don't even know the basic pins." Leiko dropped the lash on the ground behind
him. "Or maybe you've got some gift of magic you can use . Oh, wait-mainlanders don't have gifts of
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magic. So maybe you should just run home."
Dom bit his lower lip and turned his gaze down to the chaotic jumble of sand. Then he glanced
over at Tori and Etsu, standing alongside him. Etsu looked like he'd rather be somewhere else, but Tori
stood with her arms folded, her eyes narrowed, staring at Leiko. Dom looked down critically at Leiko's
cords in his hands. He hefted them to judge the weight.
"It's not about knowing the Motions, Leiko," he said, winding the cords up into a tight coil. "It's
just about me being better than you."
"Shut up, Cap."
"Well, it's true, isn't it. I just beat you at running lashes. And I'm twice as good at making a lash."
Dom looked a little closer at one of the knots tied to the braided leather strand. "I'd want someone else's
lash if mine looked like this."
"Good. Then keep it." Leiko folded his arms over his chest.
"It's too bad you can't fix your other problem so easy."
"I don't have a problem."
"Except that everyone knows I'm better than you," Dom said with a shrug. "They all saw it." He
gestured at the other kids moving across the beach. "How I just dusted you, remember?" Dom tossed the
lash at Leiko and the older boy grabbed it out of the air.
"Once doesn't mean anything, mainlander."
"Then let's prove it-race me again."
"Forget it."
"Come on, if you're so good. One more time. You and I run. And if you win, then you get to show
everyone you're really better. And if I win, I get to keep my lash."
The taller boy hesitated. He looked over at Tanaka, who grinned and said, "And tomorrow Cap has
to spend the whole morning telling everyone that he Jost."
Leiko smiled and turned back towards Dom. "No. Tomorrow you go around and sing to
everyone."
"Deal."
Leiko laughed a short, harsh laugh. "All right, Cap, let's run." He scooped Dom's ropes up from
the sand and headed towards the centerline, spinning the lash at his side, making the weights hum through
the air.
"Leiko! Give me my lash."
Without turning around Leiko called back, "We're using yours again." A few steps later, midway
in the playing field, Leiko stretched Dom's weighted cords out along the center line scuffed into the sand.

"We'll take this side. And we'll throw the husk," he shouted.
Dom turned away, growling under his breath, and stalked towards the uneven endline scratched at
the other end of the playing field . Etsu and Tori came up beside him.
"Hey, no worries," Etsu said, grinning. "We'll have it back as soon as you dust him again."
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"But as soon as I dust him again, he'll have his hands on it again."
"Right back where we started," Tori said. "Except he'll be even madder."
Etsu shrugged his shoulders and said, "Well then, just let him grab it. Then, when he throws it,
you'll have it back."
Tori laughed. "Yeah. That'd fix everything."
"Which would be worse," Dom said, "Losing my lash, or being Leiko's songbird?" He kicked at a
peak of sand. "Bind me! I'm so stupid."
"But there's got to be a way," Etsu said, staring off towards the ocean. "Maybe you could just grab
it and then ... not throw it? We could just run back to the-"
"Drop it, Etsu," Tori said.
Walking in silence, they reached their endline. Once there, Tori and Etsu headed in opposite
directions, towards each end of their starting line. Dom rose up and down on his toes, flexing, getting ready
to run. He peered across the court, watching as Leiko, Chen, and Tanaka spread out along their own
starting line.
Then Tori called in a voice just loud enough for Dom to hear over the water churning out on the
reef, "Dom-I think that's Yasuo."
"What?"
Without thinking Dom glanced up the shore towards the village. He recognized his foster father
standing by the main road, waiting. He held two lunch satchels down at his side; his other arm was
stretched out toward Dom, gripping a shovel planted in the sand, holding it straight up like an accusation.
"Bind me!" Dom muttered, turning away quickly, pretending to be looking around in the sand for
something. It had been just a glance, but it was too late now. Dom had seen him and Yasuo knew it.
Etsu also peered up at the distant figure. "He's leaving now. Maybe we should just go?"
"No," Dom said, turning away from the village. "I want my lash back."
"But Leiko may not even give it to you."
"Then I'll do something else to get it back."
"Like what?"
"I don't know." He turned his back to Etsu then and bounced on his toes some more. He watched
Leiko, at the far end of the court, laughing with Tanaka. Dom glanced at the sidelines where a few other
kids had come back to watch. Most of them were kids who also played the game each morning, but there
were some others who just watched, like Hana and a couple of her friends, and Kiyoshi, with his twisted
foot.
Dom scuffed sand back and forth in front of the endline. He bit at his lower lip and glanced
towards Tori. She stood with a hand on her hip, as relaxed as the strands she held in a loop at her side.
When she saw Dom looking at her, she raised her chin a little.
"Face in the sand," she called to him.
Dom smiled. Then he turned towards Etsu, who was scratching at his ankle.
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"Etsu!" Dom called, and when the other boy looked up, he said, "Face in the sand."
A look of confusion crossed Etsu's face, then he looked towards the other team and smiled
brightly. "Face in the sand," he said, pulling his lash from where it was draped across his shoulders.
Then Dom shouted across the playing field, "Come on, Leiko! Let's go."
"Oh? You're ready then?" his distant voice called back.
Dom leaned forward, toe on the line, and lifted his left arm across his chest, ready to run. He
watched Leiko's distant figure crouch into a similar position. He could see him grinning. Little by little, his
own expression became more serious, until he was clenching his teeth, breathing through his nose. At
Leiko's endline, Chen lifted a coconut husk overhead as a ready signal, then cocked his arm back and
hurled it high into the air. Watching the fibrous shell as it arced overhead, Dom tensed his legs and arms,
following it carefully as it spun end over end towards his side of the field. The instant it landed, he jumped
towards the centerline, racing for his lash.
"Cheater!" a shrill voice screamed.
Without stopping, Dom looked over at the sound and saw Hana screaming and pointing towards
Leiko. He glanced up and saw Leiko closer to the centerline than should have been possible, loping
forward, still grinning. With a growl, Dom lowered his head and tried to lean farther towards the goal,
forcing his legs to move.
He ran over sand ripped by the urgency of other feet, other contests. His stride blurred the patterns
of sunlit and shadowed sand. The husk, lying at an awkward angle, appeared on the ground and was gone.
His eyes fixed on his lash and the motion of his thighs and feet flickered beneath him, then faded from his
mind. The shapes of his hands, whipping forward then away, also faded out. He ran. The others on the
sideline vanished. Their voices disappeared in the rush that filled his ears, mingling the noise of breath,
heartbeat, surging waves on the reef. He ran, tearing at the sand, casting away a gritty spray behind him,
dragging breath from the air and shoving it aside in ragged exhalations. He ran. Stride, grit, gasp, reach,
stride ... then stillness.
Flight.
Diving forward through the air, he brought his hand down on the cord and started to laugh
triumphantly. Then the impact drove the air from his lungs and he skidded to a stop so quickly that his
momentum pushed his face down into the sand. Dom lifted his head and opened the eye that wasn't covered
with grit. Leiko was staring back at him, in a crouch, his own hand reaching for the lashes. Their eyes met
and Dom opened his mouth to speak, but he could only splutter out the grime in his mouth, then grin.
Leiko, at the same time, cursed and turned back towards his endline, dipping his fingers into the
sand. With his first stride, he flicked his hands, flinging more sand into the air. Dom flinched away with
eyes closed, but he continued to pull his feet underneath him and then, eyes still shut, he started after Leiko.
He tried to brush the sand from his face as he jogged forward, but other specks dropped from his eyebrows
and forehead. Finally, he just opened one eye and ran with the other still closed.
Leiko had a head start, but was looking back over his shoulder-getting ready to dodge instead of
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sprinting for safety. Dom raced after him, distracted by trying to change his grip on the lash. He was
holding one of the counter weights in his throwing hand, not the throwing weight. He could toss it that way,
but it would be off-balance, and with that added to being half-blind, Leiko would evade it easily.
Dom was halfway back to the endline when he caught the throwing weight in the right hand, and
started to whirl the lash overhead. Leiko turned to watch him more carefully, slowing more as well, but
nearly to safety. Dom flung out his arm and Leiko leapt away, tucking his legs up high; but instead of
releasing the cords, Dom pulled them back into a spin over his head, then let them fly a half-second later,
snapping his whole body this time .
His feint had tricked Leiko, but Leiko's jump had also distracted Dom and he knew right away that
the throw was too high to catch the older boy's legs. When Leiko's feet came down, the lash caught him
across the chest, binding his arms instead. The long, throwing cord wrapped up around his neck until the
weight smacked into his cheek. With a look of surprise on his face, Leiko stumbled and his momentum
brought him crashing hard to the sand.
For a moment, Dom stood still and watched Leiko with a look of concern. Then Chen and Tanaka
came barreling from their comers, their own lashes whirling overhead.
Before Dom could tum to run, Chen threw, but he was too anxious and too far away. Dom focused
his good eye on the cords, then jumped high above them, turning in mid-air, and starting for his own
endline as soon as he touched down. He glimpsed Tanaka sprinting across the damp, packed sand near the
breakers, so Dom angled away from the ocean, sprinting inland, straight towards Tori.
She was waving for him to go faster when his foot came down on something hard and slick that
darted away like a reef fish and pain lanced up his leg. His ankle twisted off the coconut husk. He gasped
and stumbled. Using his hands, he kept from falling to the ground, kept moving, but that splash of fire
brought all his senses back to him: his feet pounding into the uneven mounds, his chest stinging from sandbums, his throat raw from gasping, the flavor of metal and the smell of seaweed making his stomach chum.
The voices of each person on the sidelines became distinct-shrill voices crying "Run!" mixed with rough
shouts of"Gethim!" and "Toss!"
Taking lighter steps on his hurt foot, Dom skipped forward on his good leg, from one heavy stride
to another. He groaned out each breath on those heavy steps, sucking in air quickly when his other foot
came down, trying not to wince so much, pressing forward . Sweat was gathering at the sand in his one eye,
stinging like sea water, so he clenched it even tighter and focused on Tori. Standing just over the endline,
she seemed miles away. Dom shook his head and focused again, and she suddenly seemed much closer. He
could see the details of her serious eyes staring over his shoulder, watching Tanaka. Her hands clenched
into fists, pulling her lash into a taut line. Then her eyes flashed wide and her mouth opened to shout a
warning. Dom already knew it though. He threw himself into the sand again, growling in irritation at the
gritty texture scraping his arms. Tanaka's lash hissed past above him. He heard Tori cry out, but his
momentum rolled him across the small dunes and left him lying on his back, staring up at the blue sky and
the palm fronds shrugging back and forth in the breeze. He gasped for air.
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A moment later, Tori stumbled into view also. She was laughing, and she dropped to her knees
next to him. Dom noticed her arms pinned to her side by a lash, but her shrill giggling made his head hurt.
With some effort, he managed to lift his heavy hands and press them to his forehead. Then Etsu and Hana
and the others came running up. At first the discomfort in his ankle and lungs seemed to distance him from
their jokes about Leiko's expression, and Tori getting caught. As the pain dwindled though, he realized he
was connected to their chatter. It was about him. They hadn't caught him. They hadn't scored. He' d won.
Slowly, Dom began to smile again.
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Farming
The island sun burned hot on Dom's face. He half-jogged, half-limped up the farm road that
threaded between mangrove swamps then angled up the mountain side. In one hand he gripped a tight coil
of ropes and the other he pressed into the pain in his side. He let his breath out with a moan through
clenched teeth. Gradually he slowed until he was only taking hesitant steps, wincing as he inhaled.
In the shade of a breadfruit tree, he stopped and bend down to put his hands on his knees. The
throwing weights scuffed back and forth against the grimy cloth of his pants . Sweat trickled into the fresh
scrapes on his skin. He stood straight again, raising his hands to rest on top of his head, and walked in a
small circle, groaning. The weights slipped from behind his head, bumping against his cheek. Dom hurled
them down into the dirt where they cast up a faint cloud of dust. Then he moaned again.
He pressed his hand to his right shoulder, and gently raised and lowered that arm. With eyes
crushed closed, he breathed through his nose slowly. Then he looked down at his wrist, holding it with his
other hand and cautiously moving it around.
"Bastard Leiko."
When he'd caught his breath, he dropped down in the road and sat cross-legged. He inspected his
swollen ankle, massaging the sprain gently. After a moment, he reached over to the cords lying in the dirt
and dragged them into his lap. The leather of the smallest weight, tied to the longest strand, was worn
smooth. "Probably his grandfather's," he muttered. The lashing that held the small sachet to the cord was
fraying and he picked at the loose strands. He scooped the center knot into his hand, and pried it apart a
little ways.
"Might as well be made of vine," he said, tossing it all back on the road.
He looked away from it, up the road, towards their farm. At the side of the road, the stump of a
palm tree stood, while the rest of the tall tree lay tangled against the foliage where a storm wind had cast it.
Jagged splinters fanned out from the ruined wood. Dom blinked quickly and pressed his sleeve into his
eyes. Somewhere in the trees behind him, a bird called out in a shrill laugh. With a snarl, Dom grabbed the
lash and stood and whipped it high into the air away from him. Immediately the cords snagged a branch
and wrapped awkwardly around the leaves and vines. He gasped in pain and tucked his arm close to his
body again, holding it there with his other hand. With a long sigh, he slowly relaxed the grimace on his
face. Then he rubbed at his shoulder again.
Staring up at the tangled ropes overhead, he said, "I hate you!"
His voice vanished into the forest, and for a few seconds everything around him was still. Then a
breeze pushed on the leaves and branches. The sand-filled weights started into a gangly, bouncing dance . A
fly buzzed past his shoulder and circled off into the woods.
"Bastard," he whispered, turning up the road again.
He had only jogged forward a few steps when a cheery, whistled melody came to his ears and he
stopped short. Around a turn in the road, an old man appeared, carrying four bunches ofbreadroot lashed to
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the bamboo pole across his shoulders. A wide, circular hat hung at his back from a thin cord at his throat.
His pants were rolled to the knees, but still splattered with mud, and his feet and hands were gray with
dried-on dirt. Dom noticed that the cloth tied around the top of his pants was cinched with the same knot
that held the cord at his neck and held the vegetables to the pole. He snorted derisively.
"A-ha! There he is!" the man called out. "Knew you hadn't gone far."
He stopped next to Dom and swung the yoke onto one shoulder, then down into his hands, then
carefully to the ground. He smiled, wiping the sweat off his brow with his relatively clean forearm. "Your
father's looking for you."
"No, he's not," Dom muttered. The old man's smile wavered, and Dom quickly looked down at the
breadroot.
"Ahh .... That's true, isn't it. He sent word for you though. He said ifl see you to say that the upslope above the old breadfruit tree needs trimming. He mentioned putting in some cabbage there, so it'll
have to be cut pretty close, I guess."
Dom scuffed a pebble off the road into the dense creepers threatening to overwhelm the track.
"Well, that's not all he said," the man said, then stopped for moment, "But I guess that's all you
need to hear of it."
Dom looked up at him. The farmer's head was tilted back a little, eyebrows raised, mouth nearly
smiling.
"I guess so," Dom said, the comer of his mouth lifting.
"Then I'm off."
The farmer swung the pole smoothly up again, but he turned and walked backwards. "Say, Dom, if
you like, there's another load of root you could bring down to market for me. It's a little small still, but old
Lien says she likes it better that way. More flavor when you boil it, she says."
Without waiting for an answer, the old man turned and started walking, whistling his tune again,
his wrists draped across the bamboo yoke. Dom turned the opposite way, took a few steps, then stopped
and looked back at the older man. He glanced up and down the road, scratching at the back of his neck.
Soon the bird song and the leaves rustling in the breeze were the only sound he could hear. He ground his
teeth together and pressed onward up the slope.

*

*

*

When he reached the farm, the scrape of a whetstone on metal rasped through the air. Dom made
his way up the steep path that leveled out onto the first section of their terraced garden. Over the top edge
of the slope, he saw Yasuo sitting on the bamboo bench they'd lashed together next to an enmmous mango
tree. Yasuo's shoulders moved in the rhythmic shrug he used when sharpening their tools. The moist
grinding noise grew louder. Angular lines from the rake marked the dirt, and a heap of mismatched leaves
from lime, tangerine, and breadfruit trees was mounded up against the short wall of the next terrace. Dom
walked to the homemade cupboard near the bench. He carefully lifted the second machete from its pegs;
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the cutting edge was bright-newly sharpened. The scraping stopped, leaving a sudden gap in the air.
Dom waited.
Without turning around, his foster father said, "I've already cleaned this terrace for you."
"Thank you."
Yasuo nodded. "You saw Kioko on the road?"
"Yes."
Yasuo nodded once more, then bent his head down and began sharpening again. The metallic hiss
built up until it cut through the other sounds of the jungle, not loud enough to scare the cicada and birds to
silence, but too loud to ignore.
Dom stood for a moment, watching Yasuo's hair, tied back in a short tail, bounce along with the
circular motion. Then he walked the long way around the far side of the mango tree, to the steep stairs built
into the terrace wall. The rake was leaning nearby. Dom grabbed it as he stepped up.
On the next level, he went to the smaller bench in the middle of the terrace. On either side, rows of
beans, sweet potato, and breadroot filled the space, with narrow aisles of empty dirt spaced between. A row
of papaya trees lined one side of the terrace. He dropped the machete onto the smaller bench, then took the
rake to the far side of the terrace, where an enormous breadfruit tree marked the edge of their farm. On
other parts of their property, stone walls or bamboo fences marked the line between other farms. Farther up
the mountain, in areas where they didn't have time to cut back the natural growth and cultivate vegetables
and fruit, the markers were usually a stone post half-buried in the ground. But here, this ancient tree was
the boundary, rising up like a massive pillar.
Rustling leaves drew Dom's attention up into the branches. A young man was standing on one leg,
the other stretched out to the side, resting on another massive limb. He held a long pole that ended in a
sharp hook and he guided the tip through smaller branches and leaves to catch the stem of a dirty yellow
breadfruit. Then he twisted and pulled and the ripe fruit dropped towards the ground on the far side of the
tree. A few muffled voices cheered. Someone had caught the fruit, saving it from a bruise that would make
it worth much less at market.
"Mezzan!" the young man in the tree called out to the people below. "Two or three more?" Then
he pulled the pole in, rested it against another branch, and turned to climb a little higher. "Ho, Dom!" he
shouted.
Dom waved up at him. "Who caught that one, Shina?"
"Ah! It was Shing. With his back up against the tree." Then he added with a grin, "He's still trying
to impress Kei so he can ask An to build a house with him."
Dom could hear muffled laughter from the far side of the tree. Then a voice called out something
and Dom recognized his name being spoken. Shina called down to him.
"They want to know who won the last game."
Dom's smile faltered. "I've got work," he said, turning away.
"Hey! No! Tell us, Dom," Shina called.
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Glancing back, Dom said, "It's not over yet." Then he swept the rake out and caught up the few
oversized leaves on the ground. He ignored Shino's voice, and studied the awkward markings the bamboo
spokes left on the soft dirt. He dragged twigs and debris down the aisles to the middle of the terrace. The
rake rattled with each sweep, mingling into the tiny clatter of small branches and dead leaves he drove
before him.

Nearly a month ago, Shina had also been sweeping when he had first asked Yasuo about a lash.
She was whisking loose dirt and old rice from the cookroom's hard packed floor. Dom could hear the
scratching sound through the wall, each time Yasuo stopped talking.
"Why? Why would you waste our time, waste our work this way?" he asked, staring at the outside
wall as if it would answer.
Dom knelt on the other side of the room, quietly, following figures in the random texture of the
rice paper that covered the broad floorboards . He could see small frays in the tatami closest to the door.
They would be recovering them again soon.
"And answer me this, why do you sit there studying the floorboards when the head ofyour family
questions you ?"
Dom stiffened. He tried to look at Yasuo without moving his head, but could only see part of his
foster father's shadow stretching towards him. He turned his attention instead to the wrinkles in his pants
made by kn eeling.
"Bahl You sit there, upright, but you're like Midori's old casting-nets-sprawled out, limp and
frayed. Speak! 11
"You will not hear me, Dom said, not raising his head.
11

"How can I not hear you? I'm waiting for you. I'm talking to you and simply waiting for a
response."
Dom pressed his lips together. He glanced up enough to see Yasuo's hands on his knees, bright
against the darker blue of the cloth.
"At the evening Motions, the adults all exercise. And in the morning, the kids just exercise in a
different way-"
"This isn't exercise, 11 Yasuo cut in with a hiss. "How can you compare the Motions to this useless
game y ou 're friends have made up ? 11
"We didn't make it up, Dom said, glaring at the floorboards and driving his words down into
11

them . Eve1yone has played-"
11

"I never played it. 11
Dom pinched the cloth of his pant legs, took a deep breath and looked up at the man sitting across
from him. "Even members of the council played this game. 11 Yasuo's expression was blank, his eyes staring
through Dom instead of resting on him. Dom kept his head raised, but closed his eyelids and went on. "/
can do my work. I can do extra for other p eople and earn coin for the leather. It doesn't waste your time or
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anything. It doesn't even affect you."
The room was still. From outside came people's distant voices, calling to each other as they
started up the farm roads to their morning work. Farther away, soft and steady, the swf drumm ed against
the reef
"'Doesn't affect me?"' Yasuo repeated. "Foolish child. I forbid you from wasting our time and
labor in making one of those ropes. "
Dom's eyes flashed open.
"!forbid it. Do you understand, Dom?"
Dom lowered his gaze back to the tatami mats. His hands clenched, pulling his pant legs into tight
knots that pinched his skin too.
"Do you understand, Dom?"
"Yes."
"Good. Get the shovel, and let's get our work done."

"Dom!"
He jolted upright at Yasuo's voice. Looking back across the newly-cleaned terrace, he saw his
foster father standing by the smaller bamboo bench. Yasuo lifted his arm, showing the green and blue
satchel in which Shina had packed some a lunch for him. Dom quickly gathered up the last bits of stray
foliage into the pile, his stomach growling, then hurried back to the bench. Yasuo was sitting there,
unfolding his own food from banana leaf wrappings. Dom paused, rubbing at his eyebrow. Then he blew
out his breath and went to the bench.
Inside the cloth and the banana leaves, Dom found several thick slices of tapioca and leatherskinned banana. He shoved them into his mouth as fast as he could. Then he folded the banana leaves
together into a broad, shallow dish. He went to the small stream that marked the other boundary of the
farm, then filled and drank from the leaky dish again and again. When he was done, he tossed the leaves
onto the pile he'd raked together, and went back to the bench.
Yasuo sat there still, staring off into the canopy of leaves. The bright and dark patterns shifted on
his back as wind stirred the branches. Awkward patterns of sunlight and shadow moved across his black
hair and shoulders and back.
Dom sat on the edge of the bench, facing the breadfruit tree. The up-hill slope was thick with long
grass and smaller shrubs. The machete blade scraped against the bamboo, as Dom took the knife in handa dull, metallic sound that stood out from the surrounding noise of wind and trees and birds.
Yasuo cleared his throat.
Dom waited. After a few moments, he turned his attention to the machete again. The cord wrapped
around the handle was beginning to fray near the roughly shaped pommel. Dom picked at the loose ends of
the rope, then brushed his thumb back and forth over the name en graven on one side of the pommel. The
characters and apprentice sigil were thick and clumsy.
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Yasuo took loud breath and placed his hands firmly on his knees.
Dom glanced over at him again. A brightly-colored finch whirred across the clearing.
"Yasuo?"
The man lifted his head and turned slightly towards Dom's voice.
"Do children ever go to the council?"
Yasuo snorted. "No one would take a child to council. I would be ashamed to ask the elders to rule
between us. Any parent would be."
"Not an adult," Dom said, "I mean me taking Leiko to-"
"What?"
Yasuo turned his head so his ear was towards Dom, but he was looking the opposite direction.
Then he slowly turned forward again, breathing through his teeth with a loud hiss. His shoulders rose and
fell with each breath. Dom cast his gaze on the dirt and clenched his teeth, preparing. But he still flinched.
"Insolence!"
The older man stood and stalked forward a single step. He held the lunch satchel behind his back,
wringing it into a coil.
"'Patience,' she advises. 'Be forgiving.' And then, as I wait for apology, you speak of shaming me
in front of the council because of your foolish game. Your stupid, mindless, foolish game! Ai-ya!"
"It's not just that-"
Yasuo spun in a flash and bore down on Dom with the full strength of his voice: "Silence!"
Then he looked up over his shoulder at the breadfruit tree where Shino had been gathering the
fruit. The broad, green leaves shivered under the breeze's rough touch. Yasuo hissed and walked the length
of the terrace to the mango tree. Dom watched a thin, green lizard down at his feet. It fled across the
exposed section of the hard-packed, brown soil, flicking specks of dirt as it scurried along then disappeared
under the bench's shadow. Crossing the terrace again, Yasuo spoke, his voice stretched taut.
"For weeks now I've felt your betrayal. Weeks. And still she says 'patience.' Still she raises her
voice in your defense. And for mornings and evenings full of patience, what is the result? Disobedience!"
He slapped the satchel down against the edge of the bamboo bench with a loud 'thwack' that made Dom
jump. "Betrayal!" Thwack. "Shame before the elders!" Thwack. "And all over a stupid, stupid children's
game."
Yasuo turned his back to Dom. "Explain yourself."
"But Leiko stole my lash and-"
Yasuo whirled round again and Dom bit back his words. "The truth comes out then! This is the
end of all your time lost in useless play. Your strength of spirit lost in bickering. Honor lost in
deceitfulness." He began circling the bench. "And for all this animals are raised and slaughtered on the
inner islands. Wasted for the bickering and lies of foolish children all across the islands. How many drums
could be bound using the leather wasted on these stupid toys?"
"If there wasn't enough leather, the elders would-"
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"Be still. You talk so lightly of the elders? Have you ever considered the effect on the family if a
child went to the council?"
"That's why I was asking-"
"Be still!" Yasuo stopped and stared into the forest again. "Why should you ask about dishonoring
your parents? What other effect could it have? "
"Why should asking for help bring dishonor? It's our law that..."
Yasuo raised his face to the trees and lifted his hands overhead, as if he were reaching out
something there above him. "You speak of law? You want law to aid you now? It serves you right that your
stolen toy is stolen from you. You-who cannot even abide the rule set by our family ."
"It's not by 'our family,'" Dom muttered, but his voice caught.
Yasuo twisted around and glared at him. "What? What do you mean by such words? Explain
yourself!"
"It's just you," Dom answered, staring at the dirt, struggling to keep his voice level. "I don't set the
rules. Shina doesn't set the rules. It's just you and you don't even listen when-"
"Am I not listening now? I'm listening. I'm waiting for you to explain your betrayal."
Dom struggled to swallow. "I was just asking how things work and all you're thinking is whether
the elders like you or not."
"I am waiting for your explanation," Yasuo said, slowly releasing each word.
"No you're not." He turned his face to hide the tear that slipped from his cheek.
"Insolent-"
"You just want me to say you're right."
Yasuo choked back another cry, turning his voice into growl and wringing the food satchel in both
his hands. Then, still growling, he stomped to the edge of the terrace and dropped to the lower level. Dom
heard the machete scrape against the bench and then came the sounds of metal slicing through the air and
through stalks and branches.
Dom wiped the sleeve of his shirt across both eyes and his nose. He took up the machete. Crossing
the clearing to the ancient breadfruit tree, he stood at the base of the slope covered with young grass.
The blade hissed and left thin stalks of green toppled or leaning against each other. Dom's arm
swung back and forth like a heavy pendulum, his wrist twisting with each stroke, laying the foliage low
with practiced ease. He made small steps to the side and forward up the incline. In a few minutes he was
several feet up the hillside. Soon he passed the new-grown grass. Then he was into the older vines and
bushes that hadn't been cleared for months and years.
Yasuo's voice came from behind him. "Dom! Leave it. We're going back now."
Without breaking the rhythm, Dom wiped the sweat from his face onto his shoulder, then struck
out at a broad-leaved bush, displacing the stem from its roots. He swung his hips and shoulders more now,
to cut through the thicker growth. In a smooth exchange, he switched hands and cut down without pause.
Pushing up the hill, cutting forward and back, turning to one side ... then the other... pressing ahead ...
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widening the swath.
"Dom! Let's go!"
He paused before an immature breadfruit tree, too small to bear fruit, but with a trunk of hardwood
as thick as Dom's thigh. The blade cut in with a sharp 'thok.' The tree quivered and, high above, the sound
of birds' wings escaped from the branches.
Thok. A shallow triangle of wood splintered away as Dom chopped across the base of his previous
cut.
"Dom!"
Woodchips leapt up and away from the knife. Down stroke, flat stroke. Thok, thok, thok. Over and
over. Dom edged his way up and around the tree, carving away at the obdurate wood. When he faced
downhill, he glanced up at the terrace, now empty.
Thok. Sweat ran from his forehead. Droplets also trickled down his back and arms. Thok. Thok.
When enough wood was chipped away, he dropped the machete to the side and pushed against the wood.
He leaned into it, shoving it sideways along the slope. He pressed his shoulder against it, taking deep gasps
of air. His feet slipped a little, but he took a better stance and bore down on the young tree some more.
Finally a creaking sound began. He stumbled to the other side of the tree and pulled the trunk down
towards himself. The wood cracked and gradually splintered apart, until it suddenly gave way. It would
have landed on him except he slipped down the hillside in the loose grass and leaves. The branches and
leaves tangled into the other plants along the hillside, holding the trunk at an unnatural angle down across
the hillside.
Looking uphill, he stared at the stump. Moist, yellow inner-wood stood out against the dark green
background. It was misshapen and scared, with splinters radiating from the tom wood like a starburst.
Dom wiped his face again with his shirt. Sweat stung his hands. He held them before his face to
view the tom blisters between his thumbs and forefingers, and at the base of his right hand, a bloody gash.
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Voice
The shadow ofKanshitou and the mountain ridge had covered the houses hours ago . Walking in
the twilight, Dom came down the trail from the farm, dropping each step to the ground heavily. The farm
road through the jungle opened up onto the northern end of the village and Dom saw the first house on the
edge of the village-Hana's house, dark and still, but with lamps already burning inside. The sounds of a
lap harp came through the evening's chorus of frogs off in the mangrove. Dom looked for the source of the
music and spotted a shadowy figure sitting with legs tucked up onto a low bench behind one of the houses.
He tromped onward, and a moment later the music stopped.
"Dom?" Hana called, ''"What are you doing out here?"
"Nothing."
She left the harp on the bench and walked towards him. "Where were you all day? Everyone was
asking about you."
Dom stopped walking. Half-turning towards her, he said, "Yasuo knew."
"Well, he didn't tell anyone else."
He grunted.
"What's wrong?" she asked.
"Nothing."
Their voices slipped beneath the sounds of the island-the wind coming down from the slopes and
stirring the palm fronds overhead, the frogs off in the jungle, the distant surf. A fruit bat swooshed past
through the trees, paddling in the air with its leathery wings.
Hana took up the end of cloth belt tied at her waist. She pulled at a comer of the fabric . "Everyone
was talking about the game this morning."
He looked up at her.
"Etsu kept telling everyone who stopped to trade for papaya. He even tried to tell Kameko, but his
mother made him stop."
"I bet the story's even better now."
Hana laughed. "Of course. The last I heard, a flock ohems flew down and carried you to the
endline."
"He didn't say that really."
"He did. And then the terns chased Leiko off into the mangrove when he stole your ... "
Hana's voice trailed off, and Dom looked back into the shadows of wood and vine on the
mountainside. "He's been telling that part?"
Hana answered quietly. "Yes."
"What did he say?"
She watched him for a moment before answering. "Just that you followed after the terns, but they
had scared Leiko into hiding in a crab hole somewhere."
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"Oh."
He took a half-step away from her, turning more towards the village. The houses clustered
together, but the farthest homes were lost in the dim light. He couldn't even make out his own house. He
scratched at his neck.
"What's wrong with your hand?" Hana asked, stepping a little closer.
"What?" Dom looked at his own hand. The cloth from his food satchel was wrapped around the
base of his thumb and his wrist. "Oh. Nothing."
"Then it wouldn't be wrapped up, would it. What happened?"
"Nothing. I just got a cut."
She leaned forward to look at it. "Up on the farm? Did it get dirt in it?"
"I washed it off. It's just a cut."
"It can make you sick. You better let me see it." She reached out to take his hand.
"What? No," he said, pulling his arm away and turning his other shoulder to her.
"Why not?"
"I'm not a baby. I can take care of myself."
"But my whole family's good at healing. Even my father. When my sister was little and a crab cut
off part of her finger, he already knew what to put in the poultice."
"That doesn't mean anything."
"Yes, it does. It means my family is good at healing. I watched grandmother use her gift when
Noriko got burned by jellyfish." Hana gestured eagerly, demonstrating how it had been. "I heard her do the
singing and then Nariko's back started dripping sweat and they sponged everything away. And then she
made her drink lots of water."
"So?"
"So I can help you. Let me see your hand."
"I don't need help." Dom stepped away from her. "And just because you heard Nami singing
doesn't mean you can heal anyone. She can't do that much anyways."
"Yes, she can," Hana said, folding her arms.
"No, she can't. She didn't help the lady that brought me here, did she?"
"That's different!"
"Oh. Yeah. That's different."
"Go home, Dom," she said turning back towards her house, "I don't want to talk to you any more ."
She walked through the dusk, down between the palm trees and shorter pandanas bushes, only
pausing to scoop up the lap harp.
Quietly, he said, "Good."
He watched until her form blended into the dim shadows of the house. A moment later, she slid
open a door and light poured out, silhouetting her. She went inside and turned to look back at him.
Dom hurried off down the path. The warm highlights on the tree trunks vanished as the door
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closed with a hiss and a clack.

* * *
Somewhere along the way home, he'd picked up a small branch from a breadfruit tree. Some
leaves were still attached and he used it as a broom, sweeping pebbles and twigs and bugs off the trail that
ran through the backyards of other peoples' homes. Then he stripped off the leaves and slashed the bare
stick back and forth, cutting at the bushes and vines.
He reached his house in time to see brightness in some of the slatted windows turn to dark.
Swinging his arm suddenly, he broke the stick against an impassive pillar of a coconut tree, sending half
the twig spinning off into the shadows. At the side ofYasuo's shed he could see the mainland boat, laying
upside down on a pair of logs. He walked closer, but it was already too dark to see much detail. He stepped
up onto the low deck at the back side of the home. Then he snapped what was left of his stick in half and
tossed it away.
Even though he yanked carelessly against the weight of the door, it hardly whispered as it slid to
the side. Light from the evening sky outlined some of the drums closest to the door. Dom stepped in among
these, leaving his sandals just outside. Then he shut out the twilight. Feeling his way through the room
made oddly amplified sounds as he bumped into one drum or brushed his hand across the head of another.
He couldn't hear any noises from outside the room, but the glow through the rice paper screens told him
that someone was still in the front room.
As he pushed the inner door open, a voice called out, "Dom?"
"Hello." He stepped out into the short hallway, turning to slide the door back into place.
Down the hall to the left, Shina stepped into view. Lamps in the front room lit up one side of her
face, but the other half was in shadow. She planted her hands on her hips .
"And just where in the Western Isles have you been?"
"Up at the farm," Dom said as he slid the door closing the door, only half-looking at her over his
shoulder.
"The entire day?"
He shrugged.
"Well, I hope you got a lot of work done." She turned and walked out of sight. Dom kept his
fingers on the wooden frame of the rice-paper door, tracing the groove that served as a handle. The sanded
wood was smooth, but not lacquered. He listened to Shina's footsteps move across the front room to the
cooking area. The heavier panel door between those two rooms shushed open.
"Here's some dinner left for you," she called.
Dom dropped his hand to his side and walked towards her voice. The clattering sounds of lids
corning off the iron pots reached his ears. As he crossed the front room, she came up the step from the
cooking area and went past him headed in the other direction, dropping a small towel across his shoulder as
she passed. Dom pulled the rough cloth from his shoulder.
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"You're not staying?"
"No. You're a big boy," Shina answered. "And tonight Measure Jiro gives lessons to the adults."
She stopped by the stand near the front door and took up a slender roll of paper, tucking it carefully under
one arm. Then she gathered up several brushes, picking them up one by one and gently transferring each
one to her other hand. "Some day Yasuo is going to get me a brushroll for these," she muttered.
Dom tugged the towel back and forth by the corners, watching the lines shift as he pulled the cloth
tight, then let it relax again. "Can I ask you a question?"
"lfyou wanted to talk you should have come home sooner." She hefted her grinding stone and
inkstick, then stood by the door.
"Yeah. I can ask you tomorrow." He tossed the towel back over his shoulder, and stood watching
her. The few ceramic lamps still burning in the front room made the shadows waver across the tatami
panels and the wall screens.
"What's your question about?" Shina asked.
He shrugged. "About the council."
"Ahh." She rested her hand on the door frame, but stood still, staring back at Dom.
"Yasuo mentioned that you two ...chatted about that."
Dom scoffed.
"But he didn't say why you were interested in the elders all of the sudden."
Shrug. Then he started winding the towel around his fingers.
"What happened to your hand?"
"Just a cut."
"From the farm?"
"Yeah."
"With a machete?"
"Not with the blade."
"And then you tied it up with a food satchel!"
"I wanted to keep it clean."
"Get in the cookroom." She dropped her things back on the wooden stand, pausing long enough to
make sure the paper and grinding stone would keep the brushes from rolling off. "If you've got blood all
over my satchel, you're in trouble, mezzan."
Dom grinned at hearing her use the slang his friends used, even as he retreated into the cooking
area. He reached one foot down, then the other, to slide into another pair of sandals. Then he sat near the
oven of layered ceramic tiles, banded together with iron. Shina entered also and took a small coconut oil
lamp from a ceramic holder on the wall. The light flared brighter as she removed the lamp from the cover
that reflected the light towards the ceiling. A moment later, three other lamps added to the warm glow at
one end of the cookroom.
"Okay, let me see it," she said .
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Dom pulled at the slipknot at the back of his wrist, then unwrapped his hand. Shina took the cloth
from him and gently pulled his hand forward into the light.
"What a mess," she muttered.
"It's mostly blisters."
"Hmnn." Then Shina held up the cloth and inspected the dark spots on it. She frowned. "Hmnnnn."
Dom looked down at his hand. "Sorry."
"It'll be alright." She put a hand on his shoulder and used him as a support to stand up again, then
walked to one of the cupboards on the side wall. "It would have been better several hours ago, but it's
alright. Get a fire started and I'll get some scrub."
"Not for my hand, though. Right?" Dom said with a smile.
"I ought to scrub your hand too. Just to teach you a lesson."
Crouching down by the smallest of the two ovens, Dom gathered some coconut husks from a bin
nearby. He held one of the dry, fibrous shells with his fingers, then tore out some of the dusty fibers. After
making a small mound of this roughage, he arranged the other husks into a clumsy dome around it. Then he
took some branches from another wood bin and leaned them up against the coconut.
"Was there a lot of dirt in the cut?" Shina asked as she came back. The food satchel was spread
open in her hand with some fine sand and soap grain heaped on top. She laid the cloth out over a wide shelf
oflacquered wood. Dom laughed a little as he stood and took a burnstick from a Jong, narrow container on
the wall.
"What's so funny?" Shina said.
"That's the same thing Hana asked."
"You were with Hana?"
"I just met her on the way home ."
"I hope you listened to her." She tipped down a decanter on the shelf and poured water on the
scrub mix and the dark stains in the cloth. "Hana's family has had a lot of healers. Of all the gifts too; not
just water."
He focused his attention on dipping the burnstick into the lamp's flame . When the long, oil-soaked
twig was lit, he knelt on one knee by the stove again and held the flame to the coconut husks. The smaller
fibers curled up and turned black while larger strands caught the fire and carried the flame to the rest of the
wood, crackling.
"But she doesn't have a gift," he said.
Shina turned to face Dom, gesturing with the small scrub-brush in her hand. "You don't know that.
Most people don't recall their gift until at least their thirteenth year. Or later. So she still might have a gift.
And you might too."
Dom stared at the flames. Then he closed the door and listened to the sound of the fire amplified
by the hollow chamber.
"And beyond that," Shina called over her shoulder as she scrubbed at the blood stains, "If all the
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foolish boys in the world listened to all the foolish girls, there'd only be half as much foolishness."
Scoffing, Dom stood up and asked, "What's that supposed to mean?"
"Put some water in the small pot and get it boiling, please. It means the next time Hana talks to
you about something, don't start quarreling over it."
"How do you know we were quarreling?"
"Because I know you and I know Hana." She straightened and peered at the brush, running her
fingers over the stiff spines of palm fronds lashed together in a tight bunch. "What it means is if Yasuo had
remembered to get a new brush for me, this would be much easier."
Dom took the pot from a rack on the wall and doused some water into it. "But girls have dumb
ideas."
"That may be. But adding another dumb idea to it by quarreling won't make it a good idea, will it?
Just say, 'Thank you. I'll think about that."'
"Thank you. I'll think about that."
Shina stopped scrubbing again. Looking over her shoulder to where Dom was sitting on the step,
trying not to grin, she said, "You better put some food in your mouth to keep you out of trouble."
Dom laughed as Shina went back to scraping carefully at the fabric.
He went to a comer of the room where a net held portions of leftover food, wrapped in banana
leaves. He picked through the small packages, pinching them, then lifting a few out of the net.
"Don't pick out all the tapioca," Shina said.
"I'm not." He glanced over his shoulder at her, then exchanged one wrapping for another. From
another shelf, he took a wooden tray and set the food on it, then grabbed a small ceramic bowl and canied
it all back to the step. He scooped rice from a pot on the larger stove, pressing it down into his bowl, then
scooping out more.
"So what have you been doing up at the farm the entire day?" Shina asked.
"Nothing."
"Hmmnn." She glanced around to see if the water was boiling, and wiped her hands on a towel.
"What do you do at Jiro's class?" Dom asked.
Shina gathered the stained cloth into her hand in a bunch, so the reddened area was extended away
from the rest. "The same thing that you do in your classes with him. We watch the Measure. Then we
practice."
"That can't be all," he said between bites.
"Why not?"
"Because it's so boring. We just sit there, and he draws a character, and then we memorize it and
draw it over and over and over. There's got to be more."
Shina stopped with her hand held above the bubbling water. Smiling, she asked, "What else should
we do in a class from the Measure of Brushes?"
Dom shrugged. He stopped eating long enough to watch her immerse one comer of the food
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satchel into the water.
"Actually, some of the older students don't watch," Shina continued. "They just close their eyes
and feel."
Swallowing a mouthful ofrice, Dom looked up. "Feel what?"
Shina kept her face towards the stove, but glanced up at Dom with her eyes.
"Oh. That."
He took another large bite ofpashak root and chewed it slowly. Then he tore a chunk from the
tapioca loaf. He looked down at it in his hand. Shina lifted the cloth partway out of the water, shifted hands,
and then held it under again. The turbulent water burbled and hissed, filling the quiet with its warm
muttering.
"How come I don't fit in here?"
When she didn't answer right away, he raised his eyes from his plate. She had straightened, lifting
the cloth away from the water and the stove, but she was holding it before her absently. Her eyes were
closed. He watched her until she looked at him again with a solemn, soft expression.
"Dom, what happened?"
He scrubbed crumbs off the tom comer of tapioca. "Didn't Yasuo tell you?"
"Yes. He did." She folded the clean wet cloth into a smaller square, and went to sit on the step
next to him. "So what happened?"
She smoothed down a messy strand of his hair. After several moments of stillness, his shoulders
shook just a little; he controlled them as quickly as he could, but long minutes passed before he could
breathe easily and talk.

*

*

*

When the lamps in the cookroom started to gutter, Dom and his foster mother quickly tidied up,
then went into the front room. Dom carried a long burnstick behind the shelter of one hand. The smell of
the coconut oil in the stick mixed with the pungent odor from the smoke that rose up in a thin, gray trail and
wobbled apart just over his shoulder. He lit three other lamps, then blew out the burnstick. Shina gave the
cookroom a last glance, then slid the door closed again.
"If it's so easy to get here from the mainland, then why don't they come here more?" Dom asked,
slumping down to sit cross-legged on the floor.
"Probably because of the same reason we don't go there," Shina answered. She crossed the room to
the stand where her brushes and paper lay quietly.
"Because they don't have anything we want."
"I think so. Also, Dai tells of the one mainland ship that came when he was a boy. He said his
father talked with one of the men from the ship about helping draw a map. And on the map, the mainlander
had written the word Fei across all the islands"
"Fei? But we don't all have gifts of magic."
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Shina nodded, then turned to the small table by the door. Dom leaned back against one of the posts
in the wall. He watched as Shina gathered her supplies into her anns slowly. She took a deep breath and
turned to carry the load back to her room.
"Can you show me some of your calligraphy?"
She gave him a warm smile as she walked across the front room. "It's too late tonight. Ask me
another time though-some time when you're in trouble."
He laughed and closed his eyes, listening to her robes sweep across the mats. The door slid open
on its wooden track. Sounds came through the wall faintly as she put her things away. Outside, people
called back and forth as they headed home from evening classes. Farther off, the high tide waves trundled
across the lagoon and shushed up onto the sand. And beyond that, he knew the ocean swells were lifting
and falling for days and days, and across that expanse, another place rose up out of the waters.
"Do you think they'll ever come here?" he asked in a voice loud enough for her to hear through the
walls. He opened his eyes too, and when he saw Shina sitting across the room from him, he grinned
sheepishly. She spread out a swath of dark green cloth across her legs, then turned her attention to finishing
the stitching on a hem.
"They might."
"Some of the kids say that carving on the boat means I'm a king."
With just her eyes, she looked up at him for a moment, then turned back to the cloth. She guided
the needle in and out of the cloth, pinching the material in place at times, and shifting it around at others.
When she pulled the thread through on the top, the needle caught the light from the lamps and gleamed. It
reminded him of the morning he'd seen a school of dolphins passing the island, arcing out of the water,
shining in the morning sun, then vanishing again, over and over.
"Do you feel like a king then?" Shina asked.
"I don't know what a king feels like," he answered, with a shrug.
"Me either," she said, smiling down at the cloth. "And what do they say about the spears carved on
the boat?"
"Ha. The dive-fishers say it means I'm the king's fisher. And he's getting pretty hungry, so he's
going to be mad when he comes to get me."
"Hnunnn."
Dom turned to stare at the calligraphy hanging near the front door. It reached nearly from the
ceiling to the floor, and some strokes of the characters were longer than his forearm. Ten thousand shadows
surround the one light.
Still looking at the painting, he asked, "Do you think the king will come for me?"
After he'd spoken the words, he heard footsteps on the white coral gravel laid outside the front
door. He sat up straight. Shina glanced up at him, then turned towards the door as it slid open. Yasuo
stepped out of his sandals, up into the room.
"Hello, my dear," Shina said, smiling up at him.
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"Hello." He nodded at Dom, who lowered his eyes.
"How was Measure Sachi?" She folded the cloth and set it to the side.
"She sends best wishes for you," he answered as he crossed between Dom and Shina, then knelt
near her.
"Thank you, love. She is so kind."
Dom, still looking down at the floor, felt her gaze turn to him, and the silence in the room rested
on his shoulders. He cleared his throat.
"Yasuo?" he said, looking up just enough see his foster father tum to him. "I apologize for not
keeping the measure you set. I was wrong to go against those bounds. I'm sorry."
When he finished, he gulped in a deep breath and waited. Yasuo stared at him for a moment. Then
he turned towards Shina. For long seconds, they sat gazing at each other. Occasionally, they would move
the corners of their mouth or their eyebrows. Finally Shina spoke, "Why don't you ask him?"
Yasuo frowned and turned to the wall where the long painting hung. "Dom," he began, "Shina
says that I don't know everything about what happened this morning ... "
Dom looked up at Shina. She nodded to him.
"We were playing and Leiko took my ... took the lash I had made and he wouldn't give it back. So
then we bet that whoever won the next game could keep the lash. So we played the next game-"
"Instead of going to your work."
Dom stopped short. Shina glanced at Yasuo, but he kept his eyes on the far wall.
"Yes," Dom continued, "Then we won again. But Leiko still wouldn't give me back the lash. He
started up the road to their farm, and I followed him. But he wouldn't listen to me. So then .. .I tried to get
the lash back."
Yasuo turned his head slightly. "What do you mean?"
"I tried to grab it away from him. .. "
Dom trailed off, slowly dropping his gaze to the floor again. The leathery sound of a bat's wings
fluttered up into the tree branches outside their house. A moment later, the sound started again and then
faded into the night.
"And then?" Yasuo asked.
"Then Leiko used the Motions and-" Dom's voice broke. He cleared his throat again.
"He what?"
"He threw me down," Dom said to the tatami mats, "And he pinned my arm so I couldn't move.
And then he shoved my face against the dirt and talked about cutting up my lash and tying me and leaving
me there for someone to come find me, but then he heard someone coming so he made me get up and told
me I'd better not tell anyone and shoved me away down the road."
Dom fell silent.
"He used the Motions? Why didn't you tell me about this?" Yasuo demanded.
Dom looked up at Yasuo, his eyes watery. Without saying a word, he looked back down.
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"Why doesn't he talk to me? Why didn't he tell me about this?" Yasuo repeated.
"Listen to yourself," Shina answered in a soft voice. "The words are a question, but your voice is
an accusation."
"I'm not accusing him of anything. I just want to know."
They fell silent for a moment, then Shina said, "Dom, it's late. Why don't you go get ready for
bed."
He nodded, and as he stood up he wiped his nose on his shirt sleeve. Their voices followed him
down the hallway to the back bedroom.
"Ifhe used the Motions this way, we'll have to tell the elders tomorrow. And ask for a ruling ...aiya."
"Yasuo, there's more ... "
"Drumming class? What's wrong with .. ."
Dom slid the door to his room open and then closed again. Inside, he threw off his shirt and
dropped down to his sleeping mat. The voices from down the hall still came as a murmur. He bundled up a
blanket and piled it over his head, then drifted into a restless sleep.
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Drumming
"Halt!" came Yasuo's voice across his back like a whip and Dom flinched. The echoing sounds of
the drums faded away. Dom lowered his hands from the head of the drum and turned around to the center
of the room, tapping one of his sticks against his leg.
Yasuo stood in the center of the drum ring. His hair was pulled back into a short ponytail and the
sleeves of his robe were rolled up above his elbows. He folded his arms across his chest so his batons stuck
out to the side at an angle. His lips were pressed tight, and he stood facing Dom, but looking past him. The
fourteen other students stood next to their drums without moving, watching the teacher, waiting for
instruction.

"It's just like going to the farm with him," Dom had explained. "He doesn't even talk to me. He
tells me what to do, then ignores me."
"He doesn't talk much to anyone," Shina replied. She examined the cloth and then draped it over a
hook to dry. "Actually he reminds me of someone else I know."
Dom looked up from his tray that now held only the empty wrap-leaves. "I talk to people. When
there's anything interesting to say."
"Ahh," Shina answered, taking a thick, padded cloth and canying the small pot of water to the
drain bucket near the outer wall. The still-hot water murmured and hissed as she poured it over the layers
of bamboo splinters, rough gravel, smaller pebbles, and sand. "Stir the embers, would you?"
Dom stood and shuffled to the smaller oven. "It's different with him."
"How?"
"Well, when I don't talk, it's because there isn't anything to say." He tested how hot the handle
was, then opened the oven. Inside a few coals glowed dull orange. Dom took a metal rod propped up next
to the stove and he scattered the coals, halfbwying them in the ashes. "But when he doesn't talk... it's
because he doesn't want to."
"I see. And you know this because you and Yasuo had a long conversation about it?"
Dom smiled down at the floor. "Well, no."
Coming back to the stove, Shina smiled down at him, "I think
find he isn't so very different ji-om yourself. But

if you'll give him a chance, you'll

ifyou like, I'll ask him to pay more attention to you."

"Dom, quit fidgeting," Yasuo said, "You are not a drum--there's no purpose in tapping your leg."
Dom froze, the drum stick pressed against his thigh. Yasuo came closer to Dom, walking slowly,
so that the hiss of each footstep across the tatami panel was distinct, isolated by silence. Without moving
his head, Dom glanced around the circle. Tori stared off into the air and Etsu was trying to scratch an itch
on his elbow without being noticed. Leiko was smiling. Hana was staring right back at Dom with a slight
frown on her lips and a pleading look in her eyes. He dropped his eyes to the floor.
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"!feel so sony for him," she had been saying the day before.
As he came up the path ji-om his house, he'd found Hana and Jun sitting with their backs to him.
But the web of string between his hands held his attention.
"He picks him out eve1y time, like he's trying to teach him a lesson."
"And not about drums."
"Exactly, it's like-"
"Dom!" Jun said, turning quickly as he came around the palm tree.
He started and looked up from the pattern in his hands. They were both staring at him, Jun
holding Hana's hair with a comb stopped in the middle of brushing.
"Sorry," he said with a lopsided smile, blushing a little. Hana, sitting stiffly, watched him with her
mouth pressed closed. When he looked at Jun, she turned back to Hana's hair and started brushing again.
He glanced back and forth between them. Then he looked down at the symmetrical design stretched
between his hands.
"Hi, Dom. What's going on," Hana asked.
"Oh, nothing." He swept the string off his fingers and made a fuss of shaking the tangles out of it.
"Was that another cradle?"
"Yeah, a new one. I was going to show you ... .! can show you some other time though."
"Oh, okay."
She fiddled with the hair loop and pin in her hands. Jun continued running the brush through
Hana's hair in long, focused strokes.
"Yeah, I'll talk to you later," he said, turning back the way he'd come.
"Okay. See you later."
"Bye, Dom," Jun called.
He walked away, winding the loop of string around his thumb and unwinding it again.

"Can you tell us what you were doing wrong, Dom?" Yasuo asked, standing right next to Dom,
but calling out loud enough for the entire class to hear.
"Measure, no. I couldn't tell."
"Anyone else?" Yasuo asked lifting his gaze to the other girls and boys who waited beside their
drums.
The waves down on the reef thrummed steadily as they crashed down on themselves. Through
one of the windows, Dom saw the shapes of banana leaves and coconut trunks and pandanas plants all
blending together in the evening dark. Hana began talking and he stiffened.
"Measure, I didn't notice that he missed any of the strokes," she said.
"But there is more to drumming than just matching the strokes," Yasuo said. "Anyone else?"
Dom stared straight across the room. The students all stood silently. His cheeks began to flush. He
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bit his bottom lip and tried to not focus on anything in the room.
"He wasn't concentrating," Leiko finally said.
Yasuo looked at Leiko for a moment. Then he turned to the side and continued, "Matching strokes
is the lesser half of drumming. In the Motions, we begin learning knots in the lower class, and how to throw
a strand. But that is not all there is in the Motions. The Motions are ... much more important than that."
Leiko's expression wavered, then he glanced at Dom, then looked down to the floor. Dom bit at
his lower lip. Yasuo began to walk slowly around the room again. "In the Motions, the greater half is spirit.
So too in drumming. Concentration is part, but right-spirit is more than just that. All of you, even Dom, can
match strokes. A monkey can match strokes. What lies before you is understanding the heart of
drumming."
Dom tried to relax his shoulders as Yasuo moved farther away. He took deep breath, inhaling
slowly so that he wouldn't make a sound.
"Dom! Prepare!" Yasuo shouted in the official voice he used before starting the practice.
Dom started, then spun suddenly to face his drum, right hand touching one stick to the edge of the
instrument, left hand holding the other stick high overhead. He glanced up and saw that none of the other
students were in starting position.
"Begin!"
Dom struck the drum, almost reflexively pounding out the basic rhythm the class had been
working on: don - DON - do-ko - don - do-ko - don - don - DON. The voice of his single drum vanished
into the room like a stone tossed into the lagoon. He faltered, sliding off the pace a little. He almost missed
a stroke, then he clenched his hands and nodded his head to help keep time.
After cycling through the rhythm a few times, Yasuo shouted, "Halt!"
Dom lowered the drumsticks. His chest heaved as he tried to catch his breath.
"At least remember to breathe," Yasuo said. "To the side."
Dom glanced up at his foster father, who looked down at him expectantly. After a moment, Yasuo
gestured with his chin, pointing for Dom to step out of the way. Dom moved to the side, staring at the floor.
"Right-spirit!" Yasuo called out as he turned to face the drum in starting position. "Pay close
attention."
Roaring suddenly as the Measure of Drumming pounded on the skin and clacked the sticks against
the rim, the instrument quivered and the whole room seemed to vibrate, like ripples splashing out across the
surface of a tide pool. don - DON - do-ko - don - do-ko - don - don - DON.
Dom didn't recognize the rhythm at first, so he stood with his head cocked to the side, staring
absently into the center of the room as he tried to identify the pattern. When he realized it was the same, he
snapped his head up to watch Yasuo. His foster father's body rose and fell with the drum strokes, and he
swayed a little, tilting towards and away from the drum in time with the thunderous voice he was calling
forth. Dom wiped his palm on his shirt, and loosened the overlapping folds of his robe. He glanced around
the room and saw the other students transfixed by the performance, most of them with their mouths
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hanging open. Even Hana was half-smiling.
When the final, resonant cry from the drum had echoed into stillness, Dom forced himself to study
the texture of the molding on the drum stand. Someone across the room whispered, "mezzan." The room
was silent for a moment more. He followed a shifting swirl of darker color in the wooden stand, tracing the
wood grain with his eyes until it stopped short at the inlay of stylized ocean waves"Dom," the Measure of Drums called, his voice bursting out like the drum had. The following
stillness seemed to force Dom's gaze to move from his teacher's bare feet, pant legs, silk jacket with
stylized drums decorating the darker fabric, to the man's face. Yasuo looked down at him. "What was the
difference?" he asked.
Dom opened his mouth quickly, but stopped himself.
His gaze dropped back to the floor and stood silent and motionless. He drew in his breath very
softly and slow, and concentrated his attention on a tiny clod of dirt near his foot, a foreigner in his foster
father's immaculate drumming room. Dom shifted his feet and crushed the small clump, trying to twist his
foot and grind it into dust without anyone noticing. From across the circle, he heard Leiko call out to the
Measure.
"Dom!" the Measure called out again, addressing Leiko and the other children, as well. "What was
the difference?"
Dom breathed in through his nose, but remained silent.
"Dom-" Yasuo said.
"The difference was you're bigger!" Dom answered, glaring up at the man. "You're twice as big as
me so you hit the drum harder and made it sound louder." Then he drew in another ragged breath and held
it, waiting.
"That is false," Yasuo said, stiffly and in a soft voice. He didn't move. "What was the difference?"
"I don't care!" Dom shouted, rubbing at something stinging in his eye. His fingers came away wet
and he quickly hid his hand . "Call it whatever you want. I don't care."
He bolted for the door.
Out of the comer of his eye, he saw his foster father start forward also, so Dom threw the drum
sticks towards him, sprinting across the room and racing through the open doorway and across the wooden
deck, expecting to feel a strong hand suddenly on him, crushing his shoulder, forcing him to stop, turning
him around for shout or slap or worse. He ran, waiting.
When he reached the far side of the village commons, he stopped where the market area dirt began
to tum into beach sand. Looking back at the house where the drumming classes were held, he wiped his
eyes and cheeks. The night air was warm. Then, through the murmur of the breakers and the constant drone
of the water pounding on the reef, he heard the drums faintly. don - DON - do-ko - donDom fled down across the sand, to the water's edge where the ocean churning finally
overwhelmed any other sound.
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Ruling
Waiting for the council's judgment seemed to stretch on and on like the hazy blue line of the
horizon. After sullen gray clouds had drifted overhead without a break for an hour, Dom got tired of just
sitting on the bamboo bench next to Yasuo. He flapped the hem of black-red cloth draped across his
shoulders, trying to get cooler air in under the heavy mantle. He dropped to the ground and waited for
moment. When Yasuo didn't speak, Dom looked back at him. His foster-father was still sitting with one
arm across his chest, the knuckles of his other hand pressed to his lips.
"Don't go too far," Yasuo said, without moving his eyes from the vast spread of water.
"I won't."
A few minutes later Dom found himself outside their home, in the back by the shed that held some
of the resins and tools Yasuo used to repair drums. And to the side of that shed, resting upside-down on a
set of wooden lifts, was the boat. The broad curve of mainland design arched from one side to the other,
almost completely opposite from the long, narrow outrigger-canoes that Measure Sachi carved and
decorated. The slats of wood were skillfully pieced together, although years of rain and sunlight were
beginning to warp them. Under this crested dome, the mast and sail had been tucked away inside the
bulwark.
He gathered the lengths of his mantle into his arms so he could hunch down to look at the design
carved on both sides of the bow. He traced his finger over the upside-down scales, the crossed spears
pointed to the dirt, and the stylized crown between the spear heads.
"Dom," a high-pitched voice called out and he stood up and dropped the mantle back into place.
Hana came up from the path that led through the neighborhood backyards. "Is the council still meeting?"
"I guess so."
She left the trail and came closer to him, hugging both arms across her stomach. "What's it like to
wear a ruling cloth?"
He shrugged. "It's itchy. And heavy. I want to take it off already."
"You'll get in trouble."
"I know." He tapped his heel against the boat over and over, causing a dull thud that seemed much
louder than it should have been.
With a smile, Hana said, "Sounds like a drum kind of."
"Yeah." He stopped tapping the wood. Leaning back against the shed, he said, "Aren't you still
supposed to be working?"
"Hoshi is sick, so Mom sent me to ask Takara if it's okay to finish her jacket tomorrow."
Dom picked up a twig and started scratching it along the seams of wood on the boat. He watched
Hana crouch down and look up inside the shadowy shell.
"Do you ever wonder about sailing in here?" she asked, her voice coming hollow and distant from
inside the boat.
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He chuckled and Hana looked up at him. "Yeah. Like today. I wish I could just sail away in it and
find an island all to myself."
"Really? That sounds awful, I think. And besides, Midori says that anyone who goes out in the
deep in a boat like this had better have the Final Measure watching over them."
Dom opened his mouth, closed it again, then said, "I'll have to think about that."
Hana looked at him more carefully, but a motion near the house caught Dom's eye and he turned
to see Yasuo walking forward slowly. The red-black drapery hanging from his foster father 's shoulders
swung back and forth with each step. Hana stood up. Dom dropped the twig and stood away from the shed.
But Yasuo kept his eyes on the boat until he stopped next to the two children.
"The council is ready," he said, his eyes flickering across Dom, then up to the eaves of the shed.
"So they've decided what's going to happen to Leiko?" Hana asked.
"I'm sure they've made decisions about many things."
Hana watched Yasuo and started to ask another question. But Yasuo turned back towards the
shoreline. She looked at Dom, but he just shrugged his shoulders.
"When Midori was still a boy," Yasuo said, "my grandfather was Measure of Fishing. There was a
quarrel about fishing spears, and one of the young men walked off with one. So my grandfather took that
man before the council. The council ruled for the thief to return the spear, and return a day's catch offish as
well."
"That sounds fair," Hana said, smiling towards Dom. The weighted cloth was itching at the back
of his neck and he reached up to rub at it.
"But the council also ruled against my grandfather. They said he had hardened his heart against the
young man, withholding simply for control, coming to the council only for revenge." He reached out to
brush some sand from the trunk of a coconut tree, then dropped his hand back to his side.
"So what happened?" Hana asked.
"The elders ruled that my grandfather should make amends by giving the young man a gift: a
fishing spear and a day's catch."
For a moment, the three stood quietly and Dom watched the shadows of the coconut tree fronds
slide across the grass, jagged lines of dark and light in jumbled patterns. He pinched at the cuff of his
sleeve, twisting it around his thumb. Then he said, "That seems kind of a waste."
Yasuo hummed distantly.
"They should have just let him keep the spear then."
"Perhaps." He stepped towards the shoreline. "Let's go now."
Hana waved a small goodbye. Dom took a deep breath and walked behind his advocate with the
council.

*

*

*

Outside the ruling chamber, Yasuo stopped Dom and straightened the mantle on his shoulders.
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"Do you remember the words?"
Dom nodded.
"Good. Then listen carefully. And answer honestly."
Dom nodded again, and Yasuo opened the thick wooden door.
They left their sandals outside and stepped up into the room. Inside, the air was stale and hot and
smelled of coconut oil and bodies. Light beamed down through a single window and piled into a bright
patch in an empty comer. The rest of the room was dim, and Dom had to squint as his eyes adjusted from
the midday sun. He stubbed his foot on the edge of a raised mat and almost fell.
He and Yasuo went to the third mat, which touched one comer of the elders' mat and one comer of
the mat where Leiko and his father sat. Leiko kept his head down. His hair was combed back in severe,
straight lines and held in place with coconut oil so the sunlight gleamed on it. He wore a mantle similar to
Dom's and was pulling his fingers back and forth across a comer of the cloth. Chyou, his father, wore a
larger version of the same cloth, as did the council members. Yasuo and Chyou nodded to each other, and
Dom edged backwards a little, trying to get Yasuo's figure to eclipse Leiko and his father. The sounds of
his clothing and feet scraping across the mats resounded in the quiet chamber. Yasuo glanced down at him.
He stopped squirming.
Dom looked around the room, but there was nothing to rest his eyes on. Blank walls. Clean floor.
There was nothing but the rough-woven mats, the shelf holding other folded mantles, and the seven people.
The three council members had spread their mantles to cover their entire bodies. Kameko, the oldest of the
three, sat in the middle, staring across the triangle while Yasuo and Dom got settled. Her wrinkled skin
glistened and her white hair hung down her back, woven in a tight braid. On the far side of the elders' mat,
Dai sat, with his eyes closed, it seemed, and his mouth partly open. His thin gray hair poked out in places
and stuck to his scalp in others. Closer to Dom and Yasuo, Akina sat, the third council member present for
the ruling. Her head angled forward on a long neck, and loose folds of skin dangled at her throat. A wooden
cup waited near her, but Dom couldn't see what was inside.
He noticed, though, that Kameko wasn't sitting motionless, like the other two. Her head wavered
from side to side, and under the red-black cloth, her shoulders were also shifting back and forth. Dom
turned to Y asuo and opened his mouth to speak, but Yasuo was staring straightforward, intent on the
wooden wall across from them. Dom closed his mouth again, and looked skeptically back at the feeble
elders who were supposed to administer judgment.
"We are burdened," Kameko said without warning, her voice cutting across the silence, startling
Dom.
"With a voice of offense," Dai said.
"With a voice of complaint," Akina continued.
Then everyone spoke together, although Yasuo had to bump Dom with his elbow, reminding him
to join in. "May we speak true and cast off these dark nets."
After the chorus had faded to quiet, Kameko said, "Concerning Leiko, we have discussed what has
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happened and what should be done." She nodded slightly towards Akina.
"What is the ruling?" Akina intoned.
"What has been withheld must be returned," Kameko said.
"Who will fulfill the measure?" Akina questioned again.
Leiko's father nudged him and he looked up. "I will give the lash back to Dom. And I'll
apologize."
Kameko smiled faintly. "Do not rush in this, Leiko. Wait until you can speak the words from your
heart."
Then Dai spoke, "To mete judgment, the council has conferred and spoken."
"I will abide," Leiko answered.
Dai nodded.
"To take up the mantle," Kameko said, "the council has laid their work aside."
Then Akina spoke. "Within the mantle, our complaint is answered. Without the mantle, we will
help take up the work again."
"Dom," Kameko said, turning to look at him, "the price is yours to pay."
He glanced up at Yasuo, who was still staring towards the wall. Kameko followed Dom's gaze, but
continued to watch Yasuo when Dom looked back towards her.
"I'll do whatever-"
Yasuo stiffened, and Akina lifted a hand from within the dark cloth, motioning gently for him to
wait.
"You will spend a day at each of the elder's bidding, completing the work they put before you,"
Kameko said, still watching Yasuo. "Is the measure clear?"
Akina invited Dom to speak now by turning her hand palm up. "Yes."
"Yasuo?"
"Yes."
"To mete judgment, the council has conferred and spoken," Akina said, then motioned to Dom
again.
"I will abide," Dom answered.
For a moment, the room was still. Kameko closed her eyes and slowly turned back to the open
space between the other two mats. Finally she said, "We rise up."
"With a voice ofreunion," Dai added.
"With a voice ofrejoicing," Akina said.
"May we speak true and become woven in light," they finished all together.
Then Leiko and Chyou, Yasuo and Dom moved to stand, but they all stopped at Kameko's voice.
"Yasuo."
His foster father sat back again, and Dom followed suit. After a pause, Chyou and Leiko
continued; soft scraping sounds filled the room as they got up and stepped off the mats. Leiko shrugged off
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his mantle and stopped near the low shelves to fold the cloth, but Chyou glanced at Kameko, then took
Leiko's mantle and pressed his son towards the door. When Leiko opened it, a soft rush of air pushed down
from the single windows high on each wall of the room. Specks of dust drifted down through the light.
Before going outside, Chyou stopped long enough to pull his own mantle off his shoulders. Then he closed
the door softly behind him.
Turning back towards Yasuo, Kameko asked, "Why do you bother concealing it?"
Dom watched her for a moment, then almost turned to look up at Yasuo. He stopped, though, and
stared down at his ankle instead.
"I had hoped it wouldn't have an effect," Yasuo said, his voice tight.
"Have you realized then," Akina asked, "that the unseen coral is the one that gouges the canoe?"
"I cannot deny it," he whispered.
"When the council agreed that you should take the child," Dai said, "withholding was not part of
the understanding. The father's role requires complete commitment."
Yasuo took a deep, ragged breath, and Dom winced at the sound. He lightly pulled at the wrinkles
in his pant leg, pinching them to sharper ridges and deeper furrows. Glancing up at the elders, who were
each looking back towards him, he quickly wiped at his nose with his thumb, then hid his hand behind his
leg.
"You see clearly, Yasuo," Kameko said. "Who will fulfill the measure?"
"Midori has talked of taking him as an apprentice."
Dom looked up again. But the wizened faces of the council members didn't show any response.
Dom gazed out across Yasuo's folded legs at the dust motes wafting through the beam of light.
Kameko finally said, "Midori has spoken of Dom's talents." Dai made a disapproving sound in his
throat. The older woman turned her face partly towards Dai. "Though that, of itself, cannot resolve the
issue."
"He could stay in our home," Yasuo said.
Dai spoke again, "There are many places where he 'could' stay."
"1...wish that he will remain in our home."
"Yes," Dai said, nodding slightly and turning his gaze away from Yasuo. "That is the foundation."
No one spoke for several seconds. A sudden line of motion caught Dom's eye, and in the quiet, he
heard a soft 'tap.' He looked over at Yasuo's leg and saw a dark spot splashed on his pant leg. Dom forced
himself to look down at the wooden slats of the floor.
"Dom," Kameko's voice rang out, drawing his attention upward again. "Do not mistake a ruling
from the elders as a sign of your value in the community. In truth what it shows is that one of your ties to
the community is failing. We were compelled to meet together because ofLeiko's violence. But it is
impossible to use the Motions unless another person makes a first show of violence." Her dark eyes held
his, even though she stopped talking. Dom swallowed, and pressed his finger down into the crease between
his ankles. "And just as you respond to Yasuo's heart, he responds to yours."
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"A rope never breaks unless two ends pull apart," Akina said.
Kameko continued, "After you have paid for the council's time, you and your family can decide
how to mend what is torn. But even before then, and even after, draw your family together instead of
pulling apart."
Dom opened his mouth, then stopped and nodded. Kameko frowned slightly.
"If you have sincere questions about this, Shina and Yasuo can guide you." She faced straight
ahead then, and said, "We rise up."
"With a voice ofreunion," Dai added.
"With a voice ofrejoicing," Akina said.
Then, all together, "May we speak true and become woven in light," and Dom heard his voice
resound from the wooden walls.
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Progression
Beneath the mangrove trees, an hour or more from the village, Dom balanced on one leg, the other
leg lifted high so his foot was just under the water. Motionless, he stood in the thigh-deep channel,
watching the erratic movement of a school of fish. A bundle of netting, wrapped into a tight coil, was
stretched across his back, one end tucked between his elbow and midsection. He held the other end of the
coil in both hands, his arms extended to his right side, fingers gripping two handfuls of the weights tied to
the outside edge of the net.
A breeze blew across the water, rippling in a pattern like the scales of a fish, moving towards him,
then covering him and making him shiver too. He took advantage of the disturbance to slowly sink his
raised leg, moving farther out into the tidal stream. En masse, the blue-green fish turned away from him
and zig-zagged deeper into the water.

* * *
Shina walked across the dirt road and down to the shoreline, tugging at her white training shirt,
pulling it smooth down to the belt of her wide, pleated leggings. She stalked forward across the sand, her
mouth drawn into a thin line. Ahead of her, Midori stood watching as a group of children hauled a long,
closely-woven net in a wide circle. He shouted for some of them to spread farther apart. One of the older
girls waded through the water to help them take better positions.
"Midori," Shina called, still several paces away.
The Measure of Fishing glanced at her, then looked back to small fishers. "Now remember what
we practiced," he said loudly, "Step and gather, step and gather." The children began to move towards the
shoreline, pulling folds of the net into their hands.
"Midori, where's Dom?"
He turned his body towards her, still watching his students. Then he looked at her again, smiling
until he recognized her anxious expression. "What is wrong?"
"Nothing."
"Ahh, good," he said, searching her eyes.
"We need to see him in the training hall."
"It's a little early for class to start."
She rubbed her eyes. "Midori, please. I've spent the morning grappling with Kimi and I can do
without any more debates."
"Well then, how about a peaceful listener. I'll walk with you." He turned back to the children just
in time to see a boy step on the net, so that it yanked his arms down and sent him stumbling and splashing
to his belly. Midori winced, then tried to suppress a chuckle as he shouted to an older girl. "Tani, help him.
Then have them start mending when they get done." He waited for Tani to acknowledge his words, then he
turned to walk with Shina back towards the village center.
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*

*

*

Dom flicked his toe, casting up a small cloud of sediment that slowly drifted off on the current.
Then a flash of motion reflected on the water caught his attention. Holding his head still, he quickly looked
with his eyes and saw a crane gliding down over the mangrove sterns. With its wings spread wide, the bird
soared a little farther up stream to where the river spread out and became a shallow marsh. In a sudden
flurry, the crane pumped its wings, pulled up short, and dropped its reedy legs into the water with a hardly a
splash. Then it froze. A smile spread across Dom's face.
"Good morning, Measure," he whispered to the newcomer.
He turned his eyes back to the water close around him. A few out-runners from the school of fish
darted through the mangrove starts that rose up from the black mud. Inch by inch, he slowly lifted his head
to watch the crane.

*

*

*

"And now that Kyoko has finally come for a visit, Kimi doesn't want him to meet with Dom,"
Shina explained, waving her hand off to the side, as if casting something down to the dirt road.
"Ahh," Midori said. They walked with slow, deliberate steps, delaying their arrival at the training
hall.
"I've suggested Kyoko just observing Dom, then talk with us, and Kimi argues against it. I
suggested Kyoko teaching a class and using Dom for demonstrations, and she argues against it. I even
suggested that he just talk with Dom for while. But that won't do either." They turned to walk down the
road, angling slightly away from their destination. "I think ifl suggested breathing today, she would hold
her breath until sunset."
"And write you a letter arguing against it," Midori added.
"Ha! Exactly." She smiled in spite of herself.
After a few quiet steps, Midori asked, "And what does Kyoko say?"
"He says the bread-root here seems sweeter than at home. And he likes the calligraphy that our
Measure of Brushes has done for the training hall."
Midori chuckled. "Jim certainly does outstanding work."
"Absolutely!" Shina agreed with another toss of her arm, "But it doesn't-" Outside the training
hall, Kimi and Kyoko stood waiting. Shina lowered her voice, "It doesn't help much in resolving this."
Then she left the road and cut across the grass-covered village square, heading straight towards the other
instructors.

*

*

*
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The slender bird stared into the water, then cocked its head slightly to one side. Off in treetops, a
flock of birds rose up into the air, chattering and battering the air with a tumult of wings . They circled once,
then settled back into the same section of the canopy, and the forest muffled their cries again. The crane
lifted one leg, paused, and stepped forward with barely a ripple. Dom narrowed his eyes, straining to see
the bird's motions more clearly. Then he glanced down into the waters around him. A few fish wandered
between the seedlings. Small bits of plants floated past, some caught on the mangrove starts, wavering
gently in the flow. He shrugged, and gave his attention to the fisher upstream.

*

*

*

"Good day, Measure," Midori said, bowing to Kyoko and Kimi. The visitor returned his bow and
Kimi nodded. "Dom volunteered to cover the upper river today. I can show you the place."
"Shina and I know the way, Measure," Kimi said, "We really don't need to interrupt your day.
Both you and your fishers must be very busy."
"Nonsense," Midori said with a laugh, "I've warned my students to never make appointments with
fish-they're terribly forgetful. But the little ones we don't catch today simply feed the big ones we can
catch tomorrow."
"Thank you, Midori," Shina said quickly, "Shall we go then?" Without waiting for a response, she
started across the village square again.
The fisherman extended his hand to invite the other two, and he fell into step besides them. "So
you are the Measure of the Upper Class on Koukimazu?"
"Yes," Kyoko replied, "I'm afraid the youth on our island are doomed to endure my weak abilities
once the other teachers have helped them so much."
"I'm sure that's not the case. Shina speaks very highly of you. Of all the instructors she has learned
from, she explained that your teaching was the most clear-like peaceful lagoons and summer breezes. 11
"Although I couldn't have said it in such poetry," Shina said, stopping just ahead to wait for the
group. "You see the truth now, Kyoko, that our Measure of Fishing has given up using nets and spears.
Instead he charms the fish with lovely words, then invites them home for dinner. And they flock after him
like a goatherd. 11
"Ah, such foolishness ," Midori said, waving his hand as if to dispel a cloud of smoke.

*

*

*

The crane stood now near a long mangrove root that arced out from the taller tree and disappeared
into the water. A web of similar roots reaching down into the silt formed a gray background of confusing
lines. Dom squinted his eyes to keep track of the bird. The crane curled its neck and then stopped, one leg
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held high, motionless. Waiting, Dom repeatedly flexed his shoulders and relaxed them. A shiny lizard
scuttled up the trunk of a nearby tree. Under the water, a group of fish rushed closer to his leg, but he
ignored them, watching the crane. The wind stilled. The criss-cross ripples faded before the constant, gentle
waves sent from the coastline into the mangrove forest.
Something splashed and the crane stabbed down into the water and pulled back, holding a
squirming frog that cast drops of water down in a tiny rainfall.
"Mezzan! From one leg?" Dom muttered.
The bird paused to look his direction, then leapt into the air, and circled up over the tree tops.

*

*

*

Walking in single-file now, the group followed Midori along a narrow trail at the top of a
mounded ridge. The trees and wild taro plants with enormous leaves shaded most of the path.
"I had just been telling Kimi how fortunate she and Shina are, being able to work together so
closely," Kyoko said in a voice loud enough to reach each person in the line. Midori glanced back and
nodded, but silence fell across the group. Kyoko waited several moments, his head tilted to the side as ifhe
were listening to bird's voices overhead. After a satisfactory pause, he nodded and spoke again, "On
Koukimazu there are two other villages at each end of the island. So I hardly get to meet most of my
students until they arrive in the training hall. But here, they can watch each child grow. And they can
consult together so easily."
"Although being so close to students doesn't always help us understand them," Kimi said. "In fact
there's a question I've always had about Dom, that Midori could perhaps help me understand now."
"What would that be," Midori asked, still picking his way forward.
"When Dom is well past the age to go with the divers, why have you kept him with the throw-net
groups?"
"Ahh, a good question. And there's a very good answer."
Midori stopped and the group came to a halt. Kimi folded her arms and waited. Shina pushed up
beside Kyoko, as close to Midori as she could get without stepping off the trail into the undergrowth.
Midori turned and said, "Dom prefers it." Then he chuckled and turned to continue down the trail.
"But that doesn't answer the question," Kimi said, without moving. "And the real answer seems to
have a close bearing on what we're spending all this time and effort for. Dom isn't progressing in the fishing
groups. Dom isn't progressing in the Motions. I'd like to have a real answer."
Turning round again, Midori said, "I apologize, Measure, I don't have an answer to that question,
other than this: there is no reason that I have kept him in throw-net groups. Months ago I suggested that
Dom start going out over the reef. He declined. And that was the end of it."
Kimi frowned.
"I'll tell you the reason," Shina said. "Think of how he arrived here. Floating for days in a leaky
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tub, clutched in the arms of a dying old woman. Isn't it obvious why he prefers staying on land."
A bird leapt up from its perch in the canopy and sailed off through the tree trunks with the rush of
feathers.
Kimi started to respond, but stopped as Kyoko spoke, looking back and forth at each of the others.
"An experience such as that does much to explain it, but like Measure Kimi, I also feel this isn't the
complete answer. I'm glad we're on our way to meet with the only person who can join these loose ends."
"But Measure, this is unheard of," Kimi said. "What other student in the lower class has ever
received such treatment? To have another instructor visit from another island for the sake of one boy?
Perhaps his mother doesn't see any problem, but I don't feel comfortable trying to explain to other students
that, 'No, Measure Kyoko is not coming see you. Or you. Or you or anyone else except Dom."'
Shina blinked, then stared at Kimi for a quiet moment. She pressed her lips together and breathed
slowly, her nostrils flaring.

* * *
"Very well, then, Measure. From one leg."
Dom turned his eyes back to the fish milling around him. He raised his left foot out of the water,
pressing his toes against his supporting leg so the rivulets of water would trickle down his calf instead of
drop and splash. He flexed his fingers and took better hold of the net. With narrowed eyes, he stared down
into the mass of fins and scales. He twisted farther to the right, and bent his leg a little more. The school of
reef fish angled towards him.
With a shout, he twirled the web out into the air, holding on with his left hand for the split-second
needed to spin the net and cause the weighted outer-line to pull it wide open. The net hissed through the air
in a low, graceful arch, then splashed and sank to the mud, and with a cry, Dom slipped and plunged
sidelong into the tide water.

* * *
"I wonder if that is not quite an accurate view," Kyoko said. "If ever there were a case like this on
the other islands, I'm sure similar measures would be taken."
Kyoko looked out into the undergrowth, tracing a long vine from the jungle floor up into the high
limbs of a mango tree. The wind shook the branches and a dragonfly leapt up from the trembling vine, then
buzzed off between the thorny leaves of a pandanas bush.
"Shina, do you remember the letter that I sent last month, agreeing to come visit?" Kyoko asked.
"What? Well...yes," Shina said.
"Do you recall the penmanship?"
"Of course, it was excellent."
"That was my wife's calligraphy. The only way I can use a brush is to baste grilled fish ."
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Midori chuckled. Turning towards the fisherman, Kyoko continued, "My mother, though, listened
to me rant about learning calligraphy, the poor woman. And she watched me struggle every week and
hardly improve. She made sure I had inksticks. And paper to practice with. Or to ruin, I should say." He
shook his head slowly.
"I'm sure it wasn't that bad," Kimi said, smiling faintly.
"Well, one day, she took some of our savings and bought a sheet of paper from Gami village on
Meikou island."
Shina raised her eyebrows. "That's expensive paper."
"Ahh, it's beautiful paper. It's almost a work of art in itself. And it has a smell unlike anything else
in the Western Islands. Like the scent of daybreak." Kyoko sighed, then looked towards Kimi, "She went
well out of her way and offered that gift to me, and I've never forgotten it. So I am fond and foolish now.
And I hope it won't cause many problems to spend some time with Dom."
After a moment, Midori urged him on. "What happened to the paper?"
"I ruined it." Kyoko sighed again. "Then my mother called me into the cookroom and set me to
work on the fish."

* * *
Dom struggled to his feet again, spitting out salt water and coughing. He peeled a strand of
seaweed from off his face and shook the brown silt from off his fingers and forearms. Then a sound behind
him caught his attention. He looked over his shoulder to see something large thrashing in the net, stirring
up dark clouds in the water. A look of confusion covered his face, but then he realized the net and whatever
he'd caught was moving away from him. He spat out a last lump of grime, then he dove to catch hold of his
net.
In the watery mud, he fell forward, barely managing to grab the thicker rope that made the outer

circle of the net. The fish yanked it out of his hands though. So Dom scooped it up again and struggled to
find solid footing. Heaving on the net sporadically, he dragged the struggling captive closer to himself.
Then he caught hold of another part of the net and turned, hauling the ropes up over his shoulder and
pulling the load towards the shallow edge of the tide creek. The water churned behind him. With a final
surge, he slung the burden around and then fell on top of the violent thrashing.
Holding the strands, he pulled the animal half out of the water, just enough to see the shark's
mouth snapping back and forth, the rows of teeth slicing through the net.

* * *
As they walked along the trail, several minutes passed in silence. They moved through the maze of
sunlight and shadow, and several times Shina opened her mouth to speak, but then remained quiet. Instead,
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she tugged and smoothed the training uniform she wore, tucking the folds of cloth first one way, then
another. She watched Kyoko's hand moving closer and then away as he walked in front of her. Then
splashing sounds came to her ears, and the sounds of someone wrestling. The four stopped and Midori
looked back at them with a quizzical expression.
"Dom?" Shina asked.
"I don't know who else," Midori said. "Wait, while I go check. No sense in all of us getting
muddy."
The Fishing-Measure left the trail, half-stepping, half-sliding down the incline towards the marshy
soil and mangrove trees. As he left, Kimi turned decisively to face Kyoko . Shina almost dropped into a
defensive stance, but instead she forced herself to clasp her hands casually behind her back.
"Measure, since we're alone for the moment, I want to be completely honest," Kimi said. Kyoko
nodded, and she continued. "There is more to this than just offering extra help to a student. From what I
have seen, the Motions are something Dom is not meant to learn."
It took a moment for Shina to grasp that Kimi was speaking literally. Her brows shifted slightly,
changing the look on her face from confusion to offense. In a soft voice, Shina said, "How dare you-"
Kyoko turned partly towards Shina and raised his hand gently. "Can you clarify, please, what you
mean, Measure?"
Looking over Kyoko's shoulder at Shina, Kimi said, "Dom is past the point of being allowed to
study advanced techniques, Measure. He cannot discern presence." Then she moved her gaze to Kyoko's
face, but kept a blank expression. "There is something wrong with him. To continue teaching him is like
trying to teach song to one who is deaf."
The instructor fell silent, but Kyoko waited, his hand still raised partly towards Shina, his eyes still
on Kimi.
Kimi looked off into the foilage. In a rush of words she said, "If the Final Measure hasn't given
him the capacity to even see presence, then it is not wisdom for us to keep trying to force knowledge of the
Motions on him."
Shina caught her breath. She blinked, watching Kyoko lower his hand in a slow, graceful
movement. Then she turned to look back up way they had come along the trail. She took deep breaths,
searching in the chaotic shapes of tree trunks and branches, vines and shadows for something to settle her
eyes on.

* * *
"Aaii-ya!" Midori cried down at the edge of the open water, "What are you doing to my net?"
Dom started in surprise, looking over at Midori and almost losing hold of the rough fins and
knotted ropes. As he struggled to hold the shark still, and simultaneously hold it away from him, he slipped
back to his knees in the mud. He grimaced as the sandpaper skin scraped at his hands and legs. The noise of
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splashing water was punctuated with chomping sounds as the animal kept biting at the air to the right and
left.
"It's a shark!" Dom said.
"Bah! It's a baby. And what are you going to do with a baby shark anyway?"
"I wasn't-augh!" he winced and reared his head back with a new patch ofreddened skin on his
cheek.
"It's too small. Let the poor thing go."
"What do you mean 'poor thing'?" Dom struggled back to his feet. "I'm not letting go!"
"Well, you don't just drop it at your feet." Midori pointed to a branch over Dom's head. "Shove it
off and get up there."
Dom glanced up at the branch Midori was pointing at. "Right," he muttered.
With a grunt, he heaved the shark off to the side. Its tail skidded down into the water and it fell
lengthwise with a slap only a few feet away; immediately it angled back towards Dom. Shouting in
defiance and fear, Dom took a step in the silt and jumped an inch or so to grab the slender mangrove
branch. He hauled his feet up out of the water as the shark passed beneath him, dragging the remains of the
net along with angry sweeps of its tail and mouth.
Then the branch started to dip back down towards the water.
"By the rule!" he said through clenched teeth, squirming to pull himself tighter up against his
wooden support. Drops of water and mud dripped from his clothes and splashed below. The shark's dorsal
fin passed back and forth. Then the fishing net caught on a root and the water frothed beneath Dom as the
animal tore against the constraining ropes. Finally, they broke and the shark sped away, towards the
coastline.
Dom sighed and relaxed his grip, lowering himself the short distance until his back was in the
water again. After a moment, he turned to face Midori's loud guffaws.
"It's not that funny," he said, dropping his feet down from the branch.

* * *
Walking back to the others, Midori struggled to breath from laughing so hard. He waved his hands
back and forth, a pained look on his face as he sloshed towards the higher ground. He stopped and took
hold of a sapling, then took a deep breath, and looked up to the trail. The three instructors stared down at
him.
"Is he alright?" Shina asked.
Midori finished chuckling and rubbed the tears from his eyes. "He's a little scraped up, and muddy
as boa crab, but I'm sure he'll be fine. He'd caught hold of a ... " The Measure of Fishing sobered as he took
in the stiff postures of the two women, and the visitor's distracted expression. "He ... ah, needs to gather up
some tom netting and get cleaned up. But I'll bring him to training hall as soon as we can."
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"Thank you, Measure," Kyoko said. "We'll wait for you there."

*

* *

Dom stood in the cloudy, knee-deep water, hauling the remains of the net over the mangrove
starts, coiling the weighted cord onto his arm. A blur of motion overhead caught his eye, and he looked up
to see a white crane sailing over the stream. He snorted out his breath and smiled.
"Have you ever watched a crane?" he called out.
Midori was holding onto a mangrove branch, staring off through the confusion of intersecting,
overlapping gray mangrove roots. He looked up. "Eh? Oh, yes. Crane's are the measure for throw net."
Then he dropped his hand from the mangrove branch and rubbed back and forth at his jaw. "Dom, I've got a
question for you."
"If it's about netting sharks-"
"What? No, course not." The older man turned and peered at the patterns of gray on the branch
near his head. When he looked back, he asked, "You can swim fine. You can sail fine. But why is it you
don't go out with the divers?"
Dom stopped tugging at the cord. He watched his Measure for a few seconds. Then he turned and
walked farther out into the stream. "I thought it didn't matter."
"Well, of course it didn't matter." Midori folded his arms. "If it 'mattered,' then I would have just
told you to go instead of asking you. But it might matter now."
The cord was hooked on a mangrove that was already starting to branch despite its small size.
Dom leaned down and untangled the rope. Then continued winding it up, still standing out in the stream. A
pale green leaf coasting on the current, heading out with the tide, bounced off his leg as it was swept along.
Without looking up, he said, "If you want me to start spear fishing, I will."
"Bah! Bind spear fishing. This isn't about fishing." Dom looked up as Midori spoke. "The Measure
of Advanced Motions from Koukimazu is here. To see you."
"For what?"
"Because Shina thinks you can go over the reef, I imagine."
Twisting the last length of rope into the coil, Dom said, "Even though Kimi has already explained
that I can't."
"What? What do Kimi's explanations have to do with anything?"
"It's not her explanations. She's in charge of the advanced class. So she decides who studies. And
she decided that I won't." Dom started back towards the shore, stepping high over the receding water.
"And that's it? Don't you want to move on?"
Dom shrugged.
"Bah!" Midori threw down his hand and turned back towards the slope and pathway. "If you're just
hanging around because you like it easy, then I'm going to put you on an outrigger and make you live overreef1" Dom bounded up the muddy slope past the older man. "Give me a hand then!" Midori muttered.
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With a grunt, Midori caught Dom's hand and lunged up the slope. "And we'll send a canoe out
with coconut and taro and you can trade your catch out in the swells." Then they stopped face to face, the
filtered sunlight covering them with a soft, green glow. Dom watched the Measure with a wary look on his
face.
"I don't just want it easy."
Slowly releasing Dom's hand, Midori stepped back a pace and stood quietly.
"It's ... " Dom started. Then he looked away, staring at the upper edge of white taro that was
pressing through the dirt on the inland side of the trail. The thick stalks splayed out from the root, then
spread wide in dark green leaves overhead. "There's no rules out there."
"Wha-You mean the others are roughing around out there?"
"No." Dom looked up, then away impatiently. "There's nothing set up to .. .It's not like the land. If
you fall down here, you hit the dirt; then you get back up again." He stopped to rub the back of his wrist at
an itch on his nose. "But out there you can just go on ... for days. You could sail for days and weeks and
never hit anything. If you drop something, it just... goes down and down ... forever. You could go down and
never come back up. There's nothing to hold you up ."
Midori began to nod his head slowly.
"I don't like it," Dom said. He turned to face Midori again.
"Well, it's true enough," the Measure said. "Old Man Sea eats up everything he can. He doesn't
play by any rules. So where does that leave you and me?"
Dom shrugged.
"Exactly," he said, putting a hand on Dom's shoulder. "All I know is 'step and gather.' You do
what you can, then you mend the nets. I wish I could tell you better, but that's the best I know."
Dom looked into the older man's eyes. "It's alright." A hummingbird buzzed closer from the thick
jungle, setting the red blossoms bouncing on a willowy bush growing nearby.
"Well, it's alright for me," Midori continued, steering Dom around and pushing him off down the
path, "After you get done playing around in the training hall though, you've got a mess of a net to get
mended."
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Opening
Inside the training hall, Dom bowed slightly at the waist, then walked out to the center of the
room, his feet hissing as they brushed over the padded mats. He held the cuffs of each white sleeve pressed
between his fingers and his palm, pulling the cloth in taut lines from his shoulder to his wrist. Stopping
before Shina, Kimi, and the visitor, who sat on the raised mat at the head of the room, Dom knelt, stretched
his hands out across the floor, and touched his forehead to the mat. Then he looked up quickly, trying to
focus on their faces. But the windows behind them let bright sunlight through the thin wooden slats, and
even the bonsai plants on the wide window ledges seemed to shine yellow-green, making it hard to see.
"Ponder, Dom. Ponder," said the older man in the middle.
Dom realized he was squinting, and let the muscles of his face relax. He glanced up at the large
calligraphic characters on a wide canvas above the windows. Keep like stone. Break like fire. Leave like
water. He closed his eyes slowly, watching Shina staring against the opposite wall until his vision blurred,

then went dark.
After inhaling purposefully, he relaxed his fingers , releasing the cuffs of his training jacket. He
brought his hands together in middle, laying the right within the left, touching the tips of his thumbs.
Outside, the leaves rustled together in the afternoon breeze, shushing the wind's careless passage. Up in the
rafters, the beams and ties creaked as the sun warmed them.
"Dom," Shina said after several moments, "This is Kyoko, Measure of the Advanced Classes on
Koukimazu island."
Opening his eyes, Dom blinked against the sudden flood of light. Squinting again, he could see the
visitor more clearly. Only the man's bald forehead and abundant wrinkles made him any different from the
hundreds of middle-aged men in their own village. And his eyes. The stranger's eyes were uncomfortable.
"Good day, Dom. I'd like to ask you some questions," Kyoko said, "And perhaps watch you
practice a little."
"Yes, Measure," Dom said. He glanced away from Kyoko's eyes, looking instead at his foster
mother, but she held her attention on the far wall, ignoring his gaze. On the other side of the stranger, Kimi
stared at him though, her chin raised slightly, as if she were going to estimate his weight- the same look
from other times he had tried to progress into the upper class .
Dom looked at one of the bonsai plants behind the teachers.
"Kimi has noted a parallel between your work for Midori and your studies in the Motions," Kyoko
said. "Do you feel there's a connection?"
"Not at all," Dom said, stiffening. When no one else spoke for a moment, he continued. "I prefer
throw-net fishing. That is my choice. Whereas I can't join the advanced class by Measure Kimi's choice."
They watched him as if they were examining patterns of smoke coming from his mouth. Dom looked to
Shina once more, then returned his attention to the bonsai.
"So you feel like you could study the advanced techniques?"
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Dom searched Kyoko's expression for sign of challenge or insult. But there was only the
Measure's clear gaze. "To be honest, I don't know why I'm not allowed to advance."
"Ahh," Kyoko said.
Something changed, in the way Kyoko tilted his head to match the angle of Dom's outlook, and
Kimi blinked, and a few strands of Shina's hair nodded forward on the breeze like a black headdress on a
statue.
Then Kyoko asked, "Will you spar for a moment, Dom, with our Measure of Beginning Motions?"
"Yes, Measure."
Dom stood and moved to the side, making room for Shina as she rose and swiftly stepped forward.
He bowed to her and she returned a quick nod.
"Freeform," Kyoko said. "Dom, do you have a strand?"
"Yes, Measure."
"Very good. As you like, Shina."
Her scream split the quiet afternoon as she launched herself at Dom, striking at his head and
throwing her full weight behind the blow. Like a reflex, Dom's hand came up and tapped her fist to the side.
In the same motion he pivoted around her, shoving her away with his other hand, unbalancing her and
sending her to the floor, but she rolled to her feet, rushed forward shouting, chopping down at his temple. A
flicker of hesitation crossed Dom's face, but then he stepped into her attack and raised his hands to match
hers. Taking her wrist, he swept his back leg in a fast circle away from her, dropping his stance and pulling
Shina farther down and faster until the momentum carried her off her feet again. Again she rolled to a
crouch, then sprang up, twirling, then jumping, kicking her foot out at him. As she moved, Dom moved,
this time pulling a thin cord from his belt and snapping it forward to spin the weighted end around her
ankle. Then he ducked and twisted past her, hauling her leg to the side and sending her crashing to the mats
beside him. Without pause he turned and yanked on the strand so Shina's feet were together. He tossed the
loose end of the strand around her other ankle, then flicked the end through the small ring and jerked it
tight, binding her feet together. He paused to throw a quick knot into the lashing, then pivoted away on his
knees and came to a halt out of her reach. Shina twisted to her knees also and spun to face Dom.
"Enough."
Kyoko's soft voice sounded out of place after the intense action.
Dom lowered his head to the mat and said, "My thanks to you."
As he rose, Shina nodded, then turned away to unwind the strand from around her legs. Watching
her, he slowly straightened and moved closer to the instructor's mat by knee-walking, moving one foot
forward and pivoting on the other knee, then lowering that knee and stepping ahead with the other foot. He
kept his eyes on Shina and only stopped when there was a safe distance between them.
"Shina, what is wrong?" Kyoko asked.
Dom glanced up at the other instructors to see them both studying the Measure of Beginning
Motions. Shina tossed the strand to the side. She knelt with her hands on her knees, taking deep breaths
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through her nose.
"Nothing."

"Hmmnnn."
In the comer of his eye, Dom saw Kyoko tum to look at him, but Dom kept his eyes on his foster
mother. She kept her eyes on the wall behind the instructor's mat.
"Dom, what did you notice about the Measure's attacks?"
"She was too tense. Some of her speed and power was lost because her muscles were clenched."
"Hmnn. Anything more?"
After a moment, Dom added, "She rarely uses kicks so quickly during sparring. Usually she saves
them until the end."
"Isn't it obvious now?" Kimi said. "He is blind to it, and there is no way for-"
"Gently," Kyoko said, "Gently. Even ifthat were true, it is no reason for angry judgment."
Dom looked back and forth between the two teachers. Then a look of understanding spread across
his face, and he turned his attention back to the bonsai tree.
"Dom, did you sense anything else?" Kyoko asked.
After taking a deep breath, Dom said, "No, Measure. I couldn't see anything of presence, even
though my mother and father have been trying to teach me for fifteen seasons. I am blind to it and if that
was all we needed to-"
"Gently, Dom," Kyoko interrupted. "Angry judgment rarely leads to anything of value. Especially
judgment against ourselves. Ponder."
Dom glanced at Shina, then closed his eyes and let his arms hang down, his wrists and hands
resting on his thighs. In the dark, the rapid beating of his heart sounded like one ofYasuo's rushing drum
patterns. And the wetness at the comers of his eyes was cold against the flushed skin of his cheeks. His
shoulders rose and fell, so he concentrated on taking slow, full breaths, inviting the muscles in his legs,
chest, and face to relax. The sounds of conversation between Kimi and Kyoko came as a faint murmur.
Dom turned his ear towards their voices, and his brow furrowed as he tried to pick out words.
Shina's voice next to him hissed, "Shhhh... "
He snapped his head forward. His cheeks flared with heat again.
"Shina, will you join us," Kyoko said. Dom followed the sounds of Shina's clothes brushing across
the mats as she resumed her place. After a moment of silence, the visiting Measure said, "Be still, Shina."
"I'm trying to help him see-"
"Yes, that is good, but at the right time. Wait for the right time." Then Kyoko stood and left the
raised mat. The thick cloth of his leggings hissed rhythmically as he walked round the mat and then
towards the front wall.
"Your technique is without flaw," Kyoko said, his voice echoing off the wooden boards. Through
the windows, a bird's chirping grew louder, then moved off into the distance.
"Thank you, Measure," Dom said cautiously.
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"You know the forms . You execute them easily. But you continue to hold on to technique." The
footsteps moved away from the wall, and circled slowly towards Dom. "Perhaps just as you continue to
hold on to net fishing."
Dom caught his breath and pressed his lips together.
Kyoko finally stopped behind Dom, and said, "You are closed, Dom."
Dom blurted out, "It's not my fault I can't see presence."
"It is not a matter of 'seeing.' It is ... a window opening to the evening breeze.''

Dom shifted on his knees and rubbed his fingers back and forth against the texture of his training
outfit. He swallowed stiffly.
"Speak freely, Dom."
Dom opened his mouth, but paused. Then he said, "I don't understand."
"That's fine . But this is all we teach in the advanced class-without this, there is nothing more for
you in the Motions."

In the stillness, the reefs crashing waves seemed suddenly loud. Dom nodded.
"Hmnnn.'' Kyoko's feet shushed across the mats as he turned around behind Dom, and stood
facing the back wall. "Have your friends told you nothing of presence?"
"Just that around their twelfth year they were suddenly able to see ... to sense it. But nothing they've
said has made it clear to me."
"I understand. I would like to try helping you. Will you listen?"
Dom half-turned towards Kyoko, a questioning look on his face. "I don't understand."
"I cannot teach anything unless you are committed to learning. Will you listen?"
Turning back towards the front of the room, Dom nodded. But the room remained silent. The
warm air flowing in from outside carried the smell of newly-opened dahlia blossoms. The scent carried his
mind to spring evenings outside with his friends, laughing with Etsu and Hana as they walked through the
village together-until they went into the training hall for Kimi's class and he turned aside to go help teach
Shina teach the younger students. The quiet began to press in on him.
"Yes," he whispered.
"Good. I'll also expect you to speak freely." Kyoko cleared his throat. "Right now, standing here
beside you, I can feel that Shina and Kimi are open. Flowing outward. But even standing next to you, I can
hardly feel your presence. You are withdrawn .... closed."
"I am nervous-"
"No, Dom. You are closed. Not reaching out ... to me or to the other Measures or the room or the
island. An attacker is yoked by the mind of discord, and the Motions guide that yoke. But to truly move in
the Motions, we must be in harmony. How can you blend with the attack if you shut yourself against the
attacker?"
"I thought I was doing 'flawlessly.' Enter and turn. Lead their strength-"
"That is technique. Wonderful in a training room against a single opponent, but will you stop each
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attacker, and invite them to come alone to a training hall? And since the mind of discord is weak, it gathers
strength in numbers. What will you do against many?" Kyoko took several steps, then turned back. "We
cannot live life in a training hall. And the Motions are for life. In the time spent thinking of technique, the
moment is past. If you rely on your eyes, it is too late."
"And in life, the attack you can see is never the one that truly threatens you," Kimi added.
Dom bit at his lip. Then he said, "So I'm supposed to spend the rest of my life watching for hidden
attacks? If that's what the Motions-"
"Be still!" Shina's whisper cut across the room, startling Dom. He opened his eyes to look at her,
but she kept her gaze on the far wall. "'Speak freely' does not mean speak foolishly. You are here to learn."
Her soft voice quivered with intensity. "Learn!"
Kyoko turned and walked a few slow steps the other way. Dom wiped his eyes on his sleeve, then
tried to concentrate again.
"You must...open yourself to presence," Kyoko said, "To the mind and spirit that attack before the
body. Only when you are sensitive to this can you respond well. The Motions are not about physical
techniques. And no, they are not about hidden attacks: they are to bring us into harmony with the center of
the universe. In harmony, technique is irrelevant-we are able to reconcile any aggression, any discord, any
poison."
"Yes, Kyoko," Dom quickly agreed, a look of concentration on his face.
The older man's footsteps stopped. He turned towards Dom again. "Hmnnn. Then how will you
become open, Dom?"
Dom kept his posture the same, but his voice was heavy, "Everyone explains it differently, but it
never makes sense. I've tried to understand .. .! don't know what else I'm supposed to do." His tone became
very abrupt. His jaw and chest tightened.
"Gently, Dom. You are not left to yourself. For now, ponder."
Dom sighed and closed his eyes again, turning his attention to breathing, concentrating on forcing
his breath to remain smooth, keeping it unwavering, not giving any indication of turbulence.
"Gently, Dom, gently," Kyoko said, somewhere off to the right. His footsteps came close again,
and then his clothes rustled as he knelt nearby. Dom's eyes flickered open to see the teacher's blurred shape
resting there on the same level with him. "Continue this way, Dom. Open your mind to your body first.
Feel the back of your head. Your nose ... your throat...lungs."
"What do you mean?"
"No, stop thinking. Just feel. Feel the air moving through your nostrils, into your chest as you
breathe ... "
Dom turned his attention back to breathing. His nostrils flared as he inhaled deeply.
"Gently, Dom," Kyoko said.
Dom inhaled again, more naturally, and felt the air flowing down into his body. Coolness on the
back of his mouth, a soft pressure farther back in his throat, the rise of his lungs.
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"Very good. Stop there in the lungs," Kyoko said.
Surprised, Dom's eyes flickered open again. The older man sat with his eyes closed also, and the
skin of his face seemed smoothed and youthful. "How did you know-"
"Shhh. Eyes closed, Dom. Ponder. Do not focus on parts of the whole. It separates you from every
other part. Begin again at the top of your head, but not by focusing on it. Not by reaching out to take hold
of it. .. open your feelings ... your awareness ... receive it."
Dom stopped thinking about his breath, and tried as well to stop thinking about other parts of his
head, but as he made each effort to let go of the thoughts, the thoughts stuck more tightly in his attention,
and trying to forget about his throat made mouth feel dry and then the top of his head began to itch. Like
seaweed in the lagoon, he was getting tangled more and more in the strands as he twisted and turned and
tried to escape.
"Dom, go gently," came Kyoko's voice in a patient monotone. "Stop thinking."
With a sigh, Dom said, "I don't know how."
"Just breath then. Breathing is a good place to start."
Dom sank back on his knees, breathing. He listened to Kyoko inhale and exhale. The older man
started to rumble back in his throat, a deep, churning drone. Then he asked, "Have you studied with the
Measure of Singing, Dom?"
"I haven't asked pemlission ... "
"But you've heard the singing?"
"Yes, Measure."
"Good. Breathing is important for song-as you breath, hum."
Dom opened his eyes again. Kyoko sat there just as before, his eyes still closed, no snlirk on his
face. Dom closed his eyes, inhaled slowly, and then began humming one of the songs he'd heard Hana
singing, even though he wasn't sure of the melody.
"Ah-ah. Just a smooth tone. Let each breath flow out and become its own music."
Dom began again.
"That's right," Kyoko murmured, "Like a sigh almost. Softly ... steadily ... constant. Now
gently ... move gently to ... feel the sound in your throat and mouth."
Following the sound ofKyoko's voice and the sound of his own humnling, Dom gradually became
aware of the small vibration that seemed to extend from his voice to flow around his tongue. As he noticed
himself noticing it and hearing his voice pulse loud and soft like a humnlingbird coasting back and forth, a
snlile played at the comer of his mouth.
"Without thinking on it," Kyoko said. "Feeling. Feel the sound ... spreading ... touching your nose .. .
eyebrows ... Feel it at your ears. Softly, soft along your scalp and then .. .lower into the bone. Then back
slowly... to your hair."
Kyoko's voice was like a whisper nlixed in around the humnling. The sound seemed almost as ifit
washed through him, fading in and out like the tide.
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"Gently and smooth still," came Kyoko's whisper, "Slowly now, into your throat again... from
there ...into your chest ... And as you breathe in also, feel it still moving through you ... "
They traced a path from his neck down to the abdomen. Dom had almost lost the faint vibration so
far away from his throat, but as his awareness came to his torso, the motion seemed to resonate again, to
regain strength there in his midsection-the same vibration, but changed just enough to play harmony to his
humming voice.
"Echoes," Dom whispered in surprise.
"Softly still. Quietly. The hips now ... " Kyoko continued. Soon they had reached Dom's feet.
"Now, Dom, gently follow it out as it touches the floor. Let it carry you along ... "
Dom sank lower, flowing into awareness of the tatami mats, the rough texture against his instep
and toes. The humming and echo seemed to trickle across the tiny ridges of the mats, then wash forwards
and back, spreading outward. The sensation was like the center of ripples spreading out in a puddle, but
ripples that moved slowly ... the way deep ocean swells rose and fell.
Dom caught his breath.
"Softly still," Kyoko said. "Humming still...your voice, Dom. Soft and constant."

He

hummed again with strength, and the newness faded beneath the sounds that were now so familiar.
"Yes ... harmony with your center. Good. Stay with your own motion." Coming back to the floor again, the
ripples spread around him more clearly, but the vibration had changed once more. Another blend melted in
with it, rising up from a massive presence beneath him, as if the earth were somehow humming with him.
"And farther out..." Kyoko's whispering voice mixed in and out of the humming, and a moment
later Dom felt something else touching him, or touching the waves spreading around him with a gentle
pressure. It crossed into his own ripples, mixing, the contrasting waves pushing closer and dividing into an
intricate pattern of angles within angles.
"Measure?" Kyoko's voice was silent, but the pattern of blended ripples pushed closer towards
Dom. "It's you," Dom whispered.
"Yes ... softly now," the teacher answered, "This is presence. This is what the Motions are about."
Dom swallowed, and realized that somewhere he had stopped humming.
"Gently still," Kyoko said, "Stay in touch ... follow ... follow with the ripples. Behind you as well.
Go gently .. . and tell me what you find."
Dom spread himself out through the vibrations again, flowing like a breaker up the beach, but
slower, the way rain clouds drift across the slopes ofKanshitou. Behind him, away from Kyoko's presence,
there was something else that obstructed the flow of pulsing rings. The waves bounced off a little, creating
a short line of cross-current, but they also seemed to vanish somehow .. .to be absorbed. Farther away the
disruption was gone and the ripples of energy seemed to come together again. They traced along the edges
of the obstacle, outlining a small, rectangular shape, but nothing more.
"It seems like a box," he said.
"Hmmn. There is more," Kyoko replied, "Slowly, come back to your toes." Dom let the presence
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of his toes rise up in his awareness. "Yes, open yourself to it. Receive that rhythrn. ..join with it. And now,
the line where it moves into the floor. ..Instead of moving outward over the mat, lift your awareness
up ... follow the motion upward."
As if a blanket was pulled aside, the air all around him suddenly came into focus-the pressure
and contact and drifting touch. The ripples that seemed to flow across the mats transformed into layers
surrounding him and shifting in a rhythm of color. The up-and-down sensation of ocean swells became a
shifting screen of pale yellow that ranged from a vibrant tone where Kyoko knelt in front, to thin, almostgray, off to the sides and behind. Dom chuckled.
The yellow tone to the front wavered and pulsed, and then Kyoko's voice came, "Good. This is
presence. As you train in the Motions, you will learn to understand more from these patterns. But for now,
what is that behind you?"
Smiling, Dom turned his attention round again, inviting the box behind him to become the center
of his awareness. The shape raised up an inch or so from the floor, a cool gray that seemed to absorb the
yellow tone. Inside that shallow shape, though, something else shifted in coiling tones of pale green. Not
only a different color, the patterns were different from the movement ofKyoko's presence. The flavor of it
was strange, but reminded him vaguely of the earth beneath him, pressing another odd texture up through
the mats. Dom opened himself to the coiling pattern and watched as his own presence rippled into,
overlapped with, reflected from, or flowed past the motions coming from the object. They danced together,
sculpting a shape of tone and intensity from the abstract, detailed twirls.
"Measure," Dom whispered, feeling wetness gather behind his eyelids, "It's a bonsai."
"Hmmnnn. Well done. Ponder now." Kyoko murmured. "Shina, it is time. Begin slowly though, so
he can see."
Dom tried to clear his mind, but the colors around him kept his attention. The yellow tones to the
front swelled bright again, and then came sounds of cloth brushing over the mats as Kyoko stood and
moved farther away. The color became a little more dull as Dom tried to follow it. Then he caught a
glimpse of two other focal points of color on either side of Measure Kyoko. One was yellow-green, but the
other was orange and slowly darkening to red. The vivid color caught his attention, moving quickly to
crimson, and then pushing in on him as if it would engulf him. He leaned back, away from the pressure and
the awful red that was pressing towards him injagged criss-cross patterns.
"Measure?" Dom called out.
Black streaks rose up in the vicious scarlet weave and then nearly eclipsed the gleaming red lines,
churning towards him and discoloring everything around him, then Shina's voice reached Dom, crying out
in a furious attack
Eyes flashing open, Dom saw her rushing at him, knife-hand raised high to strike. The colors and
ripples and layers around him blurred his vision, but in the next instant, the entire scene became
transparent. He saw where her next footsteps would land, what angle her strike would come at, how the
folds in her training clothes would shift as she cut down at him, which strands of her hair would come
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untucked from behind her ear.
Still two paces away, Dom raised his hands. Unaware of what the movements meant, he curled his
fingers and twisted his hands in a series of quick gestures that ended suddenly as he touched his fingertips
together then slashed both hands down from eyelevel to waist. As his hands flew through this intricate
pattern, he absently noticed the layers and ripples, still vaguely apparent around him, pitch forward in a
white shock. This new rhythm of expansion and contraction mesmerized him for a split second until they
coiled around Shina two paces away.
Suffocation-no air, no breath, no heartbeat. Shina hung suspended in the air, her face frozen in a
twisted expression of shock and fear that he could feel on his own face. Chin dropped, jaw tight, throat
tensing and tensing. No air. His arms were frozen too, stuck in place with his hands held like a wall in front
of him, trembling. He was floating off the ground somehow. Gripped by something that clenched his lungs
as well. No breath. His heart stopped, pinched still by something that trembled the way his hands trembled
in front of him. No air. He couldn't inhale or exhale or scream and he felt himself watching himself two
paces away, watching his eyes widen in terror at death and knowing that somewhere just above his hips it
was already only half-life and his eyes getting wider and losing focus and his hands trembling, pinching, no
air"DOM!" Kyoko shouted, cutting down on his arms and forcing his hands apart.
Shina dropped to the floor like a waterlogged net and lay in a heap. Her breath was ragged. She
gasped for air. Dom blinked, as if waking from a dream. Kyoko and Kimi rushed to Shina's side, but Dom
backed away from the teachers and the barren woman, holding his hands crushed in against his chest. He
flinched at his foster mother's wracking coughs.
Something crunched under his foot. He looked down and saw the shallow pottery dish cracked in
two, the bonsai snapped.
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Lookout
His fingers flew through the netting, whisking the oversized needle in and out of the strands,
mending the wide tear. He inched the bamboo spacer forward into the gap where the netting hung
disconnected like a mystery. The loops he had just tied held the spacer in place as he slipped his line around
the wood, then up into the previous row of loops, through, around with a loose circle, then down and
through again, cinching the new loop tight with a tug that snapped the knot into place. Then around the
spacer again... another knot...another snap ... around again.
The net was stretched between a makeshift frame of bamboo poles, and at each end more of the
net lay piled on the dirt. Against the backdrop of green bushes, the pattern of string seemed like a trap
meant to hold down the branches and vines. Around the clearing, the vegetation continued to press forward
slowly, new creepers and long grass sprouting at the fringes of the hilltop. Behind Dom, in the center of the
clearing, four thick posts rose up to a wide-rimmed roof of ceramic shingles. Under this expensive cover
rested a drum that towered over Dom. On one side, the stone table that held the drum extended out in a low
wide bench where a bundle of blankets lay heaped together.
Dom stepped away from the net rack, raising his hands overhead and leaning backwards as he
half-yawned, half-moaned his boredom. He slipped the netting needle in and out of a few loops, securing it
next to the spacer. The sun beat down on the exposed mountain top. He scrubbed his face with his palms
and slowly walked around the immense drum. Gleaming white clouds stretched out in patches from here to
the horizon. They pushed by in silence, migrating to the islands farther west. The gray line where the water
met the sky developed into a faint texture closer to the shores of Daiipo, then a shifting pattern of dull blue
lines, and at the reef, a ring of dim whitewaters stretched around the lagoon. On the backside of the island,
towards the west, smaller swells splashed right up against the base ofKanshitou and the other mountains in
the ridgeline. He stopped in the slim shadow on the morning-side of the drum and leaned back against the
carved wood. Turning round to look at the figures that poked into the back of his head, he traced the outline
of a canoe carrying warriors with spears and shields. Then he smirked.
"Midday!" he shouted, "And still no sign of invaders!" His voice vanished into the expanse. He
blew out his breath, and walked back around to the stone bench. After glancing at the net, then rubbing at
his eyes, he scooped up one of the thick blankets and started folding it. After matching the comers and
draping it in half over his arms, he tossed it back on top of the others and plopped down in the dirt, resting
against the stone. Across the deep valley to the north, a flock of gray birds rose up above the tree line,
turned, and returned to the foliage. Dom sighed and yanked at a creeper of vine that lay stretched towards
the center of the clearing. It snapped off, sending a shudder through the leaves and grass farther off. As he
sat staring at the green strand, a soft voice came to his ears, singing an old melody.
His gaze snapped towards the opening where the zig-zag trail descended down the slope, through
the lower jungle, and on to the village. The woman's voice grew louder. A smile spread across his face. He
jumped up and walked to a flowering shrub near the fishing rack, coiling the vine and looping it round and
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round into a circlet. He snapped off several small blossoms, twisted the stems together, and wove the pale
yellow bouquet into the vine. Then he turned and waited, watching the opening.
A few moments later the singing was corning clearly up through the greenery, and then her head
appeared over the leaves, hair gleaming black in the brilliant sunlight. Still singing, she scanned the
clearing until she spotted Dom. She held a long satchel over her shoulder with one hand, steadying the
contents on her hip with the other hand. Her voice soared, then wavered and slowly faded into the quiet,
and she stood silently.
"You're not Etsu," Dom said.
The girl watched him for a moment, her face impassive. Then she turned and started walking back
down the path.
Dom broke into a laugh and leaped forward. "No! Hana, wait." He caught hold of her arm.
"I'm afraid you've just lost your chance to have lunch," Hana said as she allowed Dom to pull her
back into the clearing.
"I'm sorry. I couldn't resist. But look-I made you a crown."
She smiled at the circlet that Dom proffered with both hands. Dropping the satchel from around
her shoulders, she leaned forward. Dom stepped up with exaggerated formality, and settled the tiara of vine
on her head.
Then Hana pulled herself up to her full height, lifted her chin slightly, and said, "Since I am a
princess, I suppose I must be merciful. Boy, I have decided to allow you to eat after all."
"Thank you, your highness." Dom waved his hands back and forth in the air and then swept his
arms wide as he bowed.
"On the condition that you first drum a song on your small toy here and sing my praises."
"Ha!" Dom said scooping up the satchel and jumping up on the bench to sit cross-legged. "Yasuo
would kill me ifl touched that thing." Hana stepped closer and Dom got up again, apologizing for the mess.
He swept off the stone with one of the blankets, then stashed them all behind one end of the bench.
"Well, you can at least sing my praises then." She sat on the bench and tucked her legs underneath
her. Then she started opening the satchel.
"Oh, I will. Really," he said with a chuckle. He dropped down on the bench again. "But after lunch
though, because I have to think up something really good. For a princess, you can't just start rambling on,
you know."
"Ahh, I see."
They laid the food, wrapped in banana leaves out across the now-empty cloth. Hana unwrapped a
small package of roasted breadfruit and took a bite.
"Hey, I thought this was my lunch."
"Don't be silly, you can't eat all this yourself. Even though you'd probably want to because it's the
most delicious meal you've ever seen in your life."
Dom unwrapped a package. "And you know that because-"
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"Because I cooked it myself. And because I just tasted some and now ... " she lifted her free hand to
her face, "I feel dizzy because the food is so exquisite."
He laughed again, and then ate several bites himself. A soft wind fluttered in the bushes around
them, and pulled the loose strands of the fishing net back and forth. Dom stopped eating and watched Hana
as she looked out to the horizon. She turned back and saw him.
"What?" she said with a smile, "Something on my face?"
"No. It's just...I'm glad you came up today. Thanks."
She smiled again. "I'mjust a noble, unselfish, considerate kind of person, I guess."
"And humble."
"Nothing, if not humble."
With a laugh, Dom said, "I noticed that you didn't bring up the nets like Etsu usually does."
"Hey, look at the crown here," Hana answered, pointing to her yellow flowers, "I'm a princess,
remember. Not a housemaid."
After a few minutes, Dom gathered the empty leaf wrappings and started to roll them up into a
single thick, green tube.
"It's a little boring up here," Hana said, standing and walking down the length of the drum.
Dom laughed loudly. He got up also and threw the small sheaf of leaves out over the steep drop on
the western slope of the mountain. The roll quickly fell apart, letting the individual leaves flutter in the
wind and drop down into the foliage. "Is that how you got Etsu to let you come up this time? I'm sure he's
bored of it by now."
"Guess again. I practically had to threaten his life." She walked back towards him. "Actually I
convinced him that he should stay and listen in on the council. They asked Shina to join them today."
Dom looked over at her. Then he turned to stand facing her. "How is she?"
"She's mad as a hornet. She's been fuming for three days since they sent you up here, and that's the
real reason I came up today. I didn't want to be around when things got hot down there."
Dom smiled, still watching her. For a moment he tugged at a tendril of vine that curled down from
the branch of another bush.
"She's doing fine," Hana said.
He nodded, then looked out over the chaotic shades of green and the shadows that fell to the
valley, then rose up again far away, a textured wall of vegetation. Off in the distance, the northern curve of
the island faded to gray as the mountains descended to wave-hammered cliffs and boulders, and then down
to the reef.
"Thirsty?" he asked. When she nodded, Dom scooped up a narrow band of netting tied in close
knots. "Come on down here." They walked down the trail to the first switch-back, then Dom sat down in
the dirt.
"So what has the council been saying?" he asked, kicking off his sandals and fitting his feet
through loops knotted into either end of the slender net.
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"All sorts of things and all of it about you."
She stopped as Dom stood up and hopped to the edge of the trail, where the flattened dirt path fell
away sharply. Between a break in the shrubs and bamboo stalks, he looked out at a coconut tree that angled
up away from the path. From the angle of the mountainside and the tree's growth, the spikey leaves at the
top of the tree were only a little above eye-level. Dom swung his arms and threw himself down the
mountain slope. He caught hold of the tree and then his feet landed on the angled trunk too, the band
between his feet helping him keep a firm grip on the wood. He shimmied up closer to the fruit, then looked
back at Hana. She stood framed between the vegetation, biting her bottom lip.
"Pretty fun, huh?" he said.
"Yeah. But how do you get back?" She looked down the hillside to where the coconut trunk
vanished among the lower shrubs. Several thick poles of bamboo stuck out from the mass of leaves, as did
a few branches of a lime tree.
"Just jump. You'll see." Dom scooted up the tree to where he could reach the young coconut. "So
what kinds of things are they saying?"
"Well, Gin says you should just stay up here, but Yasuo keeps reminding everyone else that you
haven't been trained to drum. Dai mentioned the idea of building a house for you out on the north end, but I
think that's one of the things Shina is most upset about. Shen said you could go back to the mainland, but
Lien and Akina agree with Kyoko that you should be sent to Bandai. But then Kameko keeps asking who is
going to provide the canoe for that and nobody has figured that one out yet."
Dom stopped twisting at the coconut stem. "But everyone wants me to go somewhere else,
wherever that may be."
"No, not everyone."
Dom looked over his shoulder at her.
"Shina is going to tear in like a wild boar today, I think."
He smiled, then turned back to the coconut. Spinning it around a few more times tore the fibers of
the stem and he ripped the heavy green husk off the tree, sending shivers up through the fronds.
"Ready?" he called. Then he lobbed the fruit over to Hana. She caught it and dropped it off to the
side, and a few moments later she caught the second one. But she kept her eyes on him.
"Now it's the fun part," he said.
"If you fall, I'm not saving one of these for you," Hana said.
Dom scoffed. "If I fall, I'd get impaled down there, so you wouldn't have to worry about it."
"Right. But just so we're clear about it."
Scraping the thin net down against the trunk, Dom slipped one foot out of the loops. He hooked an
arm around several thick fronds of the coconut tree, then reached down with the other hand and wound the
net around his ankle, tucking the loose end back into the wrapping. Then he squirmed around to the top half
of the angled tree trunk. Holding the fronds with both hands, he gathered his feet up close. Then he let go
with one hand and leaned out towards Hana. With a grin, Dom leapt forward, but he didn't have nearly
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enough strength to make it back to the trail. Instead he twisted and caught hold of one of the bamboo shafts
rising up around him. The leaves rattled and the stalk creaked as his momentum tipped it towards the path.
Hana stepped back from the opening as the pole carried him across the divide in a slow arch. The wood
clattered against the other stalks growing up closer to the path. Dom swung out from the first pole and
caught hold of another, then kicked his feet out and swung forward, dropping down next to her.
"See? It's fun. Do you want to try?"
"Sure," Hana said as she tossed the coconut back to him. "Just as soon as I sprout a tail and grow
some fur."

* * *
After cutting the coconuts open and drinking the warm, sweet milk, Dom and Hana sat on the
bench, backs up against the giant drum. They looked out over the western expanse. The steady movement
of clouds drifting towards the horizon gave the impression that Dom and Hana were slowly falling
backwards. Hana twisted around to examine the carvings on the drum.
Without a warning, she asked, "What do you think is going to happen?"
"What? With the council? I don't know." He tossed his empty coconut husk off the edge of the
clearing. It bounced off branches and made leaves shudder, then the crashing sounds quickly became faint
and everything grew still once more. "I guess they'll do what's best."
"Yeah." Hana stood up on the bench to look at the pictures higher up on the curved wood. She
dusted off a stylized picture of a volcano surrounded by ocean. "What do you want them to do?"
"What do I want them to do?" Dom repeated, looking up at her. "It doesn't really make much
difference what I want."
"I know. But still you've got to be thinking something about it." She walked to the far end of the
bench, tracing her fingers around billowing storm clouds and huge waves, then she turned around. She put
her elbow against the wood and leaned her head against her hand, waiting.
Dom shrugged and stood up, "I don't know." He walked over to the fishing net and took out the
netting needle. He pulled the string taut, over and over, listening to it thrum as he snapped it each time.
After a moment, Hana said, "You can finish that if you want. I need to take the satchel back."
Looking up quickly, Dom said, "No, it's not that. I want...! mean, I like talking with you. But it's
just. .. easier. .. to think about things ifl have something for my hands to do." He watched for her reaction.
She looked at the carvings a little longer. Then she walked back along the bench to the corner closest to the
netting frame. Sitting down again, she pulled her knees up to her chest and clasped her hands across her
shins.
Dom smiled at one comer of his mouth. With a quick motion, he stuck the needle in place again.
Then he went around one end of the frame and stood facing her. He kicked some trailers of vine out from
underneath his feet, and then started mending.
"I guess I'm trying to avoid thinking about it," he said, pushing the spacer closer towards the left-
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hand frame.
"Why?"
"Well...it's not my decision, so why waste my time with it."
"It's not as simple as that," she said, dropping her feet down to the ground. "They're making
decisions about you; and you're just going to say, 'Yes, Measure,' no matter what they decide? I don't
believe that."
"Well, what am I going to say? 'No, Measure, I know better than you and I just want things to stay
exactly like they were three days ago before I almost killed my mother."' His hands faltered, but he caught
the needle before it fell. Then he yanked on the string so the knot snapped sharply and the net jolted. He
gritted his teeth and forced his hand to fly more quickly through the repair work. Every few seconds he
tapped the spacer forward .
Soon he reached the wooden post of the netting frame. He looked through the knots and gaps to
focus on Hana again. Down into his stomach, he felt glad to see her there. He smiled awkwardly.
"Can you teach me how to do that?" she asked.
"What? Netting? Sure, if you want. It's kind of boring though."
Hana stood up and walked closer. "You don't seem bored by it."
Dom shrugged and smiled at her again. "Let me get the next row started and then I'll show you."
Quickly, he tied the string onto the thicker rope that held the wide-net together. Then he estimated how
much he would need for a few loops, tying them to the previous row. Finally, he fitted the spacer into
place.
"Okay," he said, walking around the frame to stand next to her, "It's really easy. You get the
spacer into place. Then you pull out some slack on the needle. Then you go through, around, back down,
and tight." He tugged the knot into place with a snap, then repeated the motions a few times. "Ready?"
"Yeah, I've got it. My tum." She stepped up to the net and Dom stood just behind her. She
fumbled the needle partway through a loop of the preceding row. "Okay .. . through .. ."
"Wait," Dom said, catching her arm, "You have to go around the spacer first."
"Right, right, right. Sorry. Around ...then through ..."
"Ah-ah. Other way. Up through the back side."
"Wait, I don't get it," Hana said, looking up sideways at Dom.
He reached over her shoulder and pushed the spacer a little farther along in the fishing net. "That's
okay. I was probably going too fast. Sorry. I'll go slower this time."
"Okay. And I'll concentrate."
"Okay." Then, matching his hands to the explanation, he said, "First, come around the spacer.
Then up through the back side of the loop ...around both strands of the loop .. . back down and under the
line. Then pull it taut...and snap." He smiled down at her. "Right?"
"Right. But why does it have to go under and down?"
"Ah-ah. Down, then under. Because it makes a weaker knot the other way. Come on, you try it."
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"Uhm... no, I'm not ready yet."
"Come on, come on. I'll help you." He put the netting needle into her hands again and pushed the
spacer forward a little more.
Hana sighed. "Okay." Then she put the needle up to the netting. "First..."
"Around the spacer," he said softly, moving her hand to the right place. They continued that way,
Hana letting him move her hands back and forth through the loops. Then he held her wrist and they pulled
slowly on the string until the knot jumped into place with a snap.
"Hey! See you have a gift for it," Dom said with a chuckle.
"Ah, thank you, Measure. Thank you. One more, okay?"
Dom dropped his hands away, and just watched. But he noticed the smell of her hair next to his
cheek and his attention faltered.
"Around and through, around and down, then tight," she said. The knot snapped and Hana giggled
softly. "A-ha! I did it."
"Excellent."
"I'm going to do a couple more."
"Yeah, that's great."
He stepped to the side and leaned against the frame, watching her hands move, then watching her
lips move as she whispered the steps to herself. Sunlight shone bright on her dusky skin, and made the
yellow flowers in her crown stand out against her black hair. Her dark eyes gleamed and her brow was
furrowed with concentration. Halfway through the next knot she looked over at him and stopped.
"lfl've got something on my face you'd better tell me."
He laughed and pushed away from the post. Still chuckling, he walked a few steps towards the
drum, then turned and said, "You know, I like you."
Hana stood facing the net, moving the needle back and forth to cinch another knot into place.
"You'd better. So does that mean you've got my song ready?"
"Oh yeah, yeah, yeah. There's just the last word I'm still working on. Maybe you can help me."
She held the needle in place so she could turn and watch him.
"Hana, the princess, adored by mankind;
Her voice is a treasure, her music's sublime.
She's wonderful, noble, gentle, and frank;
Her tongue is quite sharp, but her mind is quite ... .
"And that's where I'm having trouble," he said, trying to hold back a grin.
"Ha, ha. Okay, fisher-boy. Come get your netting stuff. We're all done here."
"What? You didn't like it?" He stepped forward with a confused look on his face .
"Yep. But I'm going to send up the royal executioner and you can see if he likes it any better
before he chops off your head." She used her hand to gently cut at the side of his neck.
"Wait-I'll fix it. I promise," he said with a smile.
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"Well, get your needle here anyway."
"You can just weave it into a few of the loops and it will stay. Oh, that's irritating," he muttered.
"What is it? Did I do it wrong?"
"No, of course not. It's just that the needle still has string on it, but not enough to go all the way
across. It's kind of annoying." He unwound the string from the needle and held it up for her to see.
She lifted her eyebrows in a way that made Dom think of curtains being pulled back. "It looks like
it's enough to do cradles with though."
"Really?" he said with a smile. "You don't have to get back down to the village or anything?"
"In a little bit."
Dom snipped the string with a small knife hanging from the netting frame, then tied the string into
a circle and looped it back and forth on his fingers. Soon they were sitting crosslegged under the shadow of
the huge drum, pulling patterns back and forth between each others' hands. After several exchanges, Hana
paused to wriggle the loops farther down around her knuckles.
"You didn't almost kill her, you know," she said, looking up at him for just a second.
"Ha. Well, something almost did, and when they pulled my hands apart, she could breath again, so
it seems like there's some kind of connection there. I don't know."
Hana held her hands up again. "Can I ask you what it was like?"
"What do you mean?" Dom said, reaching around her forearms to take the string.
"In the training hall."
He looked up from the criss-crossed lines to study her expression. "Sure," he said, then pressed his
lips closed. He drew another system of loops from her hands.
She hooked two strands around her little fingers and pulled them around to come up in the middle
of the cradle. "What was it like?"
"Scary," he said, eyes fixed on the string. He didn't move his hands toward it, but she still held it
between them. "I could feel her."
"Feel her?"
"Her body... frozen there. I could feel it." His eyes narrowed, still fixed on the angles of the string.
"I was still breathing, but I could feel her suffocating. Her muscles all tensed. Her lungs burning. Heart
stopped. The hair on her shoulders." He tried to smile, running his hand back and forth in his short hair.
"Long hair is heavy."
Hana smiled back, not moving her hands.
"I didn't like it." He quickly pinched a few of the crossings and turned the pattern inside out.
"I don't think anyone would."
"Not just the suffocating, I mean. The whole thing. The whole feeling someone else's body ... I
don't like it."
"Why not?" Hana took the cradle again.
"Because it's .. .I mean, who wants to know all that about another person? I don't want to know if
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someone is ...I don't know. Who wants to know if another person needs to relieve themselves or if they've
got an itch or if they're pregnant or barren. I don't want to know that about anybody, least of all Shina."
Hana kept the intertwining string motionless between them. Dom traced the lines with his eyes. It
was already starting to fray where the ends were cinched together.
"What are you supposed to say to someone if you know they can't ever have a baby?" He looked
up at Hana again, his eyes moving back and forth across her face before settling into her eyes. "Who wants
to know that?"
Then he looked back at the string and grabbed it, twisting a new shape from the lines so roughly
that it caught Hana's thumb between two of them. He muttered an apology and slackened the lines for her.
"How can you know that?" she whispered .
"I don't know, I just do." He looked up over her shoulder towards the clouds. "It's like I could see
something was missing. Like a ... blank space where all the lines said there should be a splice or a
connection or something." Then he lifted his hands to his face, keeping the pattern of string on his fingers.
He pressed the backs of his wrists against his eyes. "Bind me! What am I supposed to do now?"
Then he dropped his hands, still keeping the strings on his fingers, staring down at interlocking
strands. "You know what it's like? It's like playing cradles, but I can't see all the lines. Someone else is
holding them and I can't see the strings or anything. But I'm supposed to see .. .something. It's my tum to
take it. And the other person doesn't even care if I see it or not!"
"Dorn--"
"What?" His shoulders rose and fell with each breath, and the loops of string were stretched tight
between his hands again, pressing his skin into little, white ridges. He looked up at Hana, and breathed in
deeply, then he closed his eyes.
"Sorry," he said.
Somewhere nearby on the mountainside, a bird started singing. The breeze played with the sound,
covering it and then strengthening it, but the simple tune repeated over and over for several moments. Then
just the wind was left. Dom opened his eyes again. Hana was looking out over the ocean. Her profile was a
graceful line that slipped into the overlapping folds of her blouse. She turned to look at him, and smiled to
see him watching her.
"Something on my face again?" she asked, brushing at her cheek. He smiled at one corner of his
mouth. She continued, "You know, there's a cradle I've never seen you do."
He frowned slightly. "Really? A new one?"
"New to you, yes. My little sisters do it all the time though. Lift your hands up here." She pulled
Dom's arms closer to herself. "You can do it without even looking."
Dom watched her hands intently as she brought her fingertips to the base of his hands. When she
started to raise her hands up, he guessed what she was doing and looked up at her. Her eyes were fixed on
his. Dark. Focused. He stared back, not seeing her hands move, but feeling her fingernails and knuckles
brush up past his palms. The soft touch set his skin tingling. Slowly, she traced each of her fingers up along
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the inside of his own hands. After a moment, she pressed her hands back into his.
A few seconds later, she spoke with a hushed voice, "Then you drop your hands down."
He breathed out, realizing that he had been holding his breath. Glancing down at their hands, Dom
smiled to see them matched together like echoes of each other. He started to move, but at the first shift of
contact, he stopped. Taking a deep breath, he looked into Hana's eyes again, and opened his mouth to
speak, but wasn't able to find the words.
"Me either," she whispered, smiling and looking down.
His brow furrowed for a moment as he tried to understand how she knew; then something shifted
somehow and a tinge of pale blue wavered into place around her, faintly altering the colors of the drum and
the trees and the sky. Hana looked up at him again and a slowly shifting pattern of whorls started to flow
around him, as if to embrace him.
He recognized it and stiffened. The pattern changed to blue-green, multi-sided shapes, but he was
too distracted to notice Hana's questioning expression and startled look as he tore his hands away from her.
He leapt to his feet, walking to the edge of the clearing with his fists pinned underneath his arms and his
eyes clenched shut.
"Dom! What's wrong?"
Forcing himself to take deep breaths, he opened his eyes and focused on the shapes of the jungle
below him, tracing the physical contours with his eyes. Leaves. Branches. Angular lines of houses down in
the village far away. The lagoon.
"Dom?"
"That was presence again, wasn't it?" he asked, still facing away from her.
"Of course. What's the matter?"
He glanced cautiously over his shoulder at her, but only saw the plain colors and unmoving shapes
of her face and hair and clothing. He looked up to the clouds. "The last time I saw that I almost killed
Shina, and I don't want to .. .I don't want you to get hurt too."
Finally turning around, he watched her. But he avoided her eyes, focusing on how her hands
pulled at the string and coiled it around a finger.
"I'm sorry." Her voice was very soft.
"No, it's not your fault. It's not you. It's just. .. something is ... Bind me! I wish this wasn't
happening!" He spun back towards the ocean, and crouched down on his haunches, still pressing his hands
beneath his arms. "I wish I knew who was making this happen so I could make them stop it!" Turning to his
shoulder, he tried to wipe at his eyes without letting his hands free.
"Dom, seeing presence isn't a bad thing," Hana said. A few moments later, she came closer and
knelt down beside him. "Can I tell you what Kyoko and Kimi said to the council?"
He shrugged.
"They said Shina was trying to help you see presence by ... flooding you with the strongest intent
she could. They said she was pouring out anger and hate as if she wanted to destroy you. And when you
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finally saw it, you reacted the same way that anyone would, by defending yourself."
"Ha."
"Dom, listen. There's more. Before anyone does or says anything, their presence shows their
intent. And different intentions are like different shades of color."
"I know, I know. I've heard this all for almost fifteen years now, over and over again." He stood up
and started back towards the drum.
"But Kyoko said that when you ... did what you did, it wasn't like anything he'd ever seen before."
Dom stopped.
"He said the intention was white, like when someone is using a gift of magic, but that it flashed
out of you like a .. .like .. .I don't know like what."
Turning half towards her again, he asked, "What did he say?"
"He said it was like a wave. Like a wall of water rushing forward. A giant wall of brilliant white
that swept past again and again and again. That it almost...blinded him, except that's impossible because it's
not with the eyes."
"Oh, wonderful. So I almost burned out some part ofKyoko's mind as well as-"
"Listen! There's more. Kimi saw it too. And so did the most of the elders." She stopped, as ifthat
were important.
Dom looked at her, his brow furrowed. "So?"
"So nobody can see presence that far away. Through walls? It's impossible. But Lien was outside
the reef with his grandson, and he saw it."
He stepped closer. "What does that mean?"
Shaking her head, she answered, "Nobody knows. That's one of the things they've been arguing
about. But Lien says those waves swept past him and disappeared over the horizon."
With a groan, Dom stepped forward to the edge of the clearing again. He pressed his palms into
his eyes. "Why is this happening to me?" he whispered off the mountainside into the canyon. Then he sank
down to the dirt, and fell on his back, staring up at the clouds, his chest heaving. "Why can't I just be like
you and Etsu?"
"Dorn---"
"Etsu just does what he's told. He fits in like everyone else. It's simple for him. He's happy. He has
fun." He turned his head to the side, away from Hana. "He doesn't hurt anyone."
"Dom, you can't turn away from this ."
"Why not?"
The clouds sailed overhead, drifting off into the west.
"Because it's who you are," Hana finally said. "How do you tum away from yourself?"
"Well, whoever I am can get tied."
He rolled over onto his stomach and lay using his arms as a pillow, still looking away from her.
He heard her clothes rustle as she stood up and turned outward to the horizon. The stone platform and drum
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loomed up above him. Inside the shadows of the roofing, faint gray patches of cobwebs pulsed and
collapsed as the breeze coursed around them.
After a moment, Hana turned around again.
"Dom... there's something out there."
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Boat
From the boat, out in the rising and falling, unending motion of the swells, the island first
appeared as a single, constant smudge above the farthest waves. She laid a pale hand across the tiller and
pulled it against the pressure of water streaming past. The boat creaked its way across the trough. Coming
up out of the basin, the tiny smudge that meant land lay straight ahead.

*

*

*

"What?" Dom asked, looking up at Hana. Wind carried her hair over her shoulder. Looking down
at him with solemn intensity, the bright sky behind her, she was regal. After a moment, he blinked and
caught hold of her words again. "Out where?"
"On the deep."
Keeping his eyes on hers, he slowly got to his feet. Then he stepped closer, not letting his gaze
move away from her. "Are you serious?"
She searched his face. "Why would I joke about this?"
"They say it takes three days of westward wind to come from the mainland."
Hana looked up at the clouds that streamed away into the afternoon. Turning his head to keep his
focus on her, Dom moved with small steps towards the edge of the clearing. Over the edge, grasses covered
the cliff. The mountainside hissed as wind tugged the blades back and forth across one another. She
followed him, watching him as he clung to her eyes.
She closed her eyes, and then he slowly turned his gaze out to the ocean. The sail was distant, tiny,
unmistakable.

*

*

*

Closer to the island, a sparse flock of terns angled through the sky, then wheeled off to the left.
Hunched over in the back of the craft, she didn't tum to watch them dwindle away.

*

*

*

Dom drew in a slow breath through his teeth. Then he stepped backwards awkwardly until he
bumped against the drum in the center of the clearing. Hana rushed toward him, but he turned and leaned
on his shoulder against the huge, wooden instrument.
"What's wrong?" she asked, stepping round to face him.
He stared past her. "They're coming for me."
"You don't know that."
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He focused his eyes on her again. He opened his mouth to speak, but then closed it. Her face was
close to his, so close he could see the tension in her jaw and how the lines of texture on her lips pressed
together.
"Dom, you don't know that."
Her tongue flicked at the edge of her teeth as she spoke, and the wind twirled strands of black hair
across her cheek.
Rolling to his back again, he forced himself to stand on his own and go towards the end of the
drum where the massive circle of thick leather was bound with heavy cords. He reached down to the base
of the stone table and pulled out two wooden batons, as long as his forearm and almost as thick. The sticks
dragged at his hands like granite.
"I guess Yasuo can't get too mad at me now." He stared up at the tanned leather that was
discolored in places and rubbed smooth in one faded circle in the lower-middle. He stepped backwards
away from the drum. Turning Hana again, he said, "Maybe they'll just go past?"
She went closer to the edge and raised her hand to shadow her eyes. Then she looked back at him
and shook her head. He stepped closer to the drum. The towering shape filled his vision. Edging even
closer, he could smell the old leather-the scent of oil hidden beneath layers of dust and rain and wind.
"What are you waiting for?" Hana asked.
"Ifl drum.. .," he said in a murmur, "it's over." He raised his eyes to the well-worn patch, but tears
blurred the shapes around him. Through gritted teeth, he muttered, "Why can't I just be like Etsu ! "
With a backhand, he smashed a baton into the drumskin. THOOM. The sudden shock of volume
pushed him back a pace, and flocks of bird on all sides of the mountain rose up and whirled above the
treetops. Hana clutched her hands to her ears and hurried from the side of the drum to the relative shelter
behind Dom. Dust cascaded down the sides and off the tile roof, and was swept away in the breeze.
THOOM THOOM TH-THOOM toka THOOM. THOOM THOOM TH-THOOM toka THOOM.

*

*

*

Yasuo burst from the council chamber and cast his eyes up to the lookout point high above on
Kanshitou. Other people of the village also came rushing outdoors, all gazing up the tallest mountain where
the signal drum roared.
"Bind me! What is he doing up there?" Yasuo muttered. Then a cry from behind him drew his
attention to the sea line.
"Measure of Drums?" a voice from inside the room called, "What is it?"
Still gazing over the waters, Yasuo answered, "A sail. From Hindo."
"From the mainland?"
The rustle of cloth against the mats sounded like the release of a long-held sigh, and the elders,
one by one, left the council room.
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*

*

*

Dom's sweaty forehead gleamed in the sunlight. He stopped pounding at the leather and wiped his
face on his sleeve. Hana touched his shoulder as she walked past to look out over the village.
"Dom, don't stop!" she shouted back at him. "The divers outside the reef haven't heard the signal."
He stepped forward next to her, shadowing his eyes with his forearm. Beyond the white foam of
breakers crashing down on the coral, a scattered line of canoes spread nearly from one tip of the island to
the other. The tiny shapes rose and fell on the waves that coasted in towards Daiippo. He could almost
make out the figures waiting in the canoes, watching for the others to bring up the next catch. In the
distance, the boat was steadily moving closer.
He dropped his arm. "They'll see."
Hana twisted to face him. "No! You've got to warn them. The boat is getting closer."
"It's just a small boat. And they've got their spears."
"But what if they're like-"
Dom had turned away, but at Hana's sudden silence, he looked back at her. She glanced down at
the village, then off to the fishing canoes.
"What if they're like what?" he asked.
She turned to face him again. "They might have a gift of magic like you do."
He blinked. Turning his eyes out to the ocean side once more, he said, "You mean, what if they
can kill people without even touching them?"
Dom wiped his face against his shoulder again. Hana didn't move. A gust of wind pulled at her
hair and her clothing. The frame over the great drum creaked, and the fishing net billowed between the
wooden posts. She stood watching him.
He spun away and walked back behind the drum. "What if they're like me," he muttered to the
drum that towered over him like a faceless presence.
THOOM THOOM TH-THOOM toka THOOM.

*

*

*

Men and women came hurrying down the farm roads into the village; only a few carried any
produce. At the edge of the beach, the elders stood in pairs and small groups, watching the waves. Farther
down towards the water, a throng of people milled about, talked together, stared at the far off sail. Yasuo
and Shina stood apart from them. Even in the afternoon sun, Shina held a thin blanket over her shoulders.
Yasuo glanced back and forth between the ocean, the mountain, and his wife's tired face. He brushed her
forehead and tucked the loose strands of hair behind her ear.
Kameko came towards them, walking slowly. "The drum is faint," she said.
Yasuo felt Shina tense, but she only pulled the blanket tighter and continued to stare out over the
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water.
"Yes, Measure," he said.
Then Midori's voice cut in, shouting to them as he stomped forward, "Kameko! I'm going to send
out a canoe."
The old woman turned back to Yasuo and paused for a moment, watching him. He looked back
into her wizened eyes. Then she nodded and Midori headed off into the crowd.

* * *
Dom hammered at the stiff leather and the echoes resounded off the ridgelines on either side.
THOOM THOOM TH-THOOM toka THOOM. His shoulders ached and after each stroke, his arms fell
lower and rose more slowly to the next beat. Hana ran back to stand behind him, her hands covering her
ears.
In between the pattern of drum beats, she shouted over the fading echoes, "Dom, louder."
He twisted around and threw the batons at her feet. She caught her breath, as the sticks clattered
together in the dirt. Then she stared at him.
"Midori might be out there. Or Tori," she said.
"It's your tum! I'm tired."
"Dom, you just need right spirit. Add presence to the drum's voice."
"I hate presence! You do it."
He turned to walk away, and Hana stepped forward to the drumming sticks. She stopped though,
looking down at them. He watched her out of the comer of his eye, rubbing his shoulder.
"No," she said. She went to bench instead and swept up the satchel from their lunch. "You're the
lookout. You're responsible for the warning." Then she turned and ran to the path that led down the
mountainside.
"Where are you going?"
Not bothering to answer, she disappeared behind the bushes and branches.
"It will take too long-Hana!"
Then he cried out once more with a violent shout. The sound faded quickly. He yanked off his
overshirt and scrubbed it over his wet face and hair. The batons laid motionless in the dirt. He stomped to
the edge of the clearing once more. The sail was closer. And at the bottom of the mountains, below the
trees and farm terraces, the village square broiled with activity as men, women, and children, all the size of
ants, went to and fro on the beach. Then, at one end of the beach, the people spread back and a group of
men carried a canoe down the sands.
"Bind me."
Dom threw his shirt down on the dirt, then kicked it across the clearing where it crumpled against
the stone table that held the drum. He stalked to the batons and laid hold of them roughly. As he addressed
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the drum, his hands shook and his knuckles were white. He took in a great draught of air, then blew it out in
a hiss. After another breath, he began humming, the sound coming rough and ragged from his throat.
Inching closer to the leathern wall rising in front of him, he reached out and tapped the surface to gauge his
distance. Thoom, the drum growled. He matched his humming to that tone, then closed his eyes and
followed the sound down within himself. The hununing resonated in his chest. In his abdomen, it echoed
again.
With a flick, he called up the heavy rumble that seemed to almost rise from out of the mountain
itself, and let the sound wash over him, through him. The rhythm of vibration within him shifted ... he tuned
himself to the waves rolling around him .. .patterns slid across each other... shifted ... matched.
He called out that rhythm in wordless speech and brought the drum stick to his ear, then down in
harmony. THOOM! THOOM! TH-THOOM! TOKA THOOM!

* * *
Yasuo gasped and jumped up from sitting next to Shina. His head spun towards the mountain in
time to see the green slopes all over the island erupt in chaos as birds of all colors fled from the treetops
and scattered in wheeling circles and raucous noise.
"By the Motions ... " he said in a whisper.
A startled cry came to his ears and he looked back down the shoreline, past the faces of young and
old who were now staring inland. At the edge of the water, one of the men at the canoe had fallen over
backwards, and was now climbing back to his feet, dripping with frothy water.
Yasuo dropped down next to his wife again. "Do ... do you hear that?"
"How can I not?" she answered, turning to him and laughing softly. "The drum is strong."
He knelt beside her and kissed away the tear on her cheek.

* * *
Dom danced the sticks on the drum, pressing himself out into the music and letting the drum push
the batons back to him after each stroke. He beat the rhythm with what felt like quick, light taps, rushing
from one cycle to the next, singing the warning, reaching to his friends outside the reef.

* * *
Out on the waves, she saw the color again, and raised her face to the source even though it served
no purpose. Reactions practiced a lifetime only fade slowly. The first pale band of blue swept out from the
island and past her, followed by faint rings in a series. They carried the touch of him, just as before. Her
hand curled around the tiller, holding it steady.
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*

*

*

THOOM! THOOM! TH-THOOM! TOKA THOOM! He watched the pulsing sound speed away.
Then another pattern rose up behind, overwashed and barely noticeable beneath the drumming waves. But
it rose again between the patterns, like a sandbar emerging at low tide.
It pushed against the outpouring, faintly red, vaguely familiar, until "Dom! Dom! Stop it!" He

stepped outside the presence with a gasp, and heard the voice. "Stop, Dom! They're in!"
Looking up at the drum didn't seem right. The texture ofleather was familiar now, like the lines
across the skin of his hands, but it wasn't the drum's voice. He shook his head and shuffled his feet to the
side a little.
"Dom! You did it," the voice came again that belonged to the girl with black hair standing beside
him. He rubbed his eyes.
"Hana!" he said, then he plopped down on the dirt.
"Are you okay?" she asked, kneeling next to him and taking him by the shoulders .
"What? Yeah, I'm fine. I was .. .It's cold."
She laughed and grabbed one of the blankets tangled up nearby. Spreading it over his shoulders,
she said, "What happened to you?"
He stared up at her. "Nothing. I was just..." Looking down at the sticks still in his hands, he said,
"Drumming." Then he raised the batons up for her to see.
"Yeah, I know. Look what a mess you made!"
She gestured at the ground around them. Tile shingles lay chipped and shattered in the dirt and on
the stone bench. A flock of gray birds rose across the canyon and circled back out of view.
"Yasuo is going to be mad," he said. "I've got to clean-wait..." Dropping the sticks like they were
on fire, he pressed his hands to his head, then looked up at her again. A look of recognition grew in his eyes
as he scanned back and forth across the clearing. Then he lurched to his feet. "Did they-Are they okay?"
Hana pulled back on his arm, bringing him down to the dirt again before he stumbled and fell.
"Yes! Yes, they're fine. They heard your drumming." She sat next to him.
Watching her carefully as she smiled, he nodded. "Good."
"Actually, the whole island heard. And most of the inner islands too, I think. That was loud."
Dom nodded again absently. He looked back at the drum and batons. Shivering, he pulled the
blanket up over himself again and turned back towards the ocean. The ship was much closer now, its single
wide sail looked like a bright square patched on the dark water.
"That's good," he murmured.
From the village below, the sound of another drum rose up to them, beating out a complex rhythm,
then repeating it two more times.
"That's for us. Right?" Dom asked.
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"Yes, they want to know if there's more than one ship coming."
Dom nodded knowingly. Then he looked back down across the treetops.
"I'll answer, okay?" Hana said, getting to her feet.
"What? Okay."
She took up the sticks, then called back to him, "Better plug your ears."
"What-"
The drum roared and Dom jumped, then clutched the blanket against his head.

*

*

*

Yasuo stood looking over the drum he had set up down on beach. The response from Kanshitou
echoed down the mountainside. Shina, Midori, and a few of the elders stood nearby, listening carefully.
"Just one then," Dai said, turning back towards the beach. "That's good."
"Wait a moment," Yasuo said. "That wasn't Dom. Dom has never drummed that sharply. Even just
now."
"Well, that doesn't concern us at the moment," Dai continued. "Midori-you'll prepare two canoes
then?"
"Yes, Measure," Midori answered, turning with Dai to walk towards the shoreline and discuss
more of their plans.
Kameko stayed behind with Yasuo and Shina. "Who else would be up there?"
"Etsu has been taking up meals," Yasuo said.
The older woman frowned and looked down across the crowded village square. Etsu stood in front
of a group of younger children, jumping up and down and pretending to beat wildly on a drum.
Yasuo continued, "But maybe he asked one of the other boys to-"
Shina intelTupted him with a sure tone in her voice, "Hana."
"Hmnnn, 11 Kameko said with a stem expression on her face. Then she also went towards the
beach.
"Hana?" asked Yasuo. "She's not supposed to be up there."
Shina smiled and pulled him away from the drum.

*

*

*

The second canoe splashed into the lagoon and the men who had been cairying it quickly leapt
inside. Yasuo watched Midori and the others raise five oars simultaneously, then plunge them into the
water and drive the outrigger forward over the bright lagoon.
On the edge of the village, Dai was standing on a crate from the general store. His arms were
raised high as he called out, asking the other members of the village to be cautious and take their families
back to their homes.
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Yasuo turned to Shina. "What do you think?"
She had been biting her bottom lip, but at his question she released it, then she shook her head.
Kyoko came closer, waving to one of the small families that was heading back up the beach.
When he reached them, he asked, "Will you be returning to your homes as well?"
Laying his arm across Shina's shoulders, Yasuo said, "A little later."
Kyoko nodded, looking back and forth at them. Then he turned to look out at the mainland boat. "I
heard you drumming earlier. Did you tell Dom to come down?"
"No," Shina said.
"We think it will be good to have him stay at the lookout point a while longer," Yasuo added. He
turned to watch Kyoko's reaction, but the shorter man simply nodded, still gazing out at the sea.
Yasuo looked back as well to see the boat was just outside the swells that would carry it forward
to the reef. It had angled across the front of the lagoon and just now it was turning towards the island again,
preparing to approach the barrier of corrals that surrounded the harbor.
"The Measure of that boat seems wise in his art. I wouldn't expect a mainlander to know how to
cross a reef," Kyoko said.
"I've expected it for years," Shina whispered.
"I'm sorry. What was that?" Kyoko asked.
Yasuo looked down at her also, but in reply, she just shook her head.

* * *
The rolling waves crashed into a frenzy of foam, cascading in a sporadic line as the billow moved
across the barrier reef. She and her boat were too heavy. But that slender, fleeting strip of foam might be
just enough to keep them from stalling on the corals, or sliding back into the next pounding wave. She
drifted forward on the swells, closer.

* * *
On the edge of the clearing, Hana folded the blankets in half and spread them out by the ledge.
Then she and Dom sat next to each other, and waited. The ship was running almost parallel to the reef now.
Dom watched it intently, his elbows resting on his knees, his hands supporting his chin.
"What do you think will happen?" Hana asked, taking the circlet from her head and looking closer
at the wildflowers. They had dried out quickly in the hot sun.
Dom shrugged. The wind picked up and rattled the grass below them in a raspy whisper. All down
the mountainside, the leaves and branches fluttered in the breeze.
"Well, what do you want to happen?"
"I don't know," he said with a laugh. He rolled in a backwards somersault and got to his feet.
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Closer to the drum, he scooped up several pieces of broken tile, then came back by the blankets. He sent
one whirring out off the mountainside, watching it curve and fall and vanish in the greenery. "I don't know.
Almost every day for the past fifteen years, I've wished that someone would come and tell me why I'm
here, or take me away from here, or come .. .live with me here, or something." He hurled another piece of
tile into the wind. "And now it looks like it's going to happen, and .. .I don't know." He threw out another
tile.
"So .. .what would you do if this boat wrecks and gets washed back into the deep?"
"Whatever the council decided," he answered, sending another oblong shape careening into the
trees below.
"That sounds familiar." She looked back down at the circlet in her hands. Tracing the vine around
and around, she asked, "Then ... what would you do if the boat makes it across and someone gets out and
says you're a hell-spawn demon and you must be destroyed?"
Dom laughed again, stopping another throw in mid-swing. He tossed the other fragments to the
grass at their feet. "Then I'd do whatever the council decides."
"You're impossible," she said, twisting around to face the lagoon.
"What?" he said, sitting down next to her again. "They're the council. They set the measure, and
we follow."
"But you can do more than that!" She turned back towards him. "Can't you see that? They don't
know what to do with you because you're beyond this island. You're beyond Daiippo. You can go and do
something .. .incredible somewhere."
He stared at her for a moment, then looked down at his hands. He brushed off the dirt from the
tiles he'd held. When he looked up into the sky again, the clouds were drifting overhead the same as before.
The comers of the blanket tossed and fell in the wind. He reached towards the circlet she held pressed
down into the blanket.
"And what about you?" he asked, tracing back and forth on the ring of vine between them.
She leaned back, taking the circlet back into her lap. "Maybe I'll go do something incredible too."

*

*

*

Midori and the others spun the canoe around, so the outrigger was on the side that the mainland
boat would be on. Below the rim of the boat, they each kept a short spear readied. Then they and the other
canoe moved slowly sideways, pacing the visitor's approach to the reef. The boat was broad and shallow,
but just too big.
One of the men said, "Ifhe had waited for the peak of the tide, he could have made it across."
"lfhe had known about the reef before he got here," Midori replied, "then I would be even more
worried than I am now."
A third fellow said, "Bah. He doesn't look very worrisome, hunched over in the back of his boat
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there."
"Ha!" scoffed the man at the far end of the canoe, "And I bet our own mainlander didn't look very
scary just before he nearly killed Shina."
The others fell silent. Midori stared past them and focused his eyes on the one who had spoken
last. The fellow watched the mainland boat. After a moment, the man shifted his shoulders away from
Midori, so he could look at the boat more easily. Midori finally turned his attention that way too, trying to
see the mainlander more clearly.
The person was covered in a broad sheet of fabric that looked like the same material as the sail.
The cloth was pulled forward over his head, leaving it in a dark shadow, and only the person's arm
extended out of this covering to hold the awkward-looking tiller.
Midori watched the mainlander through the mist that the wind carried off the curling edge of the
wave. The stranger shifted his position. He hauled back on the tiller. As the boat slid down into the final
trough, it turned straight in to the reef. The steady wind pushed the boat forward into the roiling aftermath
of the previous swell, and from behind the next wave came on inexorably. The boat lifted, tilted forward on
the edge of the wave, then it tipped and the bow caught on the rock. The boat pitched forward on its end,
throwing the white-robed figure out of the stern and into the waters of the lagoon.
A split-second later the rest of the wave crashed down, driving the wood onto the rock and coral,
snapping the mast and crumpling the sail underneath the hull. Then the foam washed back for a moment
and the following wave caught the boat up on its side and cracked it down, splintering the gunwale, leaving
the vessel propped up for the next crash. After several moments, the boat was torn to pieces, and still
caught in the impassive violence.

*

*

*

Hana turned to look at him. He stared down at the water, unmoving. From the comer of his eye, he
saw her starting to speak, but he shook his head. She stopped. They looked down on the village from far
above.

*

*

*

The water didn't bum at her eyes as it once did. It pushed and pulled against her as she clung to a
tall formation of coral and slowly hauled herself forward, away from the thundering waves. It didn't sting
anymore. And it wasn't cold either. And the sharp coral didn't hurt like it once would have. Within the pain,
nothing else hurt anymore.

*

*

*

Midori guided the canoe closer to the edge of the reef, out in the deep end of the lagoon that was
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under water even at the lowest tide. The wide, white cloth that had covered the mainlander floated on the
surface. He pulled it out of the way with his oar. Down below something pale stood out from the natural
colors.
He dropped his paddle into the canoe and then stripped off his outer shirt before jumping into the
water. After the bubbles had hurried away, he saw her blurred figure. He kicked a little closer, but she
didn't look at him. Instead she slowly reached forward and pulJed herself to a narrow corridor through the
talJer coral. Her black hair floated around her face like a cloud tugged back and forth on current. But he
couldn't miss her dark, hollow eyes, gazing off into water with a mournful stare.
Kicking back to the surface, he hauled himself halfway up onto the canoe.
"She is alive!" he shouted to the other outrigger. "Go tell them!" The rowers dug into the water
and raced forward to the shoreline.
"That's impossible," one of the men on his boat said.
"Nevertheless, she is coming."
"A woman?"
"Yes, a woman. Beautiful and sad."
"But how is she-"
Midori ignored the other questions and dove back into the water. She had moved farther towards
land, walking forward on the sand and pulling herself against the currents by grasping branches of coral.
The garment she wore was white, like her pale skin, and it trailed behind her, while the front half pressed
against her legs with each step. He came closer again, and still she ignored him. In fascination, he reached
out to where she held onto a coral formation, his fingers nearly touching hers, but something stopped him.
He peered closer at her hand. As she drew herself forward, the skin pulled apart in several deep gouges, but
there was no blood.
When he broke the surface again, he flung himself up into the canoe and commanded them to row
for the shore.

* * *
"It's not over," Dom said, watching the canoes speed towards the beach. Without another word, he
stood and walked back behind the drum.
"How can it not be over?" Hana asked, following him, the circlet still in her hand. "The boat is
smashed and the person must be dead by now."
He took the netting needle again, and a ball of string the color of dried threadvine, looping it in
and out around the needle's centerpost. His hands moved automatically. He turned his gaze to Hana for a
moment. Then he looked down at what his hands were doing .
"Then aren't you going to go down there and see what's happened?" she asked.
"They'll come get me if they want me ."
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The small layers of string slowly filled up the needle. He turned to the net. Hana's footsteps and
angry sighs moved back and forth behind him.
Finally she said, "Fine. I'll tell Etsu to come get you."
Then she dropped the circlet over one of the posts of the netting frame and stomped off down the
path. Dom lost hold of the needle and it unwound a few turns then snagged, hooked on its own joints. He
forced his eyes from the ungainly wreath and started to wind the string again.

*

*

*

When she came up out of the water, her hair lay plastered around her face and neck. Then as she
climbed farther inland, her garment stuck wet against her body in the same disarray. She stumbled onward
through the shallows, moving slowly, trying not to trip over rocks or deeper pools. A small group of
women and men stood waiting there on the beach, including the swimmer who had felt so warm before he
suddenly withdrew.
The rocks and shells slowly gave way to sand that stuck against her legs and the hem of her
clothing. But it didn't itch like it might have before. On the sandy incline, halfway towards the buildings,
she stopped walking, and tottered until she could control the momentum. The people stood watching,
pulsing with blue and red that all mingled together and trembled part of the way towards her. One asked
who she was. What she wanted.
She raised her arm stiffly and extended a finger or two, pointing up towards the top of the
mountain. The touch of him was from there.
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